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The study was aimed at appllng ADKAR model for the change management

competencies (CMC) ofthe heads Government Secondary Schools in Punjab. It was also aimed

to develop change management competency (CMC) profile of heads after the application of

change management competency (CMC) Scale based oIr theoretical change model (ADKAR). In

this study, the development of CMC scale and identification of CM challenges faced by the

heads of schools, was provided a strong mtionale for the formulation of CMCB (Change

Management Competelcy -Building) fiamework for the training of heads of secondary schools

in Punjab. The actual ADKAR model given by Hiatt, was comprised of five outcome

competency factors (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, and Ability & Reinforcement) and twenty

two sub-competency factors. This model was popularly knowl to measure successfully, the

change management competency of an individual as a 'Manager'. Therefore, this model was



selected to see the change management competency of a "school Head" as a .change manager,

and how, the diversified challenges werc being faced by a head, within a school management

system .For this purpose, CMC scale was developed, based on the theoretical underpinnings of

ADKAR change model. This CMC scale was consisted offive outcome competency factorc atrd

twenty two sub-competency factors which were further comprised of 59 closed-ended items, and

five open-ended iterns.

In the scale development process, the content validatioo of this scale was confirmed in

the light of opinions of the experts of different universities of Pakistan. Since the ADKAR

model was a foreign model and never applied before irl Pakistan, as a change management

competency assessment scale. lt was originally consisted of five major outcome and 22 sub-

competency facto6. Therefore, it was decided to perform, an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

on this CMC scale, in order to set the psychometric properties (Consfuct Validity) of this scale

within the context of Pakistan culture. An Oblimin or Oblique rotation method was used as all

factors werc theorctically correlated. In the process ofperforming EFA, 203 heads was sampled,

the sample adequacy was fairly sufficient for performing EFA successfully. These 203 heads

were sampled in the two districts, one with high (Attock ) and the other ( Okara ) with low

literacy rate in Punjab. After EFA, the scale was modified and 6nally, the output ofEFA results

revealed that the factors with eigen values larger than I were retained which was accounted for

about 70-80% of the total variance. Finally, ovenll a successful reduction of both factors and

items was taken place, twenty two factors were reduced to 16 factors and 59 items were reduced

to 54 items. This CMC scale was finally consisted of five outcome competency factors, 16 sub-

competency facto$ and five open ended questions, related to change managemelt effectiveness

within a school systern.



For the final data collectioq the eight districts were sampled in the three regions of

Punjab, according their literacy mtes: two distdcts were selected fiom nortlem purljab

(Rawalpindi & Attock), four fiom central Punjab (Lahore, Gujranwala, Chiniot, pakpattan) atrd

two districts from southem Punjab (Multan & Rajanpur). The literacy rate ofdistricts in the three

regions ofPunjab was the main rationale for the sampling framework ofthis study.

The study was descriptive in natue. It was mixed designed study, itrvolved both

qualitative and quantitative approaches were used for data collection and analysis. The

population was comprised of heads of secondary and higher sec-ondary schools of Punjab. The

change managemetrt competency (CMC) profile of 304 sampled heads was developed, in order

to assess their CM competencies as well as CM challenges faced by them in the change

management process. These challenges were in the form of tensions, problems and dileDmas

faced by school heads. Furthemore, these three forms of challenges were further identified as

barriers, resistance, hurdles in the way ofheads for making any new school development plan. Irl

this study, twenty CM challenges faced by the heads, were idertified and presented in the simple

bar $aphs. The analysis of CMC profile of school heads and twenty five challenges were

anal)zed with the help of IBM-PAS l0 Statistics ofSPSS. Six altemative h)?otheses were also

statistically tested and it was revealed that all five outcome competency factoG played a

significant role in the enhancement of CM competencies of heads of secondary schools of

Punjab. Besides this, it was also proved statistically that there was significant mean difference

between CM of heads of northem, centrul and southern Punjab. A11 significant quantifative

rcsults werc tabulated, by giving an appropdate statistical input. The responses of heads against

five open ended items were critically allal]zed and finally, twenty response categories were

developed. A discourse anallsis was made for the significant findings and conclusions. Finally,



on the basis of key CM challenges based on CMC profile of heads. a .Change Management

Competency-Building Ftarnework' (CMCB) was recommended fot the trainings of the heads of

school. This Aamework may prove to be an effective change management competency tool for

the continuous professional development for the heads of schools in punjab and elsewhere in

Pakistan.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

The concept of change is as old as the birth ofthis universe which passed through number

of changes, called 'evolution'. Generally Change means .,something which is not permanent,,. It

cittr cover a broad spectrum. A change can be expected, sudden, non adaptive or it can be

welcomed and planned. Change is a way of life today. Most of our lives today are a continuous,

endless series of chaages. Therefore, the meaning of change as ..Change means becoming

different in all aspects, in reality or in appearance or in both." In other words, the very natue of

things and people, institutions depends on some basic principles. The personality ofa human is a

dynamic combination ofmiDdset and behavior, changing things are outcomes ofideas and subject

matter. Organizations are systematic ,urangements of human and non-human capital. A well-

established organizatiotr ofbasic elements shapes worthwhile things and individuals or institutions.

(Nicklos ,2004)

Many organizations use different methods to manage changes in a formalized manner. This

approach refers to "Change Management" (CM).II provides a framework of managing the change

within the people. The changes to be controlled lie within the control of the organization.

Therefore, management of such changes certainly requircs a Iange of managerial competencies

both at the individual as well as organizational level. (Sharma, 2007). (Kalm, 2008 p.7) in his

research highlighted the some key manageial competetrcies of school principals for the school

effectiveness prognm. Moreover, (Hofftnan,l999 ,p.l) quoted this term "Competency" as:

Competency has not been clearly defined in the literatule. Two main concepts of

this tem have been identified, one refer to the outputs, or reslrlts of training - that

1



is, competert perfomance. The other refers to the inputs, or underlfng attributes,

required of a person to achieve competent performance. Each rlefinition has been

used to describe both individual and organizational competencies.

In addition to this , (Sylvi4 Hondeghem & Famham,2002) quoted the relationship

between competency and management as ..Competency Management, sometimes called,

Competency-based-Management (CBNO, involves: Identiffng the competencies that people need

to perform a job well in all areas of organizational activity, building a framework and using it as

the foundation of whole school system"(para.l,Opening section)

This concept of competency-based- management has been emerging recently to refine the

managerial competencies of a Head of a school. A number of programs or models have been

designed to understa[d changes in a framework of competency-based-management and

administation. (Byars & Rue 2005, pp. 12-16) in their work have generated a series of multiple

managerial skills in a very precise manner and they considered these skills as one of the key

elements of management process.

Besides skills, knowledge or awareness is also one of the crucial competency elements of

the management process. As an example, the influcnce that knowledge has on attifudes which, in

tum, has an influence on the actual practices that take place. Ma.ny meaningful actioN in hunan

behavior have a motive or attitude attached to them. Thus, knowledge of School's Heads about the

chaage process was dependent on the understanding ofthe change, to captue change indicators in

a school system. (Chedjel 2009).

(Prosci,2004, p.40), a leading provider ir change managemmt tools and benchmarking

presented a number of change management models or theories, both at the individual as well at the

2



orgadzational level. Similarly Hiatt, presents the ADKAR (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge,

Ability, Reinforcement) Model, to diagnose barriers and resistance to cope with change as an

individual. The ADKAR modei consists of five elements that define the basic building blocks for

successful change. The five-fold constructs are Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability and

Reinforcement i.e. ADKAR. Basically due to its individual nature of change measurement, this

model has been selected to judge effectively the change management skills of a school p ncipal in

different areas of management as an individual. (Hiatt,2006)

The applications of ADKAR provided a strong rationale for this study, and it claimed tle

heads as change managerc realized their objectives of different school refoms more quickly and

completely .Applications of the model includes:

The elements of the ADKAR model fall into the natural order of how one person

experience change. ADKAR provides a solid foundation for change management activities,

including readiness assessment, spomorship, communications, coaching, training, recognition, and

resjstance ma[agement. A maoager, can use this model to identify gaps in change management

prccess and to provide effective coaching for employees.

Many rcsearchers have referred to the head of a school as a 'Unit of Change' in a school

manag€ment process. In this regard, Havelock (1995) higf ighted the role ofthe head as a Change

Agent by refering to hir1 lher as Solution Giver, Catalyst, Process helper and Resource linl<er.

(Andeison,2003) described the School's Heads as a change agent playing several leadership and

managerial roles

On the basis of multi- competency roles of a Head of school, the Head can be categorised

as a "Mentoi'. (Pegg, 2007) in his book, 'The Art of Mentoring' has also commented exclusively,

that the art of mentoring plays a catallic role in combating any t),pe of change in a school



improvement plan.(Noreen, 2003, p.15) also concludod in her research study that change

managerial competencies of heads of schools are directly related to the school effectiveness.

Theoretical Framework of the Study

The frarnework ofthe study was based on the theoretical underpinr ngs ADKAR change

model. This model was originally developed by Prosci, in 2004, a head of change ma[agement

Leaming Center in USA. Later on, Hiatt m 2006 wrote a book on this model.

Figue: l.l Theoretical Franework ofthe Study

CHANGE

MANAGEMENT

COMPETENCIES

oF scHool
HEADS
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Accordi[g to (Hiatt, 2006) this model has fivc outcome competency factors that dcfine the

basic building blocks for successful changc:

l. Awareness

2.

3.

4.

5.

ln this fiamework, all these five outcome competency factors are flrrther comprised

twenty-two sub-competency factors. The 'Awareness' and .Ability outcome competency

factors are consisted of five sub-competency factoN while .Desire, 
,,Knowledge, and

'Reinforccment', competency factors arc consisted of four competmcy factors each. This

theoretical framework is also comprised of six altemative hlpotheses in order to test

statistically the contribution of all outcome and sub-competency factors towards the

enhancement of overall change matagement competcllcies of the heads of the Secondary

Schools.

On the basis of literature reviewed, the scale development process, analysis of change

malageme[t competency profiles and open-endcd questions, tle identilication of change

management competencies process, the following key terms, were dedved from the theoretical

frarnework of the study:

a, Chatrge Management: According to (Amstrong and Stephe4 2008) Change

malagement is the process of ensuring that an organization is ready for change and takes

action to ensue that chtuUe is accepted aod implcmented smoothly. It is the process of taking

a planned and structured approach changes to help align the organization with the change.

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement
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b. Change Process: lt is the process of selecting and <ieciding which changes to

encourage, allow or refuse based on the evaluation of effects of these changes due to

challenges and the gained or lasses in business. This process allows someone to incolporate

cha[ges in to aproject.

c. Competenciesi Competencies as a set of ilteractitg and interdependent factors.

These include skills, knowledge, methods, understandings, attitude, tools and purposes. Kalr4

(2008, p.30). While competency is the quality of being adequately or well-qualified physically

and intellectually.

d. Challenges: It is a call to engage in a contest and competition. In this study, the

challenges faced by heads were identified as problems, tensions ard dilemmas.

e. Change Etrablers: The factorc which enable someone to manage chaoge

effectively.

f. Change Leversi The competency factors which marimize the cha.nces of achieving

the objectives ofchange madagement process.

g. Chatrge Agelrtr A person who leads the change within an organization.

h. Change Barriers: These are the hurdles which offer resistance to cha[ge in change

matagement process.

A Rationale of Appllng AI)KAR Model

The ADI(AR change model itself holding a strong rationale regarding its applications and

characteristics, which in tum, were supportive in giving the rationale of this study. [n the freld of

change management, this model was recognized as goal - oriented model and based on research

based practical applications. The essence of this model was that it can successfully measwe the
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change management competencies of an ,.Individual,' that lead or manage the change within an

organization. Therefore, it represe[ted the essential competencies ofchange for a single person.

In this study, the taryet group was the 'heads of govemment Secondary Schools,, who had

been considered as a 'Gatekeeper 'of Change, a ,Champion of Change,, within the context of

school development system. Therefore, tbis model played a significant role in developing CM

prcIiles of heads and an effective tool in identifying Change management challenges faced by the

head of schools in Punjab.

The followilg applicadons of ADKAR model were proved suppofiive in establishing the

credibility of this study:

i. A leaming tool for teaching change management, when one has to analyze pros and

cons ofa change process.

ii. A tool for the change management teams to assess their willingness for developing new

plans.

iii. A coaching tool for managers and administrators during a change management process.

iv. An assessment tool for diagnosing changes undelway and indentify potential challenges

as barriers points to change.

v. A planning tool for change. It allows the plame$ to resolve the issues arld problems of

change management in a sequential manner.

vi. This model can be used as a 'checklist' to evaluate the completeness and effectiveDess

of any pla[

The goals or outcomes defi[ed by ADKAR are sequential and cumulative. An

individual must obtai[ each element in sequence in order for a change to be

implemented and sustained.( Hiatt,2006)



1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

According to Noreen (2003) the corcept of management competencies is a significant

range of varied work activities, peformed in a variety of contexts. Thercfore, the competency of a

manager is derived from their possessing attributes such as knowledge, skills and attitudes. In this

way, competency is a combilation of attributes underlying some aspects of successful

performalce. In other words, the competency pattem of an individual could describe the

professional behavior. A competent maragerial head of school is one of the most crucial

components of a school system, therefore, this study was intended to develop an 'Change

Management Competency (CMC) profiles of ADKAR profile of each Head of a school on five

outcome competency factors (Awaxeness, Desire, Knowledge, Abjlity & Reinforcement) in ordei

to identiry the challenges faced by them within their schools On the basis of CMC profiles and the

CM challenges a 'Change Manageme[t Competency-Building" framework for the training of the

heads of Secondary Schools itr the eight districts of northem, central and southem Punjab. In this

frameworh the frve outcome competency lactors were finally proved, as effective "change

enablers" (Awareness-building, Creating Desire, Developing Knowledge, Fostering Ability &

Reinfoicing a school plan), along with five "levers of change" (Communication, Suppofi of Top

Management, Training, Coaching, Managing a resistance & conflicts), for pulling up the load of

diversified CM challenges in the form ofproblems, tensions and dilermas, faced by the heads of

Secondary Schools. Under this CM competency-building frameworl; the five'change enablers'

and the five 'change levers' may prove to cnhance overall change management competencies of

heads for any school reform program.
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1.2 OBJECTIVES OF TIIE STUDY

The objectives of the study include to:

Develop a change management competency scale based on ADKAR change model in

order to explore the perceptions of school,s Heads regarding change management

competencies given in this model.

Anallze the composite competencies of school,s Heads for the development of

ADKAR profile of the Heads.

Identify different challenges to change management being faced by the Heads of

schools.

Generate an appropiate framework of change management competencies for the

training of school's Heads in the light of their ADKAR profiles.

11.

t,

iv.

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STIJDY

In Pakistan, rapid educational changes have manifested, as indicated by numerous refoms

taking place in the country. The quality of education ill Pakistan has deteriorated, so the main

challenges were needed to identii/ in thc management process ot the reforms being inhoduced to

improve the quality ofthe system. Since there was still a lack of information about how to manage

change in school education system of Pakistan, it was deemed necessary to investigate strengths

and weaknesses in the management of change; how this had affected sustainability of the intended

changes; and how the situation in the schools had affected implementation of educationa.l changes

in Pakistan.

In this study, the development of change management competency scale based on

applications of ADKAR model, played a significant rcle in establishing the creditability of this



study. Therefore, this study will be helpful for the educatiolal plamets and Danagers, in order to

identiry gaps i11 the change management prccess and to provide effecdve coaching of the

employees. It may inculcate the culture of'team work" in govemment schools of punjab, in the

planni11g and execution of their work. The five outcome competency factors will enable the

educational planners, policy makers, the heads of the schools, to a[ticipate incoming barrieB

towards planning and implementing plans. The development chaflge malagement competency

profiles ofthe heads of Secondary Schools ofPunjab may be effective for the Dircctomte of Staff

Development (DSD) Lahore and may provide an opportunity to have a deep insight of all those

change management system challelges faced by the heads of Schools ofpunjab, in the secondary

school managemelt system. The development of Change Management Competercy Scale (CMC)

based may prove to be an effective assessment tool for the planners of Higher Education

Commission (HEC), Pakistan, for the academic ald training institutions of Educational planning

and Mtulagement.

Moreover, this study will be beneficial for the researcheN, teachers, and students, in order

to make them understard the concept of change management in education system. The findings of

this sfudy may assist, the senior managers alrd planners in the hierarchy of govemment school

system, in steamlining the change management competencies of school heads and also in

justifying the true role of a head as 'change agent' through the dcvelopment of chaoge

management profile of the heads of secondary schools, on the basis of empirical evidence. This

study may prove qualitative input il1 the existing body of knowledge regarding the role of heads of

schools. Both the discourse and Meta analysis based or a plethora of research played a significant

role in generalizing the results of this urdertaking.
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I.4 ITYPOTIIESES

Following six altemative hyrotheses were developed iI1 this study:

Hl: Awareness oftle change process significantly contributes in the change management

competencies of Heads of schools.

H2: Desire for the change significantiy contributes in the change management

competencies of Heads of schools.

II3: Ifuowledge of the cha[ge process sigrificantly contributes in the change management

competencies of Heads of schools.

H4: Abilities of the change matagement process contributes in the change management

competencies of Heads of schools.

H5: Reinforcement of the change process contributes ill the chaoge management

competencies ofHeads of schools.

H6: There is a significant statistical difference between change management competencies

ofheads ofthree regions ofPunjab.

In figure I . I , the first frve hlpotheses were developed, to test a statistical mean role of each

outcome competency factor towards the enhancement of overall change management

competencies of heads. The last hlpothesis was developed, to test a statistical meail difference

between change ma[agement competencies ofheads of secondary schools ofnorthem, central and

southem Punjab.
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I.5 DELIMITATIONS OF THE STU)Y

The study was delimited to the:

i. Govemment Secondary Schools within eight districts ofpunjab.

ii. Heads ofmale and female Govemment Secondarv Schools.

iii. Change Management Competencies of Heads of only Goverrunent Secondary Schools

iv. Districts with highest and lowest literacy rates in the three regions (noflhem, central &

southem) ofPunjab.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter consists offive sections.

l. Section one, discusses the concept of change and change managemeflt.

2- Section two, is about the theoretical ftamework of ADKAR model for understanding

change at individual level,

3. Section three, prcsents a detailed review of'Change Malagement Competencies of

School Heads and Change Initiatives in Pakistan at school level.

4. Section four, briefs the 'Change Malagement Challenges faced by the School Heads as

a 'Change Agent'.

5. Section hve, consists of 'Previous Studies" regarding the description of empirical and

qualitative evidences of other research studies, with reference to this sfudy.

SECTION 1

(CIIANGE AND CIIANGE MANAGEMENT)

The dlnamic role of education in making advancements is all over the world. Education is

a charge agent and it is the maill insfument to devclop the human resources. Accoding to Al-

Quran" It is a fact that Allah does not change the condition of the people unless they bring about

charge in their own selves" (13:11). The Holy Prophet (PBUH) advised that Seeking after

knowledge is obligatory for every Muslim man and woma11". Like at the time when Holy Prcphet

(S.A.W) brought change and revolutior zed the Arabs from the "age of ignorance "to the

"golden age of knowledge" by thi] exceptional and geat abililies of his personality which was at

first bitterly opposed by the people of Arab. An individual must hold a formal leadership position
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in order to lead change. Education is considered as maill tool for b nging changes in human

behavior and it makes the people ready to accept change and adjust with the new environment

quickly. Ail the advanced countries have adopted the same path of development; that is starting

from the education. ln the present era ofscience and techlology development without educational

change is impossible. (Malik, 2011)

2.7 CONCEPT OF CHANGE

The meaning or general idea about 'change'has been inferred or derived from difl'erent

school of thoughts and all are unanimously agreed upon its variable and the constant nature.

Therefore, the very worth of change has always been made realized through different sources of

expressions. As, Sharma (2010, p.l) quoted that:

Change is an inevitable aspect of life. It is the essence of any entity that has life or

whose survival finds a valid reason in the prcsence of life. Even 'time, would lose

its significance in the absence of change. As change manifests itselfin a variety of

ways, it does not hold the same connotation across people, situations, and contexts.

Times cha[ge, people change, things change, situations change, and so do

organizations.

According to Malmood (2007, p.49 vene:9) the Allama Muharnmad Iqbal's philosophy of

revolution has actually emerged God,uiveme,history,individual and society but the term of

revolution is usually applied to political revolution which means a sudden and cooplete disruption

aod irnmediate change. In addition, this change also includes the concept of undermining moral

integrity or destruction for reconstruction. This change was necessary to change the personalities

and the appearance of some new faces for the political apathy of Muslims of sub-continent.



Allama Iqbal elevated the spirits of Muslims at tle time of great distress and obscurity. At

a time when the liaisol of Hildus and the British rulers was not missirg a si[gle chance to barm

Muslims in different marmem, using all tle resources and mcalls to destroy the Muslim idetrtity

and to crush them as an ideological nation. The dishonest Bitish rulers had no intention ofdoing

any good to Muslims and instead they conspired with Hildus to throw the Muslim nation in front

of the Hindu scrouilgers .ls a helpless prey. The desperate Muslims were waiting lor a change.

Forhrnately, Allarna Iqbal's poetry was the divine voice ftom the sky that was tmvelled thrcugh

the soul of Iqbal, it came as the tue reflection ofthe message of Islam. The unbelievable message

that shuttered the ignorant Arabs, the message that clicked the buming emotions in the healts of

the Muslims of Sub-continent, inculcating them with marvelous courage. Allama Iqbal was most

surely a selected one who was bom with the duty to restore the nation and to convey the good

news about the creation ofPakistan as a Muslim State.http://$\'!v.pakistanideology. com/pakista.-

news/from-iobaloZE2%80o%99s-dreamto{akmeel-e-pakistan/

The revolutionary poetry of Allama Iqbal demonstrated to such tur intelloctual and

speculative change which would bring a new cultual al1d social change. Therefore, Iqbal wanted

to bring change in the thinking style of Muslims of subcontinent in order to make them realize

their identity as a separate nation and he had a strong faith that tbe motivation or urge is one ofthe

most crucial tools to bring change in any nation and their individuals. Iqbal in his God given style

echoed the message oflaw ofchange in his poem (Chand & Tare) Moon and Stars,

-V):1-'t)t) C-

:L;C(-tb!{6
The Cycle oflife is in full rotation

The urge to excel is its motivation
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Iqbal's poetry clearly revealed that an individual can only bring a hansfomationa.l change

thr:ough wisdom, struggle, motivation and strategic planning. Infact, Iqba.l,s poetry is based on the

philosophy of'Change' which ultimately brought change in the tloughts of every Muslim ofsub_

col1til1ent to demand a separate Muslim state based on Islamic ideology. He also highlighted the

concept of "self-identity or individuality" in his poetry and believed strongly on the quality of

"self-rcliance" which is one ofthe most crucial competencies for an ildividual as a change agent.

On the othff side, theories of change at individual level involved the achievement of

orgairizational change and a carefirl line of action is required to plan any cha[ge both at individual

as well as at orgaoizational level. Thercforg planning ofchange, have divided chaflge processes in

to empiical stategies, knowledge seeking strategies, persuasive strategies, and building force-

coercive strategies to bdng about change in an individual (Sharm42010). It can be furlher argued

that the higher the ability of an individual to take active paxt in decision making process, the

greater the effect, that individual can have on the change process because in rapidly changing

technological world, an individual as a manager is facing greatest problem to perceive and adapt to

continuous change. The degrce to which the potential of an organization is realized to its

maximrun level, it all depends upon management ability to identify functional deficieflcies and to

take rcmedial measures. On the other hand, an orga[ization must have the competency to identify

improvement areas from time to time, in order to realize its maximum perfomance capacif.

Similarly, the quality of perfection in an organization does not occur automatically. It is affected,

assimilated and maintahed by competent mangers. The success of atr organization is depending

upon 80 to 90 percent on managerial competelcies of managers in order to ensure the smooth

running ofday to day flmctional tasks. (Linder, 1995)

Both at individual as well as at orgaoizational level, dealing resistance to change deoaDds

some specifrc techniques or methods in order to combat barriers to change successfully and it is a
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dire need to rcalize the significant of such methods in the training modules regardhg how to

manage change for the school heads of the punjab province in pakistao. This inclusion would

surely helpflrl in building their change management competency within thei schools. First of all,

educating and communicathg change is utmost impotant in order to provide the reasons for the

tlpe of change under consideration. This process can include odentatiorN, mmtoring sessions,

presentations and demonstrations to groups etc. Secondly, a manager as a ,change agent, needs to

listen all those employees which are directly suffered by a change. Such people should participate

in planning, designing afld implementing a change. Therefore, management shor.rld involve these

key participants in decision making process .This visionary approach would enable a head of an

organization to grasp the challenges of charge intellectually as well as psychologically. These

motivational measues involve providing the tai Ilg opporlmities and other rcsources employees

need to manage the change and to perform managerial tasks under new changed environment. In

other words giving them freedom to make decisions and changes rcquied to imprcve their

performance. Moreover, reinforcing such measures thrcugh concrete rewards and counselling is

another crucial managerial step to maintain the momentum of change process. This study was also

made to realize the significant of rcwards and negotiation of change for a school head for the

sustainabitity of a change process within their schools. All such actions demand for a tactful

manipulatiotr of change, avoiding shortcuts and consequently, authorizing a desirable role to most

interested person ii1 the change process. While on the other hand, using force to compel others to

change is always fruitless. As a rcsult of this a managers start using their power to make people to

work according to their wishes. Now this cannot be continued, as demands to persuade others to

change are changing day by day and one need to win others by adopting new methods or strategies

(Battermar & Snell, 2002). Same effolt has been made in this undertaking, to realize the changing

needs ofchange to ihe heads ofgoverrunent secondary schools in Punjab, Pakistan.
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Each strategy to control resistance to change, has benefits and drawbacks and throughout

the process change managers need to sustain the momenhlm of this process, such as

organizational objectives and missions. lt can help further to maintain tle rcmark ability of key

ernployees workng under a manager. For instance, in an educational set up, all the key

stakeholders such as institutional heads, parents, community membe6, policy makers, curriculum

developers are considere.d as key change agents or trend setters in overcoming the balriers to

change. Shaefer (1994,p.7) argual that:

Today that good education should not be only confined to the degee to which a

school is well-settled and well-equipped but also olre need to consider to teach about

literacy, job skills and realities for life, and facilitates an effective teachingJeaming

process. Education ofgood qua.lity should be related to participatory actions to help

educational managets or decision makers, platurers to meet educational changes as

challenges.

Fullan in his book gave a new concept of educational change for resisthg, cooperating or

leading change measures by a school head who is supposed to believe the suggested change can

occrr ,believe that the such changes can be meaningful , for themselves have a effective role in

managing change and finally, getting some success with change management (Fullan, 2008).I[

change process, a manager as a change agent needs to identii/ the forces ofchange as challenges

which are present within and outside organizations, the following enlisted forces of change

supported to all those co[clusive invetrtory of challenges which are given by the school heads of

Govemment Secotdary schools ofthe Punjab province ir this study:

a) External Forces of Change

o Globalization and govemment polices

. Political system



. Technologicaladvancemetrts

. Changiog needs and preferences of employees

. Economic set up

b) Internal Forces ofChange

. System contexts

. Shlcture-focusedchange

o Technological change

. Insufficiency of administrative processes

. Individual & group expectations

. Individual -focused chang€

o Resource barriers

. Profitabilityproblems

Similarly, same forces of change have been derived from different school of thoughts

regarding the need of change in an organization. Therefore, for handling these forces, an

organization needs a catalyst. People who act as catalysts and assume the responsibility for

managing the change process are called the change agents .Any manager can be a change agent

who needs to be more thoughtful, possibly proactive because they should leam to live with the

consequmces of their actions (Robbins and Coulter, 1996). As each change must have a solid

reason or cause which can be detected back to one of the following broad categories:

1. Structurc

2. Task

3. Technology

4. People

5. Environrnent (Haris,1994, p.214)
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Furthermore, keeping in view the following five brcad categodes Byars & Rue (2000)

conducted a research study on 9, 1 44 working members of an American company, they concluded

the three biggest barriers to managing change are lack of managerial vision, lacking management

skills, and employee resistance to change. The first two bariers a.re man_created while third barier

is a natual human factor because resistance to change is a normal reaction to any change or

iirovation. Such resistance can come from a employee or from any head of aIr organization.

Therefore, it was concluded that only a planned process of change managemeot is able to intoduce

effective ways to manage both welcome and unwelcome changes, well-fitted to tle curent

prevailing situation.

2.1,1 Implementing Change: Skills and Strategies

Managing the kinds of changes expeience.d by and institutionalized within organizations

requires a broad and specific set ofskills. These skills have been summarized as:

i. Political skills: Organizations act as social systems. Without people there can be no

organization. Organizations are usually victimized by micro politics. It is said that the

disregarding the stakes could leads to more politics. Therefore, change agents should

understand this situation so that they makc judgments and chalge their methods

accordingly.

ii. People skills: People possess a range oftraits that vary them from each other. Butina

change management process, all people should be adapting accordingly, using skills

that will persuade them about the change needed. This will reduce the resistance. The

most demanding skills in such processes are communication and negotiation skills .But

this situation is different with reference to marketing a change when one has to go with
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the perceptions ofconcemed people. Here the task ofa chatrge agent to resolve disputes

and contradictions between tle points of views of the participants of a change process.

iii. System skills: In the 21.t century, every one wants to develop a competency of

infornation technology related to computer_based skills. A system is ma[agement of

rcsources and skills intended to get desired organizational outcomes. To manage means

to arrange and organize effectively. Both system a1ld organization are the tnle reflection

of each other .An orgaoization depends on a stilctured system and a system based on

organizational set up, to ensure an elficient and effective management. A system

reflects organization and, by the same token, an organization is a system that has to be

understood for efficient atrd effective managemcnt.

Two crucial sets of skills believed to be very impofiatt here include systems analysis, and

financial analysis. In this way, change agelts must leam to take apart and reassess the actions and

systems ir1 latest ways, and then estimate the financial and political effects of what they have done

in order to deteniine the futule prospects. (Chediel, 2009)

2.1.2 Four Basic Change Management Strategies:

These stmtegies are based on planning and accepting changes for the sake of the

organization. There are also factors of empidcal-mtional and empowering strategies under

consideration. This holds a view that that successful change measures independently involve some

mulriple basic charge slrategies. a poinl lhat is describing beloq:

i. Empirical-logical strategy: People are logical and seeking their own interest wher

they are sure about it. Chaoge is based on the communicating irformation and making

offer of incentives. This reveals that the provision of rational reasons for inhoducing

change is crucial for a successful implemcntation ofa changed plan.
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iii.

ll.

1V.

Normative-reductive strategy: people are the part ofsociety and will stick to cultural

norms and values. Change is based on redefiifng, reframing and reinterpreti[g within

the nonns and values, and developing coimitments to new ones. Therefore, taking out

the people from a situation of .status quo, is another challenge for a change manager.

Power-coercive strategy: The working members of an organization are usually

complain that they generally have to do what they are told to do by top managers. In

fact, change is considered as the resporNibility of authoriry and the imposed line of

actions are generally made on the employees. Similarly, the change ma[agement

competetcy profile of heads of Punjab in this undertaking was also rcported also such

role of top management in the managerial hierarchy of secondary school system.

Environmental-adaptive strategy: People face challenges when they ask to adapt

themselves within limited time to new working environment. Change means to build a

new organization and taking out people from the old methods, bringing them to the new

one in step by step mainer. (Chediel ,2009)

2,1.3 Factors in Selecting a Chatrge Strategy

In fact, there is no single chalge strategy. But, it is always recommended to use blend of

initiatives, taking decision in the presence of altcmative strategies to take change measues. So, a

mix of change strategic apprcaches is advised to use to meet challenges. Some of the more

important include:

. Degree ofresistalce: Stong resistance results in dual manners, one is power-coercive

and environmental-adaptive strategies. Weak resistalce demands for a combination of

empirical-rational and nomative- societal strategies.
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Target populatiotr: Large populations demand for a mix of all four strategies,

something for everyone.

The stakes: High stakes demand too, for the ble[d of all four stmtegies. When the

stakes are high, so nothing can be left to take a chance.

The time frame: Limited time frames also demand a power-coercive strategy. Loflger

time frames demands for empirical-rational, normative and envircnmettal-Maptive

strategies.

Expertise: Availability of sufficient experts of the matter of the cha[ge, also demand

for using all change strategies. In the absence of expert opinion, then one has to rely on

the power-coercive shategy.

Dependency: Wllell the organization relies on its people, then the managerial

competency to command oi demand is limited. Similarly, ifpeople are depending upon

the organization, their ability of people to oppose also becomes limited. Therefore,

Mutual reliability of an organization on its people always calls for the requirement of

negotialiol (Chediel, 2009).

2.1.4 Tlaes ofChange

i. Planned chatrge ys. emergent change

A change occuls in many forms, sometimes it is intcntional, and an occurrence

based on conscious reasoning tuld actiom. This type ofchange is called 'Planned' change.

On the other hand, a change sometimes expresses itself in an apparent! spontaneous and

unplanned way. This tlpe ofchange is known as 'emergent' chalge.
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ii, Developmertalchange

It may be both planned and emergent, it is incremental and progressive. It is

change that deveiops the existing improvement areas of alr organizatior! targeting on the

refmement ofa skill or process. It is also called hrst order change.

iii. Transitionalchange

It aims at achieving an assigned desired state that is differcnt from the present olle.

It is periodic, planned ard radical. It is called second order change.

iv. Transformationalchange

It is unique or second order in nature. It rcqu es an organization to transfer their

assumptions in a new mamer and inculcating tle same to its members. Transfomation

e[ables to differ remarkably regarding its slructure, processesj culturc and strategy.

Therefore, an orgadzation develops in such a progressive mode, that keeps leaming,

adapts and improves. Therefore, it is concluded that there are two q?pes of cha[ges i.e

Happen Change and Planned Chanee. CNaderi, 2010)

2.2 TIIEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF CHANGE I]L{NAGEMENT

A number of social scientists have made remarkable cfforts in providing the theoretical

underyinnings of both change and change managemeDt. As Sharma (2010, p.l) thoughtfully

described that:

Change is an inllerent aspect oflife .It is the essence of any entity that has life

or whose existence finds validity in the presence of life. Even 'time' would

lose its significance in the absence ofchange. As change manifests itselfin a

variety of ways, it does not hold same connotation across people, situations
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and contexts. Time change, people change, things cha.nge, situatio[ change,

and so do organization.

Therefore, for an organization, both public and pdvate must undergo change processes to

remain update and rclevant. Change can be evolved from extemal sources tltough technological

advancemetts' social, political or economic pressu.es or it can come from inside the orgarization

as a management results to a range of challenges such as chatging needs of people, funds or

human resources or a perfomance issues. Therefore, all types of changes both extemal or intemal

souces! large or small, include adopting new mind trends, models, processes, policies, practices

and behavior. It can affect both small area a1ld the entire orga[ization. (Sharrna,20l0)

Moreover, change management comprised of thrce areas, the task of managing change, an

area ofprofessional practice and a body of knowledge. Besides this, managing change itselfrefers

to the making of changes in a planned or systematic manner. Therefore, changes are supposed to

be conholled by ar oryanization itself. Furthermore, intemal changes might be driven by events

occurring outside the orga zation. In this case managing change is defined as the response to

changes over which the organization practices little or no conlrol. As a rcsult, managing such a

change requires a rcactive response or a proactive response. The change management is aI1 area of

professional practice. In such a kind of change management, consultants manage change

independently for their employees as change agents. The process of change is dealt separately

according to the situation. It is competency that counts in the task ofmanaging the general process

of change headed by the professional change agents. Chediel (2009).However Fullan (1993, p.22)

argued that:

Chalge is too crucial to leave to the cxpelts. He suggested that every person in the

organization should act as a change agent. It means that everyone in the

organization has knowledge and skills to participate actively in the change process.
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While defining the charge management it can be viewed as an area of professional

exercise! that is, the content or subjcct mattcr of change management. Certainly, the co[tent or

subject matter of change managemert is dram lrom psychology, sociology, busincss

administration, economicsj industrial engiflee.ing, systems engineering anrl the sfudy of human

and orgadzational behavior and these component bodics of knowledge are linked and integmted

by a set of concepts and principles known as General Systems Theory (GST). (Sharma, 2010)

Therefore, managing a change is a process to eNure that an organization is ready for

change and takes actior to reassue that, chalge is acccpted and implemented smoothly. It is the

process of taking a planned and structured approach to help match the organization $rith the

change. It simply involves working with the organization's stakeholder groups to help them

tulderstand what the change means for them, helping thern make and sustain the transition and

working to overcome ary challenges involved. From maoagement perspectives, it involves the

organizational and individual's behavior adjustments that need to be made to adjust and sustain

change. (Armslrong & Stephen, 2008r.

Cook & Macaulay (1994) stated that:

The main objective of chalge management is to emure that standardized methods

and procedures are used for efficient and prompt handling of Changes, in order to

minimize the impact of charge-related events upon service quality and, as a result

of this, improve the day-to-day functions of the organization.

Similarly, managing resistance to changc is one of the most crucial aims of a change

manager because once a change announced, usually the Iilst reaction people have is to meet the

challenge of the change with a sense of shock. Such reaction could be in the form of anger, denial

and acceptance. Therefore, it is extremely impofiant lor a change managu to understand the

subordinates, as they make transition from the old way of doi[g things to the new one. Theq how
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one manages this tansition period is crucial. Consequently, such resistance follows rcsponses to

change which may be of two tlpes:

i. Individual resistance to changg in which individuals resist to change due to fear of

losingjobs, obsolete skills, change in the social relationship etc.

ii. Organizational resistance to change, due to scarcity of resources, difficulty to bring

ill the change in the set f,mctional methods and sometimes, simply due to the fear of

uaknown.

Resultantly, these two aspects of resistance to cha[ge form the foundation of two major

peNpectives of change management, one is individual and the othei is organizational. (Segupta et

al, 2006).

2,2.1 Two perspectives of Change Managemert

The 'Change Management Leaming Center' a leading provider in cha[ge management

tools and benchmarking presented a number of change management models or theofies, both at the

individual as well as at the orgar zational level. This center has given the two rescarch-based

components ofchange managemeilt at two levels:

l Change Managemcnt at Organizational levcl

2. Change Management at Individual level

These two levels of change mzmagement provide a comprehensive framework for

managing change at any level, from top management to frontline bottom managers. This center

helps an organization to build intemal competency in change management. This fim provides

resowces for executives, senior maflagers, project teams and key supervisors. The ADKAR is one

ofthe significant change model given by this leaming center in order to understand the philosophy

of a chatrge, both at individual as well as organizational level. ( Prosci, 2009) httulyww.change-
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management.com/plelqi chanqe !eries.pd{. These two concepts of change at two levels are given

below:

i. Organizational Change Managemert is the management of change tiom the

perspectives of a manager or project team. It is tbe perspective of leadership from

the "top" looking down into the organization. The primary focus is around change

matragement strategies, commuication plans and training programs. Organization

change management provides the knowledge and the skills to implement a

methodology and tools for managing change throughout an orgalization. Changes

in an organization occur in two forms, one is random and the other is planned.

Platuled changes require formal and conscious efforts on the pafi of one or more

"agents" to promote the changes. (Duncan,2000)

Therefore, the concept of organizational change generally means a change that affects

the whole organization. It does not rcpresett minor changes like adding a new manager or refining

a program but rather a heavy transfomation like change in the mission statement. reformulated the

f,rnctions or adding a new technological skills that would aflect majority ofthe employees ofthe

organization.

iii. Irdividual Chalge Management is maragement of change liom the perpectives

of employees. They are the ones who finally assist in change implementation. The

mdn focus is on the tools and techniques to help an employee passing thrcugh tle

change piocess. The primary concems are orientations, training or coaching

required helping individuals undersand their roles and the decisions they make itr

the change process. On the basis of these two aspects of change management, a

number of theories, models, programs have been genemted by different change

management experts. Some major bpes of organizatiolal and specifically
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individual change management are given in subseque[t sections.

http://www.chanqemanaqement.com

2.2.2. Theories alrd Models of Change Management

There are numerous models and theories about change maragement. popular approaches

include the linear, incremental methods. Every model and theory both individual and

organizational change management, is based on different school ofthoughts. The underpinniqs of

all approaches of change ma[agement are given below:

i. Theories and Models of Change Manag€ment at Organizational Level

Different experts and social scientists presented a va ety of theories and models of

orgadzational change management such as Sharma, (2007, pp.40_S3), Armstrong &

Stephen (2008, pp.119-133), Segupra er al (2006, pp.5_8), Bateman & Snell (2002,

pp.580-586), Byars & Rue, (2000,pp.551-567), Stacey, (1993,pp.42_48), Carter et at

(1984), , some oftheir perthent school ofthoughts are as under:

ii. Life Cycle Theory

It gives five stages organizational life cycle:

i. Creati\.ity ( a starting phase)

i. Direction ( focusing areas)

ii. Delegation(enlargement organizationalstage)

iii. Coordination ( phase of differentiation of functions, needing integration within

organization)

iv. Collaboration (culminating phase making orga zation as a total entity)
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iii. TeleologicalTheory

The word ,,teleology,, is derived from the Greek word ,,telos,,that means ,,ends.,,

The theory, considers the ends or the outcomes of decisiol making. As the theory

focuses on consequences ofthe decision, it is also refered to as ,consequentiality,.

This theory views organizational change as a result of change in its goals a1ld

puposes and considers this process as ongoing and continuous, with an

organization never attainilg a pematrent equilibrirun or being static.

iii. Dialectic Theories ofchange

Dialectical theories are classical related to leaming philosophy that Aristotle and

Plato used the dialectical philosophy some 2000 years ago. lt is based on the concepts like:

organization exists as a 'whole' in this world of multiple interactive events, forces, or

contradictory values that compete with each other for domination and control. Thee things

consider significant:

o Whole world of interactive forces

Values that combat, resist and are contradictory to each other and

Domination ard control is the purpose, In fact, every philosopby contains

within it a debatable issues. Such issues itself becomes a t)pical circumstance

over a period of tirne. Opposing and balarcing forces are intemal matters to an

organization as a discrete unit.

Evolutionary Theory

The basic assumptions of this school of thought are that organizational change is a

momentarily ongoing and evolving process and organizational changc cnhances according

lv.
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to a continuing cycle of variation. selection, and rete[tion among organizations competing

for resources in a specific environment.

v. Social Cognition Theory

According to this theory, all organizational members may not perceive the

organizational reality. It is however gainrng impoflance amongst researchers as the theory

helps them explain change in cloudy en.r ironmenls.

vi. Cultural Theory

The cultural theory helps to blend the factors of social cognition and dialectical

models and concentrates on the irratio[ality of organizations. It keeps on reminding one to

make change a part of organizational culture.

vii. Kotter's eight steps to successful change

The following eight steps are given by Kotter, a Harvard Business School professor

and leaditrg thinker alrd author on orga zational cha[ge management, descdbe a workable

framework for perceiving and managing change. Each component of this model

acknowledges a key competency recognized by Kotter regarding to the response ofpeople

and stmtegy to chailge, in which people see, feel and thcn decide to change.

a, Increase urgency Formalizing change process may assist people to move,

making them to realize objectives rationally and relevant. FomElization process

may fucrease the need for the change within the organization.

b. Building a Team Makilg a team ofright and selected people possessilg right

emotional cornmitment, and the ight combination of competellcies for the

acceleraling change lo Lhe right drrecrion.
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d.

Right Visior of change Involve the whole team to develop a visio[ for the

challge in a simple manner and make a plan to focus on emotional and creative

dimensions need to drive change with efficiency.

Hiritrg People to Communicate - Hiring and involving as maoy people or

experts in order to corffnunicate the pupose of a change while addressing the

needs of people vrithin the context of that change. Strengthelilg

communication chaimels by making technology more supportive rather oppose

them.

Empowers action - Remove baniers, and enable one to make a constructive

feedback and expecting a lot of support from managers by rewarding and

recognizing advancement in a change prccess and its achievements.

Create short-term wins - lnitially, develop simple airns which axe easy to

achieve and in parts or small installations. Moreover, taking manageable

steps, frst finish tasks in hand before proceedi[g to another one.

Don't giye up - Foster and encourage detemi[ation and persistence for

maintaining the momentum of a change process and also encourage keeping

record of a continuous change process and identirying the achieved and

future milestones.

Maintain a change The momeltum of a change can be only retained

through reinforcement and it can be valued by recnritment, promotion, and

new change mallager. Making chalge as a palt of culture. (Kotter & Coheq

2002)

h.

Keeping in view the significance of these eight Kotter's stcps for making a successful

change, it was concluded that the cha[ge maragement competency (CMC) profiles ofheads in this
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study based on ADKAR model, were also addrcssed same kirds of challenges for meeting change

successfully.

2.2.3. Theories and Models of Change Management at Individual Level

The available literahre ol1 managing change at individual level was proved to be very

helpful in providing a strong mtionale to this study. Since the change ma[agement competency

(CMC) profile ofa school head as an "individual" was developed.

As a matter of fact, the method of organizational change has also involved theo es or

models of change at individual level. Such plaming of change has differentiated change process in

to strategies i.e. strategic change management. Therefore, developing stategy for chalge

management is one of the most pragmatic actions of a manager. As a result of this, changes can be

operationally implemented and momenfum of such strategic changes needs to maintain first at

individual level. This is tle reason because every individual in an organization is the product of

change (Burke, 2OO2). Daft (2009, p.56) nalaated five peculiar characteristics of a creative

individual change agelt like: "Conceptual-fluency, open-mindedness, originality, self-confident,

curiosity, persistence and such individual play a vital role in hamessing their orgarizations towards

all potential sources ofnew ideas".

Hence, it can be realized that it is one of the cenhal 21'r century challeng€s for

management that its organization becomes an individual as a change manager. A change mzmaget

sees change as an opportunity. A change marager seeks for a chalge and knows how to make

them effective both outside the organization and inside it. Challenges like h)?ercompetitive

environment, technology, and critical innovative strategies demands highly creative individuals

(Drucker, 1999). Moreover, the qualities of "21't century individual" can be described as that

society, teacherc, parents and employers cannot ignorc the outcomes of education because
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instructional change is necessary prerequisite to provide the environmental suppoft to permit

individuals to become change respoNive. This requires further an integrated system of

institutional, orgaaizational, and individual change, to prevent large masses of 20d cenhuy man

ftom becoming prematurely obsolete. Equally, such an evolution must design and implement

appropriate programs to permit 2ls1 century man to become more change responsive than the trend

setter (Basil & Cook,1974).The reason for giving this reference as both these authorc, work was

considered as one of the pioneer efforts in unde.sta,lding chaflge and its different paftems at

organizational level.

In 1951, another such effort was also made by KuIt Lewin model of change process who

has provided a base for other researcheN and for the subsequent models or thcories of

organizational charrge. Keeping in view the philosophy of individual change managerDcnt, he

identified thLree ways that lead to organizational change:

Change the individual workers, implfng change at the individual level

Change various organizational shr.rctEes and systems.

. Change the organizational climate, implying the interpersonal style.

These three ways can be further simplified into three transition stages i.e. freezing, change

and unfreezing. The critical aspect of this model was to point out the cenhality of change at the

individual level, while recognizing the impo(ance of individual in an orgarizatio[, resistance to

change, and effective leadership that might affect the change process (Shanna, 2010). Similarly,

both (Beer and Nohri4 2000) presented 'Theory E' views organizational change from the context

of changing the economic value of the organization. And 'Theory O' views change to be based on

organizational capacity and both these theories of change achieve the malagement's goals, either

explicitly or implicitly, the models bascd or these theo es are also valid. The goal is often to

develop organizational cultuie and h
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uman capability though individual arld organizational learing.

Ainong all the aspects oforganizational change, managing change with reference to people

is the most challenging. lt is comparatively easy to predict the process and outcomes ofchange on

olerations and technology. But the effect ofchange on people is difficult to analyze since humal

perfomance is manifested only by perceptions and emotions rather tha[ logical rules and

formulae. Moreover, it is natual to resist charge by the people. Usually many questions come in

mind when a manger knows about a change? Why is the change important? How will the change

affect? Will a managfi be able to stay in the changed environment? Eflicient and a sincere

manager is a key person to ensrue the success of a[ organization. Therefore, considering change

with reference to people is the most crucial challenge for any orgaoization preparing for change.

(http!L.ll{4bA!!p-manasement. com

Keeping in view this challenge, Hiatt a change management expert dcveloped a model of

change, named ADKAR. Hiatt (2006,p. I ) stated: "By its nature, ADI(AR is an individual change

management model. In other words, ADKAR rcpresents the essential elements of change for a

single percon .It provides a framework for understanding change at an individual level".

The following ADKAR model shows that an effective managemelt of the people

dimension of change requircs managing five key goals that folm the basis of this change model.

This model helps guide chtuBe management activities for both organization and individual change

management.
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SECTION- II

(THEORETICAL FRAMEWORT( OF' ADKAR,s CIIANGE MODEL)

2.3 TIIE ADKAR CHANGE MODEL

An individual in an organization is the unit of change. With this faith, Hiatt developed a

strong model ofindividual change management. This model formulation process was completed in

almost ten years and this model was experimcntally tested witl business, govemment agencies and

local communities. ADI(AR is a goal-oriented change management model that facilitates change

management groups to co[centrate on their activities on desired organizational resu]ts. The

ADKAR model was first printed by Prosci in 1998 after conductitrS research with more than 300

organizations, working on major change prcjecls. In 2006, for the first time, Prosci brought this

ADKAR model in the form of text in the book of in JeIf Hiatt on ADKAR. This model is meant to

be a coaching tool to help change managers through the change process. The ADI(AR model

always concentrates on the Iirct outcome competency factor that is the rcot cause of failure. Such

strategy helps one to focus energy on that particular field that will prove to be most crucial factor

in achieving success. The ADKAR model has five outcome compete[cy factots or domains. All

five factois need to be in place for the need of the change. It is a framework for conceptualizing

change at an individual level. This model proves further that how businesses, govemnent agencies

and communities can survive longer, iftheir changes are successfully launched. The five outcome

competency factors of ADKAR model are shown in Figue 2.1. It is useful to think of these

elemelts as building blocks. A]l five elements must be in place for a change to be realized.
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The ADLAR Modet

Awareness of the need for change

Desire to support and participate in the change

Knowledge of how to change

Ability to launch required skrlls and behariors

Reinforcement to sustain the change

Figure 2.1 The ADKAR Chatrge Competency Model
Source: Hiatt (2006, p.2)

These five outcome competency factors of ADKAR automatically follow a regular paftem

of experiencing change at individual level. Desirc caDnot come before awareness because it is thc

awarcness of the need for cha[ge that motivates our desire or activales our resistance to that

change. Knowledge cannot come before desire because we never try to know that how should we

act jn a way that we do not actually want to do. Ability cannot come before knowledgc because we

cannot introduce or launch something about which we .re unaware of.

Reinforcement cannot come before ability because we cal only aclaowledge and encourage what

has alrcady been achieved. A clear identification of a change is nceded to be made before the

application ofthe ADKAR model. After recognizing the twe ofchange, this model provides a line

of action and an order for managing change with reference to different people, In any working

organization, the ADKAR model provides a stong base for managing differelt changed

activities, including assessing willingness, supporting, communications, coachilg, taining, and

recognition al1d resistance management. (Hiatt,2006)

The application of ADKAR model can be witnessed by a number of both quantitative and

qualitative research studies. Klerk (2010) conducted an experimental research on the

"Development and Validation Change Agent ldentification Framework" .In this study, researcher
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used AI)KAR change model as a[ instrumel1t (ADKAR change- readiness qu€stionnaire).This

instrument compised 18 questions, distributed amoog five elements of ADKAR (Awareness,

Desire, Knowledge, Ability & Reinforcement).This instrument was administered to 350

employees from a populatiotr of 1002 who had completed prc and post test ADKAR assessmelt.

The four ofthe five ADI(AR dimensions yielded acceptable alpha coefficient values, which means

that the awareness, desire, ability and reinforcement dimensions, items yielded acceptable results.

The "knowledge" dimension's alpha coelficient value indicated that the items did not yield

consistent results and having low reliability. Tberefore, the reliability of ADKAR questionnairc

was acceptable for developing and validating identification for the sampled group ofemployees as

change agents.

2.3.1 Outcome Competency Factors ofADIiAR Model

i. Awareness

On AwaMess competency factors, an individual Deeds to understand the t)pe or

nature of charge that means the purpose of a change and what possible threats of not

changing. It also gives knowledge about the intemal and extemal accelerators that really

realized someone, to change. Awareness cannot be only built through effective

communication. It is effected by many factorc that how people are competent enough, in

judging the need for change. These sub-competency factoN are given below:

Factor I - An individuals' opinion about the existing situatioll

Factor 2 - An indidual perception about the problems

Factor 3 - Authenticity of a person, sending information

Factor 4 - Passing ambiguous infomation or mmors

tractor 5 - fuva1ry between the different logics for change

Each one of these factorc directly affects the success of creating awareness of the need
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for change.

Factor 1 An individuals' opinion about the existing situatiol

Individuals who believe in existing situation, in spite of having time money and energy, in

the beginning such persons, may even reject all rcasons for change. II1 fact they may not

welcome all those arguments, just to support the momentum of status quo.W1ile those

individuals who are against the current situation, may perceive the reasons for change and

eventually, argue for the need of a change. When people show discontontment wilh the

present situation or routire, they may start to justily their previous active role, which is not

related to the change at the moment. The way the people show temperamert to change and

the extent oftheir reaction, both related to the people's fcelings about the current situation.

The people possessing more contentment and adaptable with the existing environment,

usually do not welcome the rcasons for change. This discomfoftness witl current state

compels tlem to listen to and absorb the reasons for change.

Factor 2 - An indidual perception about the problems

This competency factor is concemed with individuals' cognitive style and how they

perceive new infomation in the context oftheir own opinions about the current prevailing

situation. As a matter of fact, a well adaptive can judge better the internal risks of not

changing. On the other hand, an innovative employee is more aware of extemal

accelerators for change. The "style" means here that how a person accesses the problcms

and how they perceive and judge threat of the 'need for a chal1ge'. Every employee as an

individual has a sepaxate way perceiving and solving problems. This diversity of "style"

recommends a comprehensive and localized conrmunication system for a competcncy

building prognm of the need for change.
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Factor 3 - Authenticity of a person, sending information

The pe6on who sends information about awareness of a change or a new plan, greatly

irfluelce that how an individual perceives that information. It all deperds upon the

tustworthiness and regard for the person who sends information. This is because, the

peNon who receives informalio[ will definitely consider the credibility of information

from such person who may not be tlusted. In a working organization, a manager usually

expects that communication may circulate a change well. All such messages are expected

ftom the top management! related to the pupose and ways of matching change with the

objectives of a plan. wlile information, such as, how a change will influence employees

locally and how a change may inflLlence them pelsonally are generally expected to come

from their immediate heads or supenisors.

Factor 4 - Passing ambiguous inform.tion or rumors

This sub-competency factor involves the existence or non-existence of cloudy or

ambiguous information in the background of change initiatives taken by the managers. For

instalce, a manger may stop givilg such infomation to the employees who are being

considered very crucia.l to a project, this causes spreading ofrumors .As a result ofthis, the

real information or facts may have clouded and this creates hurdles towards awareness

building process. The employees may far;e problems in idcntifying the real facts or

information from the distorted blend of information and they may start showing keen

interest in rumors nther than listening to the own heMs or managels. Therefore a

supervisor or a manager may take their first pr,ority to rectify, false information or rumors

and spends a lot of time in this process-
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ll.

Factors 5 - Rivalry between the different logics for change

The final competency factor that can influence tle awareness building is the rivalry

between different logics or reasons for change. As some changes will have extemal and

obser,,able logics which are not debatable. Such situations are generally present in those

changes which occrr as a reaction to an extemal trend or demand, or may pull by such

energetic factors, presert outside the organization. Hiatt (2006)

Hiatt (2006, p.13) argued that

There is misconception arnong masses that both awareness building and

communication are equal. Yet, sharing information does not always produce

awareness. Building awareness is such process in which one cannot give guamrtee

of smooth c culation of information or awareness messages. In fact awaxeless is

not merely depending on the message sent but also on the reception alld perception

of that message being made by each and every individual of an orgadzation. The

only way you can measue awareness is through interactions alld feedback.

SeveEI change management strategies are effective for building awareness.

Desire

Desire demonstrates the rcadiness to support and involve in a changc. In fact desire

is related to an individuals' own choice and affected by the natue of the change, by a

pomons' personal situation, and finally on intinsic motivatirg factors that are different

from person to percon. It is a geat challenge to create desire among someone to support

chaoge. The reasoll is this that a manager cannot conhol fully over the choices or desires of

otle$. Comparing the task of awareness building with the task ofcreatilg desirc, one can

see that creating the desire to change is hard to manipulate as it is not directly under the
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control of a manager. That is why the managers usually misunderstood that by building

awarcness of the need of change, they have also created desire for the change. Moreover,

they shock by the resistance to change ftom employees and feel ruueady to manage this

resistance. The first step to achieve this outcome competency is to undqstand its sub-

competency factors that affect the desire of a person to support the change.

These are four sub-competency factors to a persons' desire to challge.

Competency Factor 1: The philosophy of the change ard how it will irfluence the

maDagers.

Competency Factor 2 Perceiving change with reference to an organizational

enrironmenl.

Competency Factor 3 The personal situation ofan individual

Competency Factor 4 The role of intrinsic motivation

Factor 1- Philosophy ofthe change

Assessing the change at different levels means to know the philosophy of a change

that what is the change? How it will influence? Fu her, a person judges a change as an

opportunity or a threat. A manager also needs to assess how faitly tle involvement ofthe

employees in the change process will take place. In this process, inequality issues raise

between the groups can be a sole reason to resist change.

Factor 2- Perceiving change with reference to an organizational environment.

Perceiving the change within the context of the working environment of an

organization rcveals that how a person or groups consider that 'changed elrvironment'.

Because every individual has its owll perceiving style, thereforc this perception about the

surroundings will be different ftom person to person. In the context of the working

orgarization includes the success of past changes, quantity of a change is under process,
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aewards or appreciations were also included in previous chalge that were part of past

chaage, the overall organization's trend and tbe direction.

Factor 3 - The personal situation ofan individual

The third competency factor is the role of'perso[al context' is cruciat in supporting

chaoge. It includes that the family background, social links, financial status, age, health,

career planaing, relations at home and at workplace, educational qualification, incoming

personal situation, and the previous ability to work in a changed envirofinent

The personal situation of an individual plays a crucial role in taking decisions timely,

related to change. Sometimes the financial or health situation ofa person may force an individual

to adopt such options related to change which initially appears irrational, but after becoming the

part of change process it starts making sense. In the same way, a managers' personal relationshiP

with the whole family including spouse, similarly, a change in a person's relationship with a

spouseJ may play a significant role in rmderstanding the prevaili4 changed circumstances around

them. The reasoll is that every individual has a different capability to change according the

environment.

Factor4 - Intrinsic motivation

This fourth competency factor deals with persona.l motivational level of an

individual, in order to create des e to change. The motivational level of a person includes

the innate managerial or working style. It ranges from the willingness to help others in such

manneN that makes one unique from otheN while avoiding the undesirable outcomes-

Some may move further while other believes to devclop more strengthened rclationships

Some may expect more respect, more empowerment in their present positions while, others

want to be more secured finaflcially. Some strive for fmancial securiry. All these factors lie

in the broad specfum of stimulators. The motivational level ofa person, does not deal only
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with what one considers to value something, but that persons, inner faith also matters in

achieving desircd output to proceed further. It is one,s effort to orient oneself in the change

process that may increases the probability ofobtaining desired results from the change.

All these factors will prove 'milestones' in making effective contribution to the behavion

as one display while interacting with a changed environment. After becoming the part of a change

process, one needs to know how to chaoge which is tle fifth outcome competency factor of

ADKAR model. (Hiatt,2006)

iii. Knowledge

Knowledge is the third outcome competency factor in ADKAR change model. Hiatt

(2006, p.29) stated:

A combination of factors ultimately detemines the degree to which an individual

can acquire the necessary knowledge of how to change_ These factors include: our

curent knowledge, orr capacity to leam, the availability of resources and the access

to needed information.

In this olttcome competency factor, both training and education are regfided significant to

know about 'how to change'. It further includes infomation about behaviors, processes, tools,

systems, skills, job roles and techniques that are lecessary to launch a change successfully.

Knowledge is the third main competency factor of the ADKAR model and based on different

methods aad techniques of how to launch a charrge. Knowledge includes:

. Training ard education, skills and behaviom necessary to change

. Comprehensive information on how to utilize new methods, mechanisms and

instrummts.

. Conceptualizing new roles and responsibilities related with thc change.
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WhenanindividualbwomesfullyawareoftheneedforchangeandStanssupponing

change with willingness and desire, then the next st+ is to realize the real pupose of change by

equipping with desired "Knowledge" which is the third competency factor ill the AI)KAR model'

Therc are so many factors, influence this competency factor in order to access the different sources

of knowledge.

Competency Factor I - Base ofknowledge ofan individual

Competency Factor 2 - Competency to seek more knowledge

Competency Factor 3 - Availability ofresouces for education and training

Competency Factor 4 - Accessibility to desired knowledge

These sub-competency factoN finally determine the extent to which a person ctlrr access the

needed knowledge of how to change. These factors include:

Factor 1 - Base ofknowledge ofan individual

A padicipant of a change process, an individual may already possess the lequired

knowledge. This may encounter with some knowledge gaps. These gE)s are between

individual's knowledge level and the required level of knowledge to implement a change

successfully. The existing level of knowledge of any hdividual can be considered, in the

form of education and professional qualification.

Factor 2 - Competency to seek more knowledge

Besides knowledge gaps, every individual possesses different capabilities or

competencies to leam. Some access readily the new infomation, while some are engaged

to leam new methods or ilstrumcnts. For instalce, some indiyiduals assimilate the

concepts quickly, but facing problems in leaming technical knowledge and skills. While

other take rote leaming as a challenge. Similarly, sarne learning disabilities or diffrculties
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are present amolg students in a school system and same can be expected from the adult

individuals as well.

Factor 3 - Availabilit5r ofresources {or education and training

Availability of resources for education and training, both play a vital role in the

promotion of knowledge competency as an outcome factor. The capacity to leam and

access knowledge differs from organization to another. Some organizations have a vast

range of resolrrces and funds to run training workshops. While other illstitutions or frrms

strive foi a formal and standardized system of education in order to suppot a change. Such

facjlities could be the accessibility of experts , instructors, classroom aids , books and

materials, audio visual aids and a mechanism for the use of student, and availabilitv of

funds in order to support the training prog€ms overall.

Factor 4 - Accessibility to desired knowledge

Knowledge is one of the cnrcial outcome compctency factoG in the ADKAR model

for realization of the need of change, both at the individual as well as the organizational

level- Simply ulderstanding the change process is one prccess while inculcating such

thoughts in others is another challenging task. Majority of the managers as a change agents

are not skillful as well lacking in professional competency. Still, therc need to access

required knowledge of different behaviors and skills for the change to be implemented

successfully. Many organization trained employees as metrtors and instructors for the

professional development of their mentees or subordinates. Therefore, developing

knowledge requires a broad spectrum of activities that enable each person to leam in a way

that is most effective for them. Balla (2010, p.37) while narating katha of leadership and

m.magement, she commented tbat: "One can apply the knowledge of natural laws of

leadership and management and leam about creating balance and integrity in leading our
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educational institutions, to make oul effots sustainable and accountable for the entire

purpose of education".

v. Ability

Ability enables one to realize the basic theme of change and its pragmatic

implementation. Ability means the managers' competency to change the thoughts in to

active plans. This competency can be achieved only when an individual demonstrate

practically, the capability to implement the change at the desired performance level.

Sometimes, the existing knowledge is not sufficient itself. The presence of knowledge is

olten insulficient by itsell The reason is that if knowledge is missing from ADKAR

building blocks, then it can slow down the change process. ln fact ability in ADKAR is an

expressive and demonstrative attainment ofobjectives. Ability demands 'action of doing"

to realize the desired outcomes. Wlen a manager attains the desired level of knowledge for

a change, then change can be recognizable in the form of effect. Under tiis outcome

competency factors, the following sub-competelcy factors affect an individuals' ability to

launch a change:

Competency Factor l- Psychological barriers

Competency Factor 2- Physical capabilities

Competency Factor 3- Cognitive capability

Competency Factor 4- Time ftame to develop the required skills

Competency Factor 5- Availability ofresources to suppofi change abilities

Factor l- Psychological barriers

Psychological bariers to change are based on complicated issues which caJr be

identified as the effects of a change but an individual is alv/ays not sule of how to
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manipulate the change. Tajik (2010, p.181) concluded in his study on 'Leaders as Agents

of Change that:

Heads and educators who have moral and spiritual attitudes towards change recognize

in themselves a 'depth in the actions beyond the predetemined tasks The depth

involves unwavering conmitment, passion and love for what they do and the way they

do it.

Factor 2- Physical capabilities

The physical ability of an individual in launching a change can cause another

barier to change. The adult manager may perform poor as compared to the prospective

managers regarding their age factor. The demonstration ofdesired level ofperformance is

also affected by the physical faculties of a manager. In a working organization, physical

constraints within an individual may refer as strength, exhaustive physical task, and

psychological pressues disturbing physically, taking skillful rounds, psychomotor skills

and hand-eye coordination. Such actions demand an individual to act more as a manager

rather than a leader.

Factor 3- Cog itive capability

The mental or cognitive competency can also play a significant role in the

fomation of new abilities. Each and every person possesses unique skills on spectum of

abilities. This is because ofnatual talent while some are good writers by birth while others

make efforts to put their thoughts and ideas into words. On the spectrum of mental abilities,

some may face cognitive hurdles. Regarding the natue of chaoge, some individuals may

have mental barriers to launch the change.
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Factor 4- Time frame to develop the required skills

Timeframe is one of the stong enabling factors for many tlpes of change Failure

to develop required skills by an individr-ral within the given ftamework, thell a new plan or

achangemayfail,inspiteofhaviDgdesiredpotentialforthedevelopmentofsuchabilities

by taking more time. In an orgarizational setup, the allocated time frame for the

implementation is usually accelerated by extcmal factors which are not under the conhol of

a manager.

Factor 5- Availability ofresources to support change abilities

Resources play a foundatiotral role in the process of change development.

Resources could include: Funds, Suitability of instnlment and matedals, Personal taining,

Approaching and identirying the mentors and experls

The enhancement of the prccess of generating new skills and abiJities can only take place

tlrough the supportive stuctule or setup for an individual. Such structue may develop morc by

inculcating new skills, while highlighting the knowledge during a change process. In this way

ability can only be achieved when an individual can launch the change at the desired performance

level related with that change. (Hiatt,2006)

Y.Reinforcement

All eminent social scientists and experts of change management put a great

emphasis on the sustainability of a change process for tie successful implementation of ary

new plan or a project. Hiatt (2006, p.3) described that:

Reinforcement represents those intemal and extemal forces that sustain a change.

Extema.l reinforcement could include recognition, rcwards and celebrations that arc

tied to the realization of the change. lntemal reinforcements could be a person's
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intemal satisfaction with his or her achievement or other benefits derived from the

change on a Personal level.

This Reinforcement factor is the firal outcome competency of the ADKAR model lt

includes such actions that sustains and reinforces the change within a person or an organization lt

includes recognizing someone publically, rewards, celebrating success or acknowledging someone

efforts. several sub-competency factors irDpart an effective role in the process of reinfolcements,

including:

Factor I - The extent to which the reinforcement is significant to the person influenc€d

by the change

Relating reinforcement with real demolstated prcgressive achicvement.

Absence of negative outcomes

Accountability systems

Crucial & Meaningful reinforcements

Usually change is only strengthened when appreciations and rewards are significant and

meaningful 1o an individual. Considering a change 'meaningful' from a personal perspective is

including many values ol lhe recognilion:

. Recogrdtion or reward eligibility of an individual being recognized

. Giving rcspect to a person giving rewards and recognitions

. Worlh or value ofreward for an individual being recognized.

Factor 2 - Association ofthe rcinforcement with achievement

Majority ofthe people are aheady kno\rar that they have succeeded at a change. In

fact recognizing change is a mean to let others know that the occurring change is important

and need consideration too. Sometime, it is obseryed that an individual is struggling a lot

Factor 2 -

Factor 3 -

Factor 4 -

Factor I -
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to bring change in a system but others take IIo notice of it. Here in this case, lack of

reinforcement is one ofthe barriers in tle way of sustaining chaoge. Cenerally in the work

place such changes are ignored without any acknowledgement. New changes along with a

lot of difficulties lead to opportunities for the celebration of such changes. Such

celebratioN are proved to be tuming points for the change.

The same is true also that if one makes no sincere efforts to achieve desired objectives of

change, then no fiulher attempt can be made for achieving rewads or appreciations. lndividuals

want to be applauded for meaningful efforts and progress. Such recognitions and rewards lose their

importance if they offer without makirg any remarkable contribution for the demonstrated

achievement and in the future too. Memon (2010, p.286) stated that:

The Govemmert of Pakistan has not yet made educational leadership

qualification mandatory for school heads. Hence, schools in pakistan are being

mamged by urqualified school heads, and they have not yet reached tle level

required to perform as educatio[al leader.

Factor 3 - Absence of negative Outcomes

When an individual gets a [egative outcome or consequence for demonstrating the

desired behavior, the change prccess is delayed. The pressure from the peer can be one of

the causes. In a working organization, such prcssures can occur from the colleagues when

one want s to do something by adopting old ways, and starts forcing the peers as well, to do

the same. In high schools, orle may observe many t]pes of peer pressule, some good and

some bad. Ifpeer pressue is opposing the change, the resulting negative outcomes become

a barrier to the change.
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Factor4- Accountabilitysystems

Accountability is one of competency measule for assessing continued performance.

It is olle of the strolgest enabling competency factors of ADKAR model. For example,

individuals who have initiated a school improvement program to address educational issues

are much more likely to sustain the change if they have some t)!e of accountability

mechanism. For some individuals, this is a personal trainer who monitors and measues

their progress. For other individuals, this could bc a friend or workout partner' For more

serious school issues, the accountability mechanism may be frequent checkups with an

education provider.

In the worl?lace, accountability systems arc concemed with job performance measurement

system, in this way, the lesults of the change become more recognizable o[ continuous basis_ The

likelihood of the sustainability of a change increases, in the prescnce of rewards, appreciations and

timely feedback.

Adopting and compiomising with old methods and behaviors is one ofthe greatest threats

to reinforc€ment process. Without the rcinforcement of tle change, the efforts become useless

which were made before during the fansition period of a change. As a result, such change camot

be valued. Moreover, individuals may start seeking different ways to get rid of change and their

willingness to change will be ended.

Being a last competency factor of ADKAR model, reinforcement has thrce main

objectives. First, the sustainability of the change and refraining individuals from adopting old

behaviors or old wals of doing task. Second, reinforcement maintains or builds the momentum of

a change process. Finally, teinforcement gencrates a history that keeps reminding the individuals

until the next change occurs. When change is reinforced and acknowledged, then the willingness

and capability for change increases. Reinforcement of a change is just as crucial as that first
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communication to build awareness of the need for change. In short, reinforcing change cal be any

plan that strengthens and sustains the change. (Hiatt, 2006)

2.3,2 Applications of ADKAR Model

ADKAR is a model for enabli[g change. ADKAR provides a goal-oriented plan that helps

change managen to realize their objectives more promptly and comprehensively. Applications for

the model include:

i. ADKAR as a device for teachirg change management

ADKAR can be used as a helpful teaching tool for change management. From a

educational perspective, ADKAR allows a student of change management 1() make a clear

differentiation between knowledge and desire, and the dislurbances between awareness of a

need for change and desire to support a change can be studied and discussed. As an

educatiolal frarlework, ADKAR focuses discussions toward the primary building blocks

for successful change. Rather than have random classroorD discussions that mnge from one

end of the spechum to another, each element of the ADKAR model can be addressed

separately. When combined with the analysis ofsuccessful changes, students ofchange can

Ieam the dlmamics of the change process. Accordilg to Hiatt (2006, p. 133)

From an educational perspective, the case sfudy call be anal)zed in segments. ADKAR

allows a studelrt of change management to make a clear delineation between knowledge and

desirc, and lhe nuatrces between awareness of a need for change and desire to support a change can

be sfudied. As an educational framewo <, ADKAR focuses conversation towards the primaxy

building blocks for successful change. Rather than random classroom discussions that mnge from

one end ofthe spectrum to another, each element of ADKAR model can be addressed separately.
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ii. AI)KAR to assist with organizational change management planning

Applications of change management usually prepare plans for communicatons,

f,mding and supporting activities, hainilg programs, coaching plans and other change

management activities. The ADKAR model can be used as an inventory to assess tbe

completeness and potential effects of these plans. Moteover, ADKAR helps ensure that

activities occur in the right sequence and dircction. For example, Communications can be

developing through training and only sponsorship activities that build awareness and

desire. When such activities are out oforder, education programs fail because school staff

is not yet ready to elgage in the change.

II. AI)KAR as a coaching tool for managers

Managers and supervisors can use ADKAR as a coachilg tool with employees dufilg

change initiatives. Corcider the many roles that managcrs alrcady play with their employees,

ircluding:

Communicator - the infomation source for employees

Problem-solver and coach a place to go for help and direction

Teacher and mentor - a source for knowledge and expedence

. Advocate spokesperson as an immediate head for iecognition and

appreciatio[

Mangers can justify their roles well as a "change agents" by working under the ADKAR

model. For instance initially a manager needs to work as "communicato/' to realize the need for

the change. As a communicator, the managers build awareness of the need for change and

reinforce the messages sent by the top management , including why the change is taki[g place ,
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what the change means to be negotiated , managers help employees to assimilate the a package of

infomation about the change into mea I1gful and a effective manner.

When a new plan as a change is close to implementation phase, managers need to play role

of problem solveN and coaches. In such roles thcy are instrumental in creating desire to support

the change. They help employees find out the effect ofthe change on a personal and professional

level. Employees inquire about the benefit of a change for them and unsolved problems about how

the change affects their work. They may have personal rcsistance to the change that requires help

from thei managers. Managen as coachesj i11fluence the wiilingness of the employees to support

and participate in the change.

During implementation, m.rnagers are teachers and mentors. Even with the best trairiflg

programs, the on-the-job application of new tools processes and job roles requires ongoing

imtruction and guidance. In this role managem are building knowledge on how to change. As

employces engage in day-to-day work, gaps will become evidert. Knowledge does not always

translate the ability on the first day. Employees need a[ environme[t where they can paactice and

where it is safe to make mistakes. Managers are instrumental in creating working envircnment

wherc employees can develop new skills and abilities. Finally, managerc are advocates for thejr

employees. ManageN play a key role in recognizing and rewarding the hard work and

contributions of employees during the change process. These recognitions and rcwards rcillforce

the change with employees so that the change is sustained in the organization. Many effective

managers play these roles every day. Whe[ managers are taught how to use ADKAR as a change

management tool, they develop the competency to lead change.

ADKAR as an assessment tool for chatrges ulder way

For changes under way, ADKAR can be used to assess progress and to diagnosc

gaps i[ the change management prograrn. Organization-wise ADKAR assessment helps to
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understand the barrier points and identifu gaps. These assessments t,?ically have two

critical aspects. First, the assessment allows employees to assess thei position olr each

elements of the ADKAR model. Secold, employees are a]lowed to express their curent

views within the assessment. The structue of ADKAR assessment t)?ically include six

question areas:

The first question is about the change itself. The reason the assessment begins with a

questiol about the change is because many employees have been misintelpreted about the nature

of the chalge and how it will affect them. As a result of rumors and misinformation, many oftheir

perceptions are based on misrmderstandings or partial information.

The remaining five questions follow the ADI(AR model. Additional information that is

normally gathered with this assessment tool includes orgarizatio[ name, job t]pe or level. Two

results are usually genemted from the data of an ADKAR assessment.

. The baxrier poht to the change for the group overall

. Specific details that will help lead to resolution ofkey obstacles

v. AI)KAR as a planning tool for change

ADKAR can be used as a planning tool for individuals to share ideas in

preseltations and meetings at work. For instance, when preparing for a meeting, in which a

manager and sharing a new idea by using ADI(AR model to fomalize the order of

presentation of the content of the matedal. Considering what factors would inqease the

awarcness of the members of the meeting regarding the need for the change. Next to

motivate them to accept the idea and create a desirc to change. Secondly needs to consider

what knowledge is required such that in order to tackle incoming potential barriers and

discuss these proactively. Using ADKAR in this way to facilitate ideas or move an agenda
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of the meeting forward, so the results are faster acceptance rates and greater cndonement

of the tasks or work. (Hiatt, 2006)

SECTION- III
(CHANGE MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES OF SCHOOL HEADS &

CIIANGE IMTIATT\'ES IN PAKISTAN)

MANAGEMENT COMPETENCTES

The telm competency was conceived when the classical view of management was still

held. It was the time when the concept of management was dominated with a strong rationale and

govemments walted too a well defined value for Doney program for training managcN in desired

competencies. The origin of competent approach stafied in the USA in early 1970 led by the

Amefican Management Associatior (AMA), an American business lbrum. The theme of generic

mallagement competence was based on a research study of 1800 management jobs. For the very

firct time, this study revealed that a successful perfomance was based on a wide range of

competenceies.Competence is a varied work activities, performed in variety of contexts. The

competence of professional managers was derived from a differelt set of attributes such as

knowledge, skills ard attitudes (Buckly & Caple, 2o09).Therefore competence car be defined as a

generic knowledge, motive, trait, social role or skill of person linked to superior performance on

the job. Such attributes together generate competence and are often referred to as competencies.

So compete[cy as aI1 amalgam of attributes underlies some aspects of successful performaoce.

Competercies can be further refened as a set of interacting and interdependent factors. These

include skills, knowledge, methods, understandi[gs, attitude, tools and puposes. In other words,

the competence pattem of all individual could describe the professionals' behavior. Management

Charter Initiative (MCI), (a benchmark for national occupational standards of management)
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presented a model of competency. Managemelt competence= Knowledge * Skills Experience +

Personal Qualities (Kalra, 2008).

Competency was also viewed as an effect of one individual or pe6on's behavior and

characteristics. Furthermore, he considered the elements of competency are motives, traits, self-

image, social roles, skills, k[owledge and these elements exhibit different competency behaviors.

(Boyatzis,1982). Moreover, Competency is a dynamic pattem ofperformance based on a cluster of

behavioral activities (Kalra 2008). h this way a school principal as a manager is supposed to be

competent for pefoming a range of multiple tasks. These tasks are technical, conceptual, human

relation and extemal relation. Technical tasks a.re those which are specific to the primary purpose

ofa school which is the education of the students. Conceptual tasks include those tasks which are

directly concemed the contolling and administration of the school such as the staff deployment

and other resources. The element of human relation in management tasks includes decision and

policy making as well as provision ofbasic leeds for the whole school development. School head

controls and directs information coordinate responses for effective communication (Noreen, 2003).

ln Pakistan, an empirical evidmce of the management and leadelship competencies

desirable for secondary school heads for the first time was studied by Siddiqui itr the Institute of

Education and Research (IER), University of the Punjab, Lahore. In this study, some peculiar

competencies were identified which are given below:

a. Well-conversant with day-to-day challenges of education

b. Human relationing sklls

c. Counseling techniques

d. Crealive ar1d innovali\e lacullies

e. Observance religious values

f. Strategies for diffusing and adopting innovations as a change agent (Siddiqui,l979)



Above discussion can be summarized as in tems ofwhat a manager in school may actually

be observed to do, the peforming tasks simply fall into the category of kel)pillg things going

(admidstation), practicing or introducirg new things as a change agent (innovations as a change)

and reacting to cdses (demonstrating resistatce to change).

Similarly, Noreen (2003) in her research identilied that the management competencies of

secondary school heads are highly correlated with school effectiveness. The rationale of this study

was strongly based on Kalara's mamagement competencies which were included as: Technical

knowledge, Morale, Judgment, Occupational knowledge, Manipulative skills .Here in this

undertaking, CMC profiles of heads of Punjab, were also developed based on major outcome

competency factors (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, Reinforcement ) of ADKAR change

model.

The change management competelcies of Muslim school heads as change agent, Khaki

(2010, p.1l l) has identified following five major areas ofchange management competercies:

a) A passionate vision,

b) Balance between religious and secular education,

c) Developing school as conducive places for teaching and leaming,

d) Developing teachers and delegating respoosibilities,

e) Fostering relations within and outside school.

Khan (2010) conducted a study or1 self,perception of managerial role of school heads and it

was concluded from the findings of the study that management competencies of the school heads

are dircctly related to whole school improvement. Naeemullah (2010) in his study identified six

behavio.al competencies of Secondary School heads in Puojab: Communication, Coordination,



Professional orientatio[ and morale. It was concruded that overall the managerial behavioral

competencies of heads are better than average.

Chediel (2009) concluded in his study that a school hcad is required to equip a mnge of

change management competencies in the context of whole school development framework

(WSDF).He, further added that managerial competence of a school head is a vital contribution

towards the acceleration of a developmental change. The major findings of above mentioned

empiical studies are proved to be supportive to this study because this undertaking also aimed to

evaluate the change mtuugement competencies of heads of schools within their schools.

2.5 CI{ANGE MANAGEMENT INITIATI\,IES FOR THE SCHOOL
HEADS IN PAKISTAN

Pakistan is facing multi-dimensional challenges of qualily education. Since devolution iI1

2001, since the space and size oftaxgets has become reflective and specific with district as the key

lier of service delivery, the problems of govemance, capacity, resource flows and utilization

persist. Each district has its own udque history, context al1d sub-culture which must be negotiated

for implemel1ting education plans and achieving targets. From 2001 onwards, many districts across

Pakistan have embarked on arnbitious sector rcfolm and action plans focusing on improved district

based planning, school improvemcnt, local govemance and partnerships. Pakistao has made a

commitment to reducing poverty tlrrough policy and fiscal reforms as well as improved service

delivery.

2.5.1 Education for AII (EFA) and Milletrium Development Goals (MDGS)

Education is a critical sector for addressing capabilities and well being. At both, national

and local levels therc are multiple initiatives to meet the EFA goals and the Millermium

Development Goals (MDGS), with varying emphasis on access, quality, gender equity,
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professional developmen! curriculum reform, parlnerships and accompanying policy shifts. As the

midtem evaluations on 2015 targets and goals are flriously underway, it is a good time to take

stock, rcflect and share what works and why. Districts thus form a very pertjnett unit for

informing policy makers, planne$ and tle general public about systemic change and its impact.

Although information is usually available on the purpose/s of educational refonn initiatives and

projects, less is known about the process ofimplementation, quality, and impacl Using district as

a primary focus of attention, various questions arise such as, who drives and decides the

educational reforn processes? What are tle challenges to quality in educational reform? What

apprcaches, models, and strategies can be proposed to address these challenges at the micrc aDd

macro level? These a.re pertinent questions rcquiring innovative thinking and appropriate actions.

2.5.2 Social Action Program

Pakistan committed itself to education reforms with a number of national interventions

most rotably the National Educatior Policy of 1992, the Social Action Programs (SAI), the Ninth

Five Year plans and morc recently the National Education Sector Reform Programs, all of which

have educatiotr for all as their target. In spite of these policy interr'entions education at the local

level in Pakistan remajns a challenge. The problem is complex but lies at the heart of the nexus

betweel local govemment and its service delivery mechanisms. (SPU-MoE, 2008.)

2.5.3 hternatioDal EducalionalCon[erence

The intemational conference titlcd," Embeddi[g Quality Education for All: Initiatives

Across Pakistan" was held on March 5-6, 2008 in Faisalabad brought together educationists and

social workers from all over Pakistan and abroad that are engaged in relevant activities of whole

school development, pafinerships and evidence based planning. The conference provided a

platform to revitalize education ensuring its quality ard provision to all alld to design it in such a
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way that policy makers make it a pdority in bringing it in line with EFA goals and MDGs. This

two day conference brought together some of the finest thinlers and researchers who shared their

work and debated on education issues. [n all 10 sessions were conducted during these two days,

more tlan 55 presentationshapers were shared, with an active palticipation of over 300

participants.

The objectives ofthe conference were:

. To prcvide a platform for sharing experiences and positive practices with respect to

capacity building at distict levels

. To provoke national discussion and debate on what works and why

. To promote networking across stakeholders, policy makers and researchers on

decentralized initiatives in education

The themes ofthe conference were:

Evidence Based Plaoning: for leaming, access and citizen's voice

Whole School Development or Quality for sustainable access

Public Private Partnerships

A strong focus of the colferelce was to disseminate research and evidence collected

regarding the aforesaid thre€ stands of the conference mediated strongly by school heads and

policy plannels to debate on achievements, bottlenccks and ways forward. And this ncw holistic

approach offered a school heads an opportunity to tackle the problems ofschool management and

leadership as a unit ofchange developmental process. In Pakistan, Education Sector Development

Plan undq Perspective Development Plan 2001-2011, the changing needs of professiorlal

development for school heads will be met by accessing a need based professional devclopmcnt

infrasfuctue. (MoE, 201 1)
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2.5.4 A Project of strengthe ng Decentralizcd Local Government in Faisarabad District
(SDLGF)

Faisalabad is one ofthe significant industrial districts ofthe punjab province in pakistan. In

this distict, the Strategic Policy Unit (SptD was established by the Faisalabad District

Govemment in 2002.The United Kigdom Department of Intemational Development(DFlD) was

agreed in 2004 to pro\.ide technical assistance to the distdct using SpU as the platfom from

which change was ddvetr. The goal of this project was sustained poverry reduction through

improved and more responsive operation oflocal govemment and delivery ofservices particularly

education aIId water and sanitation services to the poor. In education sector, the District Council

identified the follov/i[g key needs to improve education in the district, different training programs

for the school heads were launched in the Institute of Leaming (lol-) which was set up by SpU in

this district. The quantitative component of this project was involved, ,,Leaming Achievement

Surveys" with follow up studies as most crucial indicators of the quality of an education system

while, on the other hand, the qualitative aspect ofthis project was comprised ofsix case studies of

successful schools uilder Whole School Development (WSD) program ,identificd by IoL. In

Pakistan, since last few years, a modular approach has bcen adopted to equip, the secondary school

heads with change management compctencies, with reference to the school development plans. A

three phase training program of change management for the school heads of secondary schools

was organized by the District Govcmment ofFaisalabad City and during 2005-6; the program was

piloted in 100 schools in three Towns ofthe district Tandlianwala, Samundari and Faisalabad City

and was being developed as a model in 500 schools up to 2008. This training prcgram comprised

some general and specific objectives, and after taining a sccondary school head, as a change agent

would be able to:
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b.

a. General objectives

i. Understand the concept ofchange ma[agement and its significance.

ii. Remove barriers in the way of implementilg change in their schools.

iii. Adjust themselves according to new circumstances and needs

Specific objectives

To prepare a school principal to bring change both in school and community

effectively.

Able to bring change in some crucial matters for the school development.

Able to access rcsources and their effective use besides keeping their rccord.

To play active role in Daking all those desired changes for the whole school

development. (SPU-MoE , 2008)

11.

Il,

iv.

This project was discontinued unfortunately in 2008 due to law ard order situation in

Pakistan. As a result of this, some key participants of this prcject had to leave and this sudden

chaage hindered the project from the successful implementation ofthis project.

2.5.5 UNESCO'S Earthquake Response Programme (ERP)

Literature oII school improvemcnt arld school effectivencss suggests that effective

leadership creates effective schools. To be effective, school leaders need professional development

to enhance their knowledge aod to improve their skills. School improvement efforls largely depend

on the motivation, interest, commitment and competencies of the school heads. Keeping in view

the same, UNESCO'S Earthquake Response Prograrn (ERP) was Iaunched to support the

Govenment of Pakistan in its efforts to rebuild the educatiol system better in the eathquake

affected areas of AJK and NWFP. Besides other constructive measrues, an educational

management and leadeNhip program was launched for 20 school heads of secondary schools of



Azad Jammu Kashmir (AJK) Under this intensive training program, these heads were prepared as

a change agent in order to combat existing changes after any kind of natural calamity. The major

dm of this haining progams was to improve middle aIrd secorrdfiy school head teachels,

understanding of the concept of school leadership and management through reading of literature,

reflecting on their current practices, and practical activities, so that they were in a position to

contribute effectively for the overall development of their schools. One of the significant

objectives of this program to reconcepfualize the role of school heads as change agents and leam

approaches and strategies for leading and managing change in schools. (IINESCO, 2009)

2.5.6 School Improvement Program (SlP)-Chaloral Project

The Chakwal was also one ofthe districts ofthe Punjab province. Most of the people here

belonged to the rmprivileged families, facing the child health and education issues. In tlis district,

in 30 govenunent schools this SIP project was launche4 in partnership between Plan Pakistan and

MIED(Mou[tain Institute of Educational Development) suppofted by Swedish Students

Organization (SSO) in November 2005.The overall goal of this project to access quality education

in govemment schools of Chakwal district. The pupose of the project was the accessibility to

quality education in the schools of Chakwal district. The major frndings of this prcject were

reported a great involvement of govemme[t schools, improvement in the school leadership and

management, enhancement in community participation, teaching-practice improved etc. One ofthe

strong recornmendations ofthis project was that the more focused support should be provided to

the school heads, support in mentoring, school management and adminishatioq and developing

School Development PlaN (SDP) which helped the school heads to accelerate the pace of the

progress oftheir schools. This project offered a highly interactive course ofschool leadership and
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management for the school heads in order to skengthen their management competencies for the

school management plan. (MEID, 2003)

2.5.7 Induction Training Programs of Directorate of Staff Development (DSD)

In Lahore, one of the laxgest districts of punjab, since 1959, the Directorate of Staff

Development (DSD) has been considercd as a..Hub ofprofessional Training programs,,for school

teachers and school heads of both govenrment Secondary and primary schools in whole punjab

province. Currently, the "Continuous Prol'essional Dcvelopment (CpD) proglam,, has been

successfully implemented in 36 districts of Punjab. The purpose of establishment of this

Diectorate is, "to develop a knowledgeable, comrnitted, motivated, competent and ethically sound

cadre of education personnel to ensue the delivery of top quality education to the students in

govermrent schools of Punjab". In order to meet the targets of this professional competency

program, 60 cluster trai ng and suppod centers (CTSC) have been established in each district.

One cluster cove6 at least 30 schools llng within the radius of 16km.In this cluster, 1-5 Distdct

Teacher Educators (DTEs) have been appointed. At DTE, 10-15 schools have been allotted for the

implementation CPD at cluster level. The main components CPD axe: Assessment, Meltoring,

Continuous Professional Development, Reporting, Planning, Monitoring and Management. This

Directorate offers different in-service and pre-service training progBms fot the heads of

govemment secondary and higher secondary schools in Punjab province.CPD is in fact a research-

based professional competency building progam for the school heads, was launched initially only

in 12 districts of Punjab after collaborating with Institute of Education and Research

(lBR),University of the Punjab, Lahore. Moreover, in 2008 the visionary approach of DSD

(Directorate of Staff Developmelt, Pakistan) towards developing management cornpetencies of

secoldary school heads under one ofthe induction training programs ofnewly recruited secondary



school heads and deputy heads. So fax, from July, 200g to August 200g, this managerial training

progruns was successflrlly equipped the prospective secondary school priocipals with management

competencies and change ma[agement was one ofthe significant components of this progam but

at introductory level. Under this training progmm, an awareness-building component of change

management was shared with secondary school heads to make them realize the significance of

change management competency as o1le of the key components of school management. (DSD-

PrTE, 2008).

AItun (2008) was one ofthe pioneer change management expcrts in pakistan, developed a

chaoge ma[agement model for the govemment primary school. This modcl was utilized to train

heads of primary schools in district Faisalabad which has been selected as a hub of change

management idtiatives in the context of WSD project, in order to generate refoms for other

districts across Pakistan. This model has been testcd iII almost 300 government primary schoo]s in

Faisalabad. The guiding prhciples of change in this model werc: Strategic, Inclusiveness,

Integdty, Ethical, Openness, Efficiency, Consensual, Participative, Responsiveness, Accountable

and Transparent. In this endeavor, the rcsearcher found this model, more relevant to the change

management competency building (CMCts) training framework developed for the school heads at

secondary level in the Punjab province.

Similar initiatives have been tded in other provinces, areas and districts of Pakistan. The

idea is to provide a platform thaough this conference to share innovations, successes and

limitations of the approach. One of the key themes of this framework, to considei schools as a unit

of change, to improve perfomances of school heads as a change agent. Morcover, the mairr form

ofthis framework to ilstitutionalize school head's management hainings, in order to bighlight the

true role of both male and female heads in the development of their schools. (Noreen,2003).
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While adopting the idea ofwhole school improvemen! an ethnographic research case study

was conducted on tle pdncipals of govemlneflt seco[dary schools in the northem areas of

Pakistan. The major rcsearch question guided the inquiry how a school heads addressed the

challenges of school improvement and what kind ofproblems, issues and dilemmas does the head

teacher encounter irr thei efforts to progress school imprcvement and finally, what is the role of

the school head in school improvement. This study illustrated the work male heads in government

secondary schools in the rural and mountai[ous northern areas of Pakistan, describing both the

challelges he faced and the strategies he used to rcsolve, cope with or manage such changes which

occrmed as challenges. (Shafa,20 l0)

ln Aga Khan University, the Institute of Educational DeveloprDent, Karachi have been

conducted a number of both qualitative and quantitatve researches to assess the managerial

competencies of school principals as change marlager. ln this regad, two eminent researchers of

this institute, one is Jane-E-Alam Khaki and the other Qamar Safdar has compiled empirical and

evidence-based case studies in a book on "Educational Leadership in Pakistan" which presented

effective methods to measure the leadership and managerial competencies ofa school principals.

This book also higl ighted the role of a school heads as a 'change agent' and their contributio[

towads the whole school development. (Kiaki & Safdar, 2010)

The empirical research evidences in the field ofchange management have been traced both

in management and social sciences. The changing role of school hcads had also been ieported by

the Institute of Educational Developmcnt (IED), Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan.

Moreover, the major findings ofthese above mcntioDed studies have found to be matched with the

findings ofthis study as well.
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(CIIANGE MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES FOR THE SCHOOL IIEADS IN PI]NJAB)

2.6.1 Profile ofthe Punjab Province

. Eistory

The history of Pmjab dates back to the Indus civilization. The region has been

invaded and ruled by many different empires and races including the Arya1r, persians,

Gre€ks, Eg)?tians, Afghans, and Mongols. Today, Punjab remains the heartbeat of tle

nation and is at the center of all political and economic progress. The land of 5-rivers,

population-wise the largest, aod once known as the granary of east, Punjab is the lifeline of

Pakislan.
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Figure: 2.3 Districts ofthe Punjab Prcvince
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Geography

To the North of the Punjab is the Khyber hrkhtoonkhwa province atrd tle federal

capital area of Islamabad, to the North-East is Azad Kashrrrir, to its South-East is India

(Indian Punjab & Rajasthan), to the South-West is the provitrce o

Figure: 2.3 Districts ofthe Punjab Province

Sindh while to the West are Baluchistan and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA).

Punjab is the most populous province of Pakistan. According to the lg98 census, the population of

the province.is 7,25,85,000. The populatio[ density is 353 persons per square kilometer as

compared to the national figure of 164. It contains several major cities of the country: Lahore,

Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Multan and Gujrulwala.

. Economy

Punjab economy is mair y agdcultural, although industry makes a substantial

contribution. The province is playing a leading role in agricultural production. It

contributes about 68010 to the aturual food grain production in the country. 51 million acres

ofland is cultivated and another 9.05 million acres are lying as cultivabl€ waste in different

parts of the province.

People

The people ofPuljab ethnically belong to a pluralistic pattem of life but they have

a common identity. They have one corDnon faith, Islam, and they proudly share its

glorious traditions in their thought and conduct. In their religious sersibility, in folklore, in

regional and domestic culture and in their hopes and aspirations the people have a common
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identity. The dialects spoken in different regions of the land have a common vocabulary

and a shared heritage. The people of Punjab also have a shared spiritual experience which

has been dissemi[ated by Tassawwaf and car be witnessed on the occasio[ of the

remembrance festivals held on the Urs of great Sufi Saints. Punjab has been the cradle of

ciyilization since time immemorial. httB^4u{.Du! iab.sov.pu

. Districts & Literacy Rates

There are 36 districts in Punjab as given in Figure 2.7. According to Survey of

Pakistan (201 l), the dist bution of all 36 disticts alonS with their literacy rates, in three

parts ofPunjab: Northem, Central and Southem Punjab is given in Appendix-s.

2. Secondary & Higher Secondary Schools in Punjab

In the Punjab Proyince, currently there are 588 Sccondary Schools (3214 Male & 2384

Female) and 5598 (295 Male & 293 Female) Higher Sccondary Schools.

httBlsqlplls.pu4iqb.goy ools

2.6,2 Change Management Initiatives for the Secondary School Ileads

In the province of Punjab, a number of initiatives have been taken for the managerial

trainings ofboth male and female heads of secondary and higher secondary schools. The following

agency is working under Punjab Govcmrncnt for the prolessional empowerrnent of heads of

schools.

. Directorate of Staff Development (DSD) & Punjab Institute of Teacher
Educatior (PITE) Lahore, Pakistan

In Punjab, both DSD and PITE arc considered as the hub of Pre and ln-service

teacher training progr.rms since 1959 with different names. In 2007, the DSD- PITE,
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Iaunched a project of "C-ontinuous Professional Developmeitt (CpD),, model and under this

framework it gave training to the heads of Secondary Schools, initially itr the twelve

districts of Punjab. Cunently, the CPD model has been inplemented in all 36 districts of

Punjab. In order to cover whole Punjab on average 60 Cluster Training & Support CenteN

(CTSC) has been established. One cluster covers 30 schools llrg within the radius of

16km. At one cluster (1-5) District Teacher Educaton (DTEs) are placed depending upon

the schools attached with cluster. At DTE has been an allotted 10-15 school for

irnplementation of CPD at cluster level. In present this model has been implemented in 36

districts of Punjab. lts major componerts are: Assessment, Mentoriog, Continuous

Professional Development, Reporting, Planoing, Coordination, Monitoring, and

Manageme11t.

. ITA Trust (Center for Education & Consciousness) in Putrjab

Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (lTA) or the "Cenfe of Education and Consciousness"

Public Trust, is thus a rcsponse to the profourd crisis of education and multiple crises

forming the nuts and bolts of the Educatio[ Challenge. ITA was bom out of a growi[B

realization that the most critical of human entitlements, the ight to learfng, Icrowledge

systems, citizenship skills and a 9,000 years of living heritage is being denied to the

citizens of Pakistan. The main objectives of the Trust are to: Embark upon apprcpriate

institutional arrangements to explore, experiment, research and implement quality

altematives conrmitted to educational excellence in a global setting, Undertake instjfutional

stengthening of public, private sector and community-based organizations for managing

change and achieving quality and caring education services through area-based approaches,

Alleviate rcsouce bottlenecks which prevcnt individuals and organizations from

ma,ximizing potential for benefiting society. ITA has launched a Ilumber of programs for
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the school heads and teachers in govemment schools ofpunjab. Some ofthe programs iue

giver below:

Whole School Improvement Program (WSIP)

Teacher Educatiotr

o School Enrichment Program (SEp)

. Informatiol and Communication Technology (ICT)

. Education in Emergencies

. Distdct and Incal Level Planning in Education

A11 these progarns have been launched with an objective to enable the whole school

including top management, heads and teachers to meet the different challenges ofchange within

their instifutions. Moreover, different training !rcgrains and workshops in above mentioned

programs have been introduced for school heads as well as for the top managers of govemment

schools in Punjab. A1l such efforts have been made to meet "One Objective" that is, to enable the

whole managerial hierarchy ofthese schools, to meet the challenges ofcha[ge ofschool education

in the 21s century.

Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (lTA), also collaborated with Directorate of Staff Development

(DSD) in launchiIrg Cortiruous Professional Competency Program (CPD) under the concept of

public-private pafinership. The ITA -DSD, both have been working actively regarding

professional competency of school heads in Rawalpindi, Lahore, Sheikiupur4 Kasur, Chiniot,

Faisalabad, Muzafargarh, Multan, Rahim Yar Khan. After reviewing the content of each

component ofCPD, no evidence ofa separate component on 'Change management' was found, in

order to piepare the school heads as a competent "Change Agents" within their schools. (ITA,

2013) http/ryryv.i14aeqlrd Lr the light of major hndings and conclusions of this undertaking,
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ITA may be rccoDrmeoded to include 'Change Management Competency Building' (CMCB)

framework in the training material for school heads.

. Whole School Development Project in District Faisalabad

According to the report of CTGF-SPU (2008,p.2) in April 2004 , in the

context of Pakistan's ongoing process of devolution, district govemment in Faisalabad

embarked upon an ambitious institutional change aad reform effort which sought to change

the ways in which local govemment works and thereby improve the condition of

govemment schools of Faisalabad in the framework of whole school development

liamework (WSDF).This task was given Strategic Policy Unit which was established in

Faisalabad 2004 as a think-tank by the Faisalabad district govemment. Its key aim was to

act as a conduit in the district from which all development programs could be initiated. In

2004, the United Kingdom's Departmelt for Intcmational Development (DFID) agreed to

provide techaical assistance to the district using the SPU as the platfom from which

change would be driven. SPU set up the Institute of Leaming (IoL) with the specific dm of

professional development of school heads. (2afa42008) developed three significant

training modules of change for the school principals, titled: Measuring Change, Promising

Change and Managing Change. Under these modules intensive training programs have

been orgarized to enhance the change management compete[cies of School heads.

The g.lobal indicators of WSD in Faisalabad have been generated fiom the declarations of

both EFA world conferences. one is DAKAR and the other is Jomeiten declaration ard since that

time these indicators have been reflected in number of rcsearch studies conducted in both

govemment aIId private institutions of Pakista[
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. School Improvemetrt Plan in District Chakwal

Similarly, a School Improvement Prcgams (SIP) in 30 govemment schools in

district Chakwal was launched as a project in paxhership between Plan Pakistan and

MIED(Mountain Institute of Educational Development) supported by Swedish Students

Organization (SSO) in November 2005.One of the strorg recommendations of this project

was that the more focused support should be provided to the school heads, support in

mentoring, school matragement and administmtion, and developing School Development

Plans (SDP) will help the school heads to accelerate the pace of the progress of their

schools. This prcject offered a highly interactive coulse of school leadership and

management for the school heads in order to stlenglhen their change management

competencies for the school management plan. (ME1D,2008).

SAIIE (Society for Educational for the Advanccment in Educatiol) in Lahore

Since 1982, Society is a non-profit govenunent organization and has made

remaxkable efforts in training school heads and teachers. lt is working under a sloganf'All

Pakistani chil&en not ody have the right to go to school but an equal ght to get quality

education". Over the past 30 years, this society has always emphasized on research-based

advocacy, outreach to cornmunities as well as the provision of differei, t education refoms.

SAHE always engaged in working with different bilateral and multilateml donor agencies

and provincial governments It has worked with collaboration of different intemational

agencies such as OXFAM-NOVIB, Open Society Institute (OSI), Department for

Intemational Development (DFID), World Bank, IINICEF, IINESCO, The British Council

as well as national organizations including Punjab Education Fomdation (PEF),
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Directorate of Staff Development (DSD), Puqlab Education Assessment System (PEAS)

and the Education. The main objectives of this society are:

. To work for improvement in the mainstream education system that continues to affect

the overwhelmhg majority of children in Pakistan.

. To assess the problems in the educatio[ system so as to work on and recommend

apprcpriate solutions.

. To assist with institution building in education & encourage innovatioq enhance the

pool of trained teachers; promote among administrators better management techniques

and a democratic culfure so as 1() broaden the movement for educational reform and

provide education to girls in high poverty areas

. To hfluence education policy through advocacy and campaigning by building

coalitions of like-minded individuals and organizations. http://www.sahe.org.pkT

about-us.html

SAHE also assisted DSD in different professional training programs for the school teachers

al1d heads. This society compiled six case studies in order to evaluate the managerial competelcies

of school heads as an effective change agent under the project of Whole School Development

(WSD) titled, "Promisi[g Change". The main objective of these case studies to assess change,

inside and outside the school as a result of local, global, educational and managerial challenges

faced by the heads ofschools. These modules were proved to be very supportive for this endeavor

as SAHE was the only society in Punjab which worked solely to polish the managerial

competencies of school heads in the area of 'Change Management". Both the findilgs and

recommendadons of SAHE studies wcre helpfri in generalizing the results ofthis study

These efforts for developing professional competency of school heads seerned more

dominant in the northem and central pafi of Purjab while the heads of Secondary Schools of
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southem Purjab werc felt remaitr aloof due to the lack of both govemmental and non-

governmental organizatiol in this part. Therefore, a direct and access to these taining platforms is

not possible for the heads and teachers of southem Punjab. That was the reason, the literacy rates

of districts of northem Punjab are better than the literacy rates of districts of cenbal and Southem

Punjab.
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SECTION.lY

(CIIANGE MANGEMENT CIIALLDNGES FACED BY THE SCHOOL

IIEADS AS A CHANGE AGENT)

a1 CHANGE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

"Change" is otre of the most essential elements for a society to progress. Especially for a

society that is stagnant for a long time and whose conditions are getting miserable day by day.

Although a change is l1ever accepted or roceived wanr y by the people; instead it is always

resisted beEause it is something above the comfort level of people As Change is complex and

challenging thus only professional change agents are capable of leading it.

6I<9a

The terri change agent is used for all those persons or groups of persons who are

responsible for implementing cha[ge. There are two kinds of change agent:

i. Change managers, change leaders, ol projcct managers for change projects.

ii. Members in a change management team who are executing the orders of the change

Ieaders.

ln a school scenario, the task ofexecution of any developmeDtal changes is held with a school

:ad, for this purpose they need relevant knowledge and skills to conduct the change as well as

,lerance of ambiguity and flexibility in responding to these charrges. According to Anderson

991,p.1)

ln many ways the school principal is the most important and influential individuat in any

school. . . . It is his[her] leadeNhip that sets the tone of the school, the climate for

iolosv/ecoloev/chanee-is-i ibr-sooieties{o-ilourish/#i



leaming, the level of professionalism and morale of teachers, and the degree of concem

for what students may or may not b@ome. If a school is a vibrant, innovative, child_

centered place; if it has a rcputation for excellence; if it has a reputation for excellence in

teaching; if students arc perfoming to the best of their ability, one can always point to the

principal's leadership as the key to success.

He further argued that no head is bom as a change agent .Most modem autioritics shessing

nufture over nature, believe that major competencies of management and leadership can be

leamed. Therefore, Effective training progmms are, of cotrse, only the first step in developing

capable heads: recruitment, selection, inductioq and evaluation are other esscntial components in

a comprchemive system that bains, obtains, and rctains the most capable school leaders.

, In the province of Pruljab and elsewhere in Pakistan. Different studies both quantitative

nd qualitative reveal that a head of a secondary school is lacing a wide range of challenges which

ccur ii1 many forms. These challcnges can be categorized as 'prob]ems', 'tensions', or 'dilemmas,.

'hough problems are seen resolvable issues, they can develop into more serious challcnges, if there

re not dealt with immediately. Tensions and dilemmas, on the other hand, might rot lend themselvcs

r easy solutions. Such challenges generally cannot be solved pennanently but may be resolved

)mporarily, can be 'procrastinated', or can bc managed for the time being. Therelore, this calls for

lore inquiry irom researchers, to investigate the rolc of head as an "individual". especially in

econdary schools, that how the heads of these schools address the challenges they encounter. (Shafa,

010). A brief descdption of these tlpes of challenges, faced by a head of secondary schools, is

ategorized below:
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i. Problems

Problerns cao be distitrguished from chatlenges in that,'they are resolvable'. The day to day

diffrculties faced by a head for a smooth running ofa school can be cormted as problems, which are:

Lack of teachers' knowledge and skills with an uleven background of Profession baining as atr

obstacle for the principal, as a developer of school lack of knowledge, skill and motivation in head ,

prcblems related to top managers or senior educations' domination of the decisiotr making process

and excessive hierarchy, problems confronted by heads from community and paxents, regarding too

much and little interest, or facing pressure of special groups.

ii. Tensions

Tensions are challenges that confront people with mental worry and emotion stresse. It is

obseNed that some heads see tensions as prcblems to be solvcd while other see tbem as dilemmas to

be managed .A head of school usually experiences tension while organizing or implementing school

improvement plan. The moods, attitudes, behavioN of participants of a plan create tensiol for the

heads as a program mobilize. Moreover, compelling staff for team building to be fit in within school

culture, assigning tasks, tensions related to develop conducive working environment within school,

all these are definitely a test of a heads' mental facultjes, whether to focus on the entile school as a

unit of change or to focus on staffs' individual needs.

iii. Dilemmas

Dilemmas arc the challenges rooted in our value system, beliefs, traditions and personal

philosophies which confront us with a decision between two equally compelling situations. Shafa

(2010, p.84) mentioned that:
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lv.

Head teache6' school improveme[t challenges are dilemmas due to overwhelming

workload and the conflicting expectations of different stakeholders coDfront thfir

with the 'complexity dilemma'. Similarty, feelings of inadequacy among school

heads, especially when the change process requires them to demonstate improved

knowledge and skills, reflects, 'self dilemma'.

Barriers

The developer of ADKAR change model refers, different t)?es of challenges as, bar.rier

points' towards meeting the challenges of change as an individual. The hurdles or barrier points

can be faced by anyone on any of five outcome competency factors(Awareness, Desire,

Knowledge, Atiility, Reinforcement) and caonot move forward to ,Des e, without resolving the

issues Awareness.( Prosci, 2004)

Source: Hiatt (2006) Figure 2.2 : Five Building Blocks of ADKAR, change model

While a barrier point at each ADKAR element can have negative consequences! the

elements also rclate to olle arothei. The five building blocks are sequential such that a barrier point

at Awareness can affect Desire, or a gaining ofKnowledge is a key component in the attainment of

Ability. A "sagging," low level of any one paticular element can pull down other elements, while

Awareness of the need for change

Desire to support and participate in the change

Knowledge of how to change

Ability to implement the change

Reinforcement to sustain the change



an increase in atry element tbrcugh taryeted change management efforts can positively contribute

to helping individuals attain other elements of the ADKAR Model .(Hiatt , 2006) supported

Proscis' view by presenting these five ,buildhg blocks, of ADKAR as ,IJvers of change

mzmagement'. These levers are proved to be an effective ,tool' for an individual in pulling

managerial challenges in a change process. http://www.chanse-manasement.com

Literature witnessed following key universal challenges faced by the school heads along

with some peculiar challenges usually faced by a developing coutry like pakista[ and these

universal challenges are also matched to those challenges which are identified by the school heads

ofgovem secondaxy schools in the prcvince of Punjab.

This ability or competency of identifying such challenges as ,,barriers to change,,demands

a transformational role of a head which can only be achieved successfully by understanding the

philosophy of school culture. Ttis is because the concept of school culture is particularly valuable

to school heads who wish to change their institutions. Here one needs to differentiate the

diflerence between 'school culture' and 'school climatc'. The school culture deals with all those

values, beliefs, assumptions that give the school its identity and speciry its standards for behavior.

While on the other hand, school climate is tie term t)?ically used to describe people's shared

perceptions, impressions, and feelings about the school. Therefore, to become a successful

tlallslbrmational change agent, a head rleed to become first, the part of school culture rather than

the school climate. Culture not only embraces the irDlediate environment of school but also what

people bclicve and value, piovides a more inclusive framework (Stolp & Smith, 1995). Fullan

(2010, p.l0) viewed a school head beirg part of both school culture and climate as: "The key to

the speed of the quality change is embedded in the power of the principal helping to lead

organi/alion and syslem translormalion".
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To be a successfirl change agelt a head needs to play a dual role ofa leader as well as a

manager. Leader for initiating a change and manager for the maintenance ofa change and keeping

momentun of any developmental change within a school is one of the crucial tasks of school head

as a manger (Bush, 2008). Moreover, the dual rcle of a school head can be associated with the

concept of 'change agentry' which rcfers those activities of education and facilitation tbrough

which organizational stakeholders ready to live in a trew state of change. perhaps the laxgest body

of empirical work is that of change agetrtry in K-12 (kindergarten to twelfth g?de) schools.

Empirical work focused on change agents in K-12 environments is fairly widespread and shows

the difficulty of changing the deeply-rcoted social institution of school (Beabout & Carr-

Chellmaq 2008). With regad to school change "there has been stroilg adoption and

implementation, but not stong institutionalization." Here in this context, the role of school heads

as a single uft of change seems more demanding in order to institutionalize a series of

developmental changes within their school. Fullan's work is bascd oI1 research and practice which

focuses on school reforms. His undertakings in the field of leadership and change, he always

described the school heads as a vision builders and onc ofthe defining characteristics of a vision is

that an individual or school can take multiple palhways to meet this vision. (Ful1an,2006).

According to Speck (2005, p.l)

Initiating, effecting and institutionalizing change in a school does l1ot just

happen. A change process includes the acceptance! adaptation and

institutionalization of change by individual, school committees and

commuoity members. Introducing cha[ge is not easy. The challetge for

every head is to bring about change in the school that is sustained and makes

a real difference in the quality of Ieaming and life for students, teachers and
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the school leaming colnmrmity. An effective evaluation system needs to

launch.

Fullans' work (2001.p.9) commented that'A head is accountable as a change agent". In

Pakistan, there is no formal accountability systsm in secondary school managerial system, ranging

from top to bottom and from bottom to top. ". Klaki & Safdar (2010). Therefore, accountability is

one of the significant indicators in the process of change evaluation in a school. In this study, all

heads from northem, cenhal and southem Punjab also demanded for a formal accountability

system from top to bottom in the Govemment Secofldary Schools. Memon (2010, p.280) critically

commelted that:

Demands on school are chatging therefore; school headship must change in order

to lead school into 21"1 cenhry which seems a universal challmge. In the context of

Pakistan, school heads' role expectations are also changing; they have to perform

multiple roles. These include development planning, academic management,

fnancial management, community-relations management, teaching and learning,

monitorilg and evaluation etc. This requires school heads to be developed through

pre-appointment preparatioll, and contiruing professional education programs, to

enable them to deal with these tasks effectively.

He irther drew the attention towards the lacking of training opportunities in Pakistan in

order to preparc the school heads as a change agent. The reason is this that Pakistar is already

facing a lack of leadership capacity and no concentated effort has been made to tap potential

individuals to develop as future schools heads yet. Not a single institution exists in the public

sector responsible for developing aspiring and serving school principals in the country. The

Govemment of Pakistan has not yet made educational leadership qualification mandatory for the
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school principals or heads. Herce, schools axe being managed by unqualified school heads, and

they have not yet rcached the lwel required to perform as competent change agents.

Khaki & Safdar (2010, p.192) strongly believed that:

Behind a good school there is good head and they both argued that school refoms may be

morc successfi.rl if a head is seen as 'rmit of change, and focus on the development of

managerial competetrcies in schools at all levels, particularly on the capacity building of

head . In Pakistan, a head, to run a school without any traidng for orietrtation as to what it

means to be a change agetrt.

Very often, school heads are appointed on the basis of seniority (75%) and by dnect

appointment at grade 17 thrcugh public service commission. By seniority what is meant is not

experience in the area of headship, but years of teaching experience. Thus, when they axe

appointed as a head, they have to leam the tricks of the trade through trial and error and hands-on

experience, without any professional conte[t knowledge. Obviously such kind of facto^ hinden a

school head from playing a catalytic role of a cha.ge agent in a school developmental plan.

lt can be further suggested that a large number secondary school heads and senior teachers

have been tained as 'Mcntors' both in Sfudh and Baluchistan must be recognized as change agents

because it provides them with even morc of an incentive to work harder to achieve their goal.

Additionally, without recognition, a meltor will leel that all oftheir efforts are wasted, and will no

longer be in conducting follow-up visits ofthe mentees . It meam, motivating school principal as

a change agent can prcve as one of the significant variables for the school developme[t. (Hussain

& Rahim,20l0)

Similarly in the province of Punjab both heads and senior teachers in the govemment

schools of urban and rural areas have been trained as a 'Mentor' in the context of whole school

development fiamework and the of DSD-PITE, Lahore are at the preliminary stage in order to train
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them as a change agent. So far in 2008-2010, a laxge number of secondary school heads of

govemment schools of Punjab have been trained under the 'Induction haining of newly rccruited

school principals or head and deputy heads 'and these participants have given atr orientation to

change management heads, in order to buitd an awareness of the role as a change agent. In

District Faisalabad and Chakwal, the project of school development was working with the aim to

equip the secotdary ad primary school heads with change management competencies. But

unforhrnately, this project could not be executed successfiily due to the sudden discontitruity in

funds provision, support of key manpower for the sustainabiliry ofthis prcgram. (DSD, 2012)

II1 fact, there is a positive corelatio[ between decentralization atrd school effectiveness. In

other words, decenhalization facilitates a school head to act as a change agent. A school heads'

perfomance may be improved and they may be more authorized to take decisions rcgarding the

school developmental plans but on the other hand, the decentalization may result in many

unforeseen troubles, if there is a lack of communication between supervisors and managers of a

school system. Additionally, the freedom for school heads to develop policy in their schools nccds

to be identified within the distinct culture and context of Pakistan, so that an enabling policy

fiamework may be developed to help the heads govern their schools with efliciency and

effectiveness, with both prcfessional knowledge and malagement competencics, that can justify

their role as a charge agcnt. (Shah, 2008)

The role ofa head as a change agent has been viewed by Sewani (2010, pp.l52-167) h the

framework of transformational leadership. She provided ar empirical evidence of competcncy of

school head to transform school culture and the environment. She thought critically that an

important part of the difficulty in achieving the targets of school development plan lies in the fact

that there is no defined role ofa school head .In many developing countries like Pakistan , the role

of a school head is relatively insignificant. Initially, in Pakistan, the professional development
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programs of school heads were not considered important as it was assigned a low priority in

national development prcgrams. However, silce 1970, some new policy initiatives have been

taken to enabte the head as "school transforme/' in order to improve the quality of education such

as "decentalization of educational administmtion, mobilization of community rcsources etc and

today, it has been realized stroryly that without professional development, a school head canDot

transfom the school culture effectively, this is becaLrse the success or failue of any school is

dq)endent on the perfomtance of school head as a change agent.

Shafa (2010, p.101) briefly studied the naflre ard intensity of challerges a govemment

secondaxy school pdncipal is facing with reference to school improvemelt progmm. The title of

this uadertaking is "Challenges of School Improvement: Case Study',. These challenges range

from the most basic needs of the i[temal school world to the hostile pressules of the extemal

world. The insight gained from this study endorse the fact that in spite of the complex and

recurring school improvement challelges, a secondary school heads can make a difference in

their school by executing progressive plans as a change manager. Shareef (2010, p.46) as a head of

govermlent secondary school in Pakistan shared his experience and said that:

Working in a challenging environment provides oppo(unities lor gro$.tl. Instead of

giving up, I should prove the matagements' apprcheNions to be unwanted by

Iooking at thei criticisms and expectations positively. I changed my mind and

stayed on with renewed zeal and commitment. I learned to take responsibility for

my decisions and stand by them wilh conviction.

The father of the nation, Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad AIi Jinnah struggled for the lieedom

of Muslims in the sub-continent and to embrace the goal of creating a sepaxate Muslim state. He

himself was a great change leader who has changed the destiny of every Muslim in the sub-
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contirent. Our Quaid being a visionary leader, was very well aware ofthe philosophy of,change,,

as on otre occasiolr he said,

The change in the world is always brought by one nan, whom we call "the leader". Who

has the vision and the force not oDly to make people dream, but to reach and live that

&eam. He is intellige enough to foresee tomorrow. He is selfless and couageous to the

eated of being ready to scaxifice everything and express txuth even if it defames him.

People follow him where he takes them. He is the one who accelemtes history and for

whom nature proclaims itself. "What a man".

lmagine how it feels to be part of that chatge and history and the destiny, to make a

separate homelald for all ofus, to carry those aspirations in years to come throtrgh thick and thin.

But, he fought well with all his mind and his words and actions to tum this dream into realiq,- a

reality which no one could ever understand and accept to this day. He is an exemplary change

leader for others. (httr://www.insaf pk4dedia)

Regarding the pivotal role of a school heads' competencies, both the school head and field

education officers as 'the lever of change' moving change from school to community and by

giving this lever of charge , a school head can adopt a wide range methodological management

competencies to effect the change directly or indirectly on which he or she pimarily focuses. In

addition, there is growing recognition that changes in schools will not last until the voices and

viewpoints of those directly involved in and responsible for the change axe heard and valued.

(Tajik,20l0)

After a detailed review of charge managerrent challenges, faced by the heads of Secondary

Schools in Pakistan. The followirg diagram presents a holistic situation due to the gmvity of

change management challenges faced by the heads of schools in Punjab. Suppose the whole
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change prccess within a school is a levet it includes an effort axm, challenges arm and a fiIclum.

The challenges arm reflects the lack of five CM competency factors: awarcness, desirq

-Levers of Chante

Lack ofAwdoss Desne,

Figure: 2.4 Levers for Change Management Challenges

ability, reinforcement among school heads. While the other 'effort' am includes five tools of

change ma[agement tools: Communication, top management role, coaching, trainilg and

managing resistance and conflicts.

ln this study, these five levers ofchange management were also idcntificd as ore oftle key

CM challenges faced by the heads ofsecondary schools ofPunjab.'fhcrefore, it can be concluded

that the recommended training framework: "Charge Management Competency-Building", along

Irilh these five levers, may be able to pull lhis load ofchallenges faced by the heads. These levers

can then be irtegrated into the overall school development plan, to help collectively move heads

through chaoge, and ultimately, to achieve the dcsired outcomes ofthe school plan.



SECTION.V

2.8 PREYIOUS STUDMS IN RI,LEVA}IT AREAS

There are four more significant areas ofthis studn which are as under:

1. Change Management

2. ADKAR, model ofchange

3. Managerial competencies of school principals as a Change Agent

4. School development plans

In these four specific arcas, a wide rmge of both local and intemalional reseaxch studies

have been conducted. A substantial record of researches has been traced, particularly on

govemme secondaxy school principals of Punjab, Sindh and northem areas of pakistan. Various

forms of research material like dissertations, joumals, books of local and i[tematioDal authors

(book of ADKAR model) local policies and plans, case studies of secondary school heads have

been consulted, The sources of accessibility of these mate als were intemet, book banls, public

libmries, main libraxies of universities of Pakistan, digital libmry of Higher Education Commission

and departmental libraries ofrelevant ateas.

2,8.1 International Studies

It is acknowledged that much educational research in the developing wodd is Westem-

centered (Dimmock, 2002).Therefore, a significant pafi of literature in this study, is also based on

westem studies. At intemational level, both qualitative and non-qualitative studies have beell

included- such as:
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. Prosci,s Work

Prosci is an intemational change manageme[t leaming center popular, formed in 1994, as

an independe[t research company in the field of change management. prosci,s change

management methodology has become one of the most widely used approaches for managing the

people side of chaflge in corporalions and government. Today, prcsci is the world leader in change

management research. Prosci's change management approach is chosen by organizations because

the methodology aad tools are research-based holistic, and easy-to-use. The prosci's methodology

is expressed through change management activities, diaglosing gaps, developing conective

actions, and supporting managers and superyison. Prosci's change management is best sewed in

three phases: preparing, managing, and reinforcing change. It is the creator ofthe ADIQ{R model,

one of the most effective tools for helping employees through change. It is the only company to

offer the Cha[ge Management Pilot Professional, a firlly electronic, integrated chatrge

management application with worldwide online access and dour oadable tools. Prosci's Irew

Change Portfolio Toolkit is a groutrd-breaking work focused on malaging multiple changes and

change saturation thrcughout an orgarfzatiorl

. Hiatt's Work

Jelf Hiatt is the author of the new book, ADKAR - A model for change in business,

government and our community and co-author of Change Management: the People Side of

Change. Mr. Hiatt also authored The Pefect Change and the Employee's Survival Guide to

Change. He is serving in Prosci chalge management Research Company. This model was

originally developed by Prcsci but Hiatt gave a formal prcsentation of this model in the fom of a

book.
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The ADKAR model has five elements that dehne the basic building blocks for successfirl

change: Awareness, Desirg Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement. The sub-competency factors

ofthese five outcome competencies as well as the applications ofADKAR model itr the context of

education provided shong reason to this study, for the applicatiol of ADKAR model at school

level.

By its natue, ADKAR is an individual change rranagernent model. In other words,

ADKAR represents the essential elements of change for a single person. When a groq> of

individuals experience changq ADKAR can be used: As a coaching tool to support individuals

through the change process, to guide change management activities like comrnunications,

sponsorship, coaching and training, to diagnose a struggling change by performing an ADKAR

assessment. Being one of the key elements of the study, the major part relevant literature of this

study comprised of the content of ADKAR model.

r Fullan's Work

Michael Fullan is an intemational leader on educational change. He wrote a number of

books on education change, such as The New Meaning of change, Change Forces, The Challenge

of Change, The Six Secrets of Change, and Principals as Leaders in a cultue of Change and

Principals as Leaders in a Culture of Change. Fullan's indicated the research based indicators of

whole school reforms which involve in bringing a transformational charge in the culture of a

school. Besides this his books addressed briefly the issues and problems faced by the secondary

school pri[cipals. He emphasized on the professional development ofschool pdncipals in order to

meet day to day challenges ofchange in the context ofwhole school reform framework. His books

have a great contdbution in increasing the credibility of this study.
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. Mitchell (1999) conducted a study titled, "Change Management: Best Pnctice in Whole

School Development" a change management project' The main objective ofthe iesearch to

formulate a competency profile for change managemetrt based on a role analysis of School

heads. In order to leam fiom best practice, nine exemplary schools were identihed

OIfrcials of the Northem Cape Educatiotr Departrnent assisted in the fomulation of

appropriate selection criteria and reseaxch methodology. Prior to this, Change Management

Workshops with 79 District Officials of the Gauteng Education Department served to

establish research pdorities. The Human Resources methodologies of role ana'lysis and

competency formulation are utitized to interget the information obtained. After passing

through inteflsive competetrcy dedvation exercises, a detaile-d profile of change

managemetrt competencies of a school head has been gercrated in this study: Beacon of

morat i[tegrity, Driving force, Malrager of Crisis, Multicultural Manager, Facilitator of

participator structures, Negotiator,Matrager of Multiple roles.

The findings of the study revealed that there is a considerable body of research,

intemational and local which demonstrates that dufing periods of social and institutional

transition it is the moral iltegrity of leaders that is viewed as thei most important contribution.

Similarly in this study 'Personal Integrity of the school heads as a change agent received the

highest lanl<ing from leamers, educators! parents and School MaIIageIs. Moreover a head needs to

play a role as innovator, curiculum developer, motivator, in-service educator traincr. The range of

competencies for all these roles is considerable. ln addition to the task requirements of planning,

orgar sing, controlling and so on, the one that stands out is personal commitment of a school head.

In this study it was concluded that a school head is more sensitive and more positive about the

futue changes as comp,red to other membe$ of management committees and the interpersonal
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skills of a school heads are one of key competency to mange transitional piocess of chatrge

management with in the schools.

. In Iran, Naderi (2010) conducted a doctoral study titled ..The Obstacles in Managing

Change in the Educational System of Iran". The main objective of the study was to

recogrize the obstacles on the successful implementatio[ of educational changes in

goveminent secondary schools. The following issues of chalge management process

within the school were considercd: Leadership of change, Behavioral change of

administators, such as: principals, teacherc, students alld their paxents, Process of planning

and performing educalional changes and programs, Resistance agahst change, Cultural-

social grounds of change, Financial sources of change, Participation in the process of

changg Control and supervision on the process of change, Information technology in the

process of chatrge , Managing change in educational systems based on management alrd

change theories, The extent of achieving objectives of education in the process of

educational changes, Prcsentation ofpractical and functional strategies in order to decrease

obstacles otr the successful implementation of educational changes and piograms in the

educational processes

In this study, 133 school heads (66 female and 67 male) were sampled. A closed

questionnaie included 81 items was admi stered to these principzLls. "ADKAR Model" which

was suggested by Research and Management Institute of Prosci aor crcating change was used to

prepare a change competelcy profile of school heads. Also, used Delphi Technique, opinions of

experts of education were examined and used in different parts of the questionnaire which was

distibuted amotg school heads. The indicatoN of whole school development plan have been

incorporated in all instruments.
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In ge[eral, according to available data in the curre[t study the most important obstacles of

matraging challge in educational system have been identified. The data also indicated that lack of

'larticipation" is the most important obstacle among all of the barriers and there has been the least

difference between the male and female headmasters, opinions ilr relation to .barticipationl, in

comparison with the othq bariers .Research conclusions indicated that the mair obstacles of

successful implemetrtation of the educatiotral changes and plans and reaching desired educational

objectives according to their importance are: Lack of accepting and seeking participation at

differant levels of education, Weakness of educational supervision, leadership aod management,

Shortage of budget and financial inadequacies of education, Socio-cultural problems, Inappropdate

organizatiotal structue, Resistance to change, Inadequacies related to education and obstacles of

changing behavior, Lack of motivation, Weakness of educatiotral plaDning for making change.

At the end of the reseaxch, rcquired solutions and suggestions were prcvided to enhance the

stengths, revise weaknesses, eliminating the obstacles and consftaints of successful

implementation of educational cha[ges and pla11s in order to reach t]re objectives of education.

Also, a suggested model is presented for planning and creating effective change in educational

organizations which comprised of key factors in planning and effective change implementation. It

was suggested that the need assessment for change ,need to cladly objectives, need to planning

chaoge, successful chaoge implementation, nccd to jnternalize change, assessment, control, and

supervision are continued d)mamic processes to eliminate the obstacles.

o Another empirical evidence of a school principal as a change agent has been given in Lisa

Mclaughlin's explanatory case study, titled "Principal as Change Agent". This study

was designed to investigate the ways in which the principals considering all factors of
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school improvement wheIr promoting a particular change. The mair objectives were how a

principal creates a context of change, in what ways the school cultue is acknowledged as

an integral consideration in that process and in what ways the principal addresses

individuals before considering the system and other realities integal to the change prccess.

Nine senior school prircipals of govemmett secondary school were sampled and

interviewed. Four distinct findings were emerged affer a critical discourse analysis: The

head was recognized as the key change ager by all involved in the change process, the

prircipal purposively did creale a context for changg the principal did not acknowledge a

specific awaretress of varying levels of individuals concem and finally , in dealing with

individuals at school, the characteristics of reflective practice seemed more dominant than

was the practice of interacting(lmk of communication).The conclusion of the study

suggested that a school principal should carefully consider both individual and group needs

in the context of school culure.All who are affected by the change process must be aware

of the need of change and remain informed and involved as shared participants. Cultural

factors such as shared beliefs, attitudes, and norms should be openly acknowledged as

integml to the chaflge process.

A descriptive study was conducted by Gutmore, titled "A Descriptive Study ofthe Skills

and Attributes of the Pincipa.ls Who Have Become Effective Change Agents in Their

Schools". The main purpose of this study is to examinc the perceptions of school p ncipals

who have been identified as successful with rcspcct to the skills and attributes that they

perceive as important to their success as change agents in their schools. Total principals

were 240 both male and female principals ofelcmcntary and middle schools were sarnpled.

The survey was comprised offour sections focusing on demographic jnformation about the

principals and their schools, skills and attributes rated on a Liket Scale and school wide



changes initiated by the prircipals. It was forud that nine skills have been identified by

77% principals as effective change agents: Identify and Analyze problems, Make Decision,

Communicate Orally, Generate a Clear Vision, Motivate others, Generate Trust,

Interpersonal Skills, Monitor Prcgress and Evaluate prcgress. There was a sigdficant

differcnce between the responses of both male and female principals and it was found that

female principals are far more democratic as a change manager while male principals have

traditionally been more autocratic and dictatorial. The meta-analysis findings are consistent

with these findings.

2.8,2 National Studies

In Pakistan, since last few years the empirical worlg particulaxly evaluating a school

principal's competencies as change agent have been formd in universities, and institutions which

are working for the professional development of school prircipals. Some ofmost relevant studies

are givetr below:

. Noreen (2003) conducted a study o11 the "Relationship betwee[ School Heads

Management Competencies with School Effectiveness and Designing of An In-Service

Training Prograrn for Secondary School Heads il1 Pakistan". She conducted this study

while doing Ph.D in Education at Punjab University, Lahore. Besides this relatioNhip one

of the main objectives of the study was to identiry secondary school principals'

management competencies which is highly correlated with the school effectiveness.

Twenty Null hypotheses have been developed to find this relationship. Target population

included Prjncjpals (male: female & urban: rural ) of 4430 secondary schools of Punjab

prcvince.250 principals were finally sampled by stratified random sampling from 35

dishicts of Punjab. Two instruments werc used to collect data, one is HCAS (Head
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Compete[cies Assessment Scale) and the other is SEMe (School Effectiveness Measuring

Scale) to consider the different indicators of school effectiveness. The major findings of

this study revealed that the management competencies of school heads are dircctly related

to school effectiveness. So it was reasonable to conclude that a higl y competent head is

very important factor for school effectiveness. Five major management competencies of

school pincipals have been identified in this study: Technical Knowledge, Morale,

Judgement, Occupational Knowledge and Manipulative Skills and all these competencies

werc prcved to be directly correlated vrith the school effectiveness. ln addition to this the

study described that gender of the heads did not affect the school effectiveness while

professional qua.lification of school heads and management courses werc more supportive

for school effectiveness. Ke?ing in view the findings of the study in-service training

prograrnme was designed for school heads. This in-service training prcgam included

objectives of program, contert for manageme[t training, training methodologies,

evaluation procedure aIId tetrtative schedule of training program.

Mirza, M. (2008) recommetrded that there is need to see school as a whole than a set of

discrete isolated units. Therefore, WSD is team work. It requires a lot of professional

development. She furtler commented that research in developing cormties has

demoNtrated that decentralized mode of govema[ce helps in enhancing the parenls' and

conrmunity participation in school management and other activities, student leaming,

enrolment and accountability. It also allows for the implementation of Whole School

Developmert approach (WSD) also known a-s Whole School Improvemert Plan (WSIP) or

holistic school improvement. This strategy addresses the issues in a holistic manner

focusing together on planning, training and professiooal development and school

environment with the participation of community alld civil society. Such approaches have
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been more beneficial in the public education sector than in the p vate sector.WsD should

be s)'ncbronized at pror.incial and district level.WSD should be close to realitv so that the

findings can be replicated ir other places.

. WSDF (2008), a conference was held on 5-6 March in 2008 in Faisalabad, titled

"Embedding Quality Educatior for A11: District Initiatives across pakistan. The Whole

School Development was one of the major themes of this confercnce. The co[ference made

following recommendations for Whole School Development.

l. Quality education is a fundamertal human right and thercfore be ensured to all

by all political parties.

2. WSD is informed by eyidence obtained through studying both quantitative &

qua.litative aspects of the schools. Research o[ schools outcomes and how they

were obtained is shared so findings can be replicated.

3. Teaching is seen as a profession, teaching be given the status it deserves,

teachers be encoruaged to innovate and given salaries and other benefits

commensurate with job rcsponsibilities and job location.

4. All stakeholders be empowered (through an education prccess) and their

genuine participation be encouraged in developing school policy, govemance

and monitoring (mentoring)

5. Schools promote equity disability, gender, class

6. WSD be aimed at developing democratic-leaming schools

7. An inclusive, varied and relevant cuniculun for all children with adequate

budget allocation for Ieaming Daterial.

8. Non-formal education aod literacy should be integrated in the District Educatior

Plans (DEP).
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9. Provision ofcounseling services for students.

For the first time iil Pfistatl the concept of .Whole School Developmmt' in this conference

was introduced and as a result of this educational planneN and policy makers started considering

school as 'whole' and also realized that any school improvement could only be successful by

implementing it with referetrce to 'all indicators of wllole School Development plan.

. Shafa (2010) conducted an inquiry as an ethnographic case study in the northem arcas of

Pakistan, titled 'A Study of a Headmastel from the Northem Areas of Pakistan',. He

conducted the study for his Ph.D itr Education ftom OISEflJT (Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education, University of Toronto, Canada).The fotlowing qualitative research approach

to gain a wider and more comprehensive picture of the issues rclated to the school

improvemeflt challenges of a secondalr school head in the Northem Arcas of Pakistan

(Gilgit & Baltistan). The reason to employ this method was to gain an udemtanding ofthe

School improvement challenges and the heads' responses, by actively participating in the

life of the school. The study centered oI! thrce specific objectives: what kind of problems

and issues or dilemmas does the school pritrcipal encounter in their efforts to progress

whole school improvement? And what strategies a school principal is emplofng to address

the school improvernent challenges and finally, what is the role of a head in school

improvemelt plan? The data collection period was divided in to two phases. In phase I

(November-December 2000) consisted of pafticipant obseruation in a school where

researcher was himself worked as an honorary staff member. The purpose was to see and

undoNtand the practices, school cultue, and the web of relationship amongst the school

community from an insider's perspective and to help the school conrmunity .In phase Il

(January-August 2001) comprised purely of researcher's observations. Other methods of

data collection included informal interviews, document analysis, joumal -writing and



audio-recording of critical events. Atler conducting a critical analysis, the reseaxcher

arived at three comprehensive, integrated and yet distinct, challenges: connectedness and

depth, principal's commihnen! conmunity te[sions and resou]ce constmints. Finally the

insights gained from this study endomed the fact that in spite ofthe complex and recurring

school improvement challenges, principals can make a difference in thei schools and

therefore, in the lives of their students and teachen. Although a plethora of research from

all over the world reflects the heads' world ofwork is always firll of with numerous whole

school improvement challenges. The study was strongly recoirmended for special

capacity-buildhg programs or training for the professional development of school

principals and school improvement in the nofthem areas of Pakistan.

The Shafa's conducted this study in the province of Sindh .The major hndings and

recommendations are very supportive because this sfudy also recorDmended a change management

competency building framework after idefltilj.ing the change management challenges faced by the

heads ofPunjab. The challenges faced by the heads in both provinces of Pakistan are quite similax.

. Tajik (2010) another case study was conducted on the role of a "School Leaders as Agerts

of Change and Their Change Strategies". He conducted the study for his doctoral study in

Education fiom OISEfuT (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of

Toronto, Canada).The axea of the study was a rual mountain district of Chital,

Pakistan,The study examined five field education officers aIrd four secondary school

p ncipals. The main aim of the study was to examine the actions of Field Education

Olficers and underlyilg assuriptioN arld core values (orieltation) of change in schools.

The study's findings captured three realms of school world: evolving role of these field

educatio[ officers as extemal cha[ge agents, b) their prefened strategies for charge, c)

their conceptual underpinnings of change in schools. After the application oi intcnsive



observational tecbniques, semi-strucfured hterviews, and focus-group discussions with

school principals, the educational field officers were idendfied as a ,Lever ofChange, , this

is because any change adapted from outside or initiated inside the school is inevitably

influenced by the actions taken and decisions made by these officem. Furthermore, two

change strategies which were frequently adopted by these offrcers: one is principal-

centered change stmtegies and the other is Moral Persuasion Strategies. Analysis ofthese

stategies confiffred that, like change agents elsewherg these officels employed stategies

as crcating cultures conducive to change. With these two change strategies both field

officers and heads empowered their school developmental plans both exterully as well as

intemally and with the help of change persuasion strutegy, he or she enhanced the moral

development of school heads and nurturing moral virtues in schools.

In this study, the prilcipal-centered change strategies were supportive for developing CMC

prcfiles of school heads of Punjab, in order to identiff their true role as a 'change agetrt'.

o Memon (2010) in his research study, titted "Refoming School Leaderchip in Pakistan: A

Way Forward" in the province of Sindh.He highlighted the rcle of a school head in school

leadership developmental frarnework as thefu rcle has changed from administration to

leadership. He flrther prcvided a wide mnge of empiical intemational research evidences

to justify the tue role of a school head as a whole school reformer. He suggested that itr

order to improve school management and govemance, provincial and distdct govemments

must consider ilhoducing pre-appointmerlt preparation and continuing professional

educatiol programs for school heads to train them as change manager .He made very

significant recommendations in this regard. He suggested that govemment should consider

establishing a, "Provincial lnstitute of Educational Leadership" (PIEL) for prospective

charge agents. These programs can be categorized as:
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Pre-Appointment Preparation programs

The following programs are proposed ibr prospective school principals

. Postgmduate Diploma (Educationa.l Leadenhip)

. Master of Education (Educational Leadership)

Continuing Professional Education Programs

The following programs arc suggested to enhance professional knowledge and skills of

serving school principals.

. Inductiotr School Leadership Course

o Preparing School Principals as Mento$

o Mentoring School Prircipals

. Onlhe/OpenLeaming/DistanceEducationPrograars

The recommended CMC ftamework for the training of school heads of punjab, in this study

can be ircluded in these pre-appoinhnent and In-service taining programs due the similarity of

challenges faced by the school heads of both provinces.

o UNESCO (2009) started a training program, titled" Leaderchip and Managemetrt Tmining

for Head Teachers of Middle and Secondary Schools Govemment of Azad Jammu and

Kashmir". This training progmm was launched for the principals of Azad Jammu I(ashmir.

In fac! UNESCO'S Ea(hquake Response Program (ERP) was launched to suppot the

Govemment of Pakistan in its efforts to rebuild the education system better in the

eartlquake affected areas of AJK and NWIP. A follow up project Rehabilitation of the

Education S,stem irr Earthquake-affected Areas of PAK was fomulated with generous

suppofi of Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahayan Charitable and Humanitarian Foundation, U ted

Arab Emirates.On completion ofthe prograrn the course participants (CPs) arc expccted to

be able to:
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. Develop their underctanding and skills of educational leadership aild management for

improving their respective schools

. Utrderstand their roles as school leaders for improving the quality ofteachitg, leami[g

and management practices in their schools

. Reflect critically or their current pmctices especially on their existing relationship with

paxents and conmuity and discuss stategies for maximizing parental and community

participation in their schools

. Develop understandi[g and skills for preparing School Development plan (SDp) and

devising monitoring and evaluation tools to gauge their achievements

. EDhance their understanding of the notion ofreflection and rcflective practice as a tool

for improving leadership and managemsnt practices

. Reco[ceptualize their roles as change agents and leam approaches and shategies for

leading and managing change itr schools

. Discuss the importance of envircnmental educatio4 and health and hygiene education

ir1 schools aod develop stmtegies to promote environme[t friendly practices in schools.

The training prcgram has been designed based on the needs identified by the head teachers

and the educational officials during the need assessmelt exercises. The following themes related to

educational leadership and management were ilcluded in the training program in order to achieve

the stated objectives ofthe program.

Educational Change: School Enviroffnent, Health and Hygiene, Service Rules, Leave

Rules, Pension Rules, School Development Plan

Theme: Educatio[al Change: What is Change? Change kritiatives in Schools, Supporting

and Hindering FaotoE in ChanSe Process, Initiaiing Change ir Schools
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In this training, this theme olr ,.Educational Chatrge,, was added to make school principals

realize, how important it is to uoderstand the philosophy of change after a catastrophe and some

case shdied on school management were also shared v/ith school principats.

This effort of LINESCO is also supportive and makes one realize that similar efforts need

to be made in the Province of Pu[jab in order to train the school heads for managing change

occured due to flood. In this undertaking, an effot has been made too, to make a school head's of

Punjab, realize the concq)t of chaflge and change managernent within a school because without

understanding the philosophy of change they would not be able to manage both phJsical and non-

physical changes within their school slstem.

. SIP (School Improvement Progam) Chakwal (2009), in November 2005 the Mountain

Institute for Educatioml Developmert (MIED) launched a School lmprovement Program

in Chakwal in the Punjab in parhership with Plan Pakistan and supported by the Swedish

Students Organization (SSO). A School Imprcvement Program (SIP) is a systematic atrd

sustained effort aiming to edrance student achievement and strengthen the schools capacity

for managing change. The program is being carried out in 30 rural govemment primary

schools in the district. A midterm evaluation was carried out in May 2008 to assess the

rclevance and efficiency ofthe interventions as well as the outcomes that they are having

on the schools. The school improvement prcgnm iI1 Chakwal was designed to directly

meet these needs and challenges. The overall goal of the project is for: 'access to quality

education, especially for girls, in target schools in district Chakwal.' The purpose of the

project is: 'improved school environment and enhanced achievement arnong childrcn

benefiting from the SIP framework.'Thc outputs to achieve the goal and pupose are: a

greater involvement of the govemment in the schools, improvcd school leadeNhip and

management, enhanced community participation in schools,



Creating School Developmetrt plans (SDps) are an effective way for a school to identify

their existing performance and challenges, axticulate a vision and set goals to achieve it, and to

progress towards where they want to be. Therefore MIED aimed to help all 30 SIp schools to write

and implement their own SDPs, involving the participation of all key stakeholdeis. Even though

SDPs were completed in all 30 schools in the first year ofthe projec! in the current academic year

just utrder 60yo of schools had not rtitten an SDP. This raises questions for the sustainability of

this particular htervendon. The data rcvealed that all those schools which have integmted

approaches of school imprcvement axe functiotri[g better and rank higher. The whole process of

school improvement works like cogs, if one cog is slow or todged it hinders others cogs,

movement. It was also suggested there are no quick lxes for quality education.

. SPU-MoE (2008) In Faisalabad City the District Govemment is developing a model,

Whole School Development as an altemative approach to local education service delivery.

If successfirl it coutd be an initiative that revolutiodzes education services in Faisalabad,

possibly demonstrating to the rest of Pakistan how it could meet its intemational

conunitmetrts and targets for achieving education for all. The vision is about improving the

school enviromnent for childrcn and ever,,thing is aimed at ensuring that childre[ are seen

as pivotal to the process. Their views matter and their needs must be addressed. The

concept advocates changhg the way relationships are viewed within the school arld

commudty. Working at the grassroots level the approach suppofs locati[g trahing and

resources at the union council level helping schools and commulities to identify funding

al1d improve teachhg a1ld Ieaming resol-lrces. Similarly it embraces all schools in the

commuity, public, pivate ard religious to create a supportive community for all the

children in an area. Therc is a demand and necd for crcating more child friendly school

en\.ironments where none have existed previously. When asked schoolchildrcn have voiced
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such aspirations "teachers should respect and love their children,, said one elementary

school student in Faisalabad City. Another demanderl that teachers should be ,,regular,

polite, hotrest and hardworking" and that she would like enough equipment to be able to

take "an interest in science and have access to a library so as to enhance her Knowledge

and vision".

The champions ofthis project were School heads in order to meet the challenges ofchange

in the form of developmental framework within the school can only be executed by them. That is

why, training is one of the most critical features of this framework alld the training material was

consisted of modules and case sfudies. The rclevant modules are given below: Management of

Change: Module 4, Managing Change: Module 1: For Improving Service Delivery (Leaming to

Embrace the Challenge of Good Govemance), Measuring Change : Module 9: The Education

Research Component

In Faisalabad Dishict, the government's Strategic Policy Unit (SPtl) set up the Institute of

Leaming (oL) with the specific aim of material development and teacher training. The project

followed the Whole School Development modet for their training program, the main featues of

which arc: Changing the school from the inside and outside, Creating a child-friendly leaming

eirvironment, Givitrg owlership to the community and the leamers, creating a well-maflaged

leaming institutior

To this end the objectives of the training progr.un were to:

o Mobilize communities to take interest and support their school

. Help the Head teacher and community to work together to improve the school

o Train the Head Teacher and community member in Visioning and School Development

Planning (SDP)

. Monitor the prcgress oftraining and the impact in the school
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The Head Teacher's training modules compiled by the IoL, and the trainhg provided by them

to Head Teachers includes the following: The concept of Whole School Developmelt and its

implementation, The school environment, both intemal ard extemal, School pdodties, Devising a

school development plan, Problem faced by Head Teachers, promising Change, Six case studies

on Whole school development, The meaning of change, Managing change, Issues in effective

cha[ge ,Changes needed in the school, including process and sustainability, plarming for change,

Change inside the school. This project is rmder process and a change ma[agement model was also

developed in this project.

Since this project was launched in one of the diskicts of Punjab Eovince, therefore it was

proved very supportive. The six case studies, change management modules and particularly the

change management model for the school heads of Faisalabad govemment schools were proved to

be very supportive in contextualizing the change management competency (CMC) scale Oased

on ADKAR model) within Punjab CM school challenges for the school heads of govemment

secondary schools.

. SAHE Studies (2008) conducted six case studies on Whole School Development (WSD)

titled, '?romising Change". The main objective of these case studies to assess change

inside and outside school as a result of local and global educational a.d managerial

challenges faced by the school heads. The titles of these si\ case studies are: An

Exceptional Teacher Govemment School, , A Comi[g Together of School & Community,

A School in Transition, A School That's Heading in the Right Direction,A Supportive

Environment for Leaming , A Vibrant Two-Teacher School. Another two training modules

have been developed for school heads; one is 'Managing Change', for Improving Senice

Delivery and the other is 'Measuring Change', the educatiolal research component. These

tlainirlg modules were developed under lollowing objectives: (a) Strengthened
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management capacity and systems; (b) Training of teachers and Head Teachers; (c)

Encouragement of community participation in the ma[agement of schools; (d)

Development of public-private partnerships in key areas; (e) Expansion of adult literacy

programs throughout the district; and (f) improved infiastructure and facilities. Specific

aims of the Education Component in these modules include:

1. Improving educational m,magement, monito.i[g and administration of

elementary and primaxy education

2. Increasitrg school effectiveness, community involvement, teachirg and leaming

achievement in elernentary and primary schools

Aims of the Reseaxch Comporcnt in these modules were:

a. Contributing to the body of research on the quality of education in the country

especially studeflt performance on which there is very littte data; such rcsearch would

have important implications for assessing the quality of education thereby informing

policy decisions

b. Serving to make the conient of teacher education and training progams more relevant

and effective

c. Developing standardized dicators and benchmarks for student performance

d. Contributing towards developing arl overall studetrt zrssessment system methods,

techniques and tools

A11 these studies had indentified a range of challenges come in the way of managitrg

change by the heads of the govemment schools. Both empirical and non-empirical evidences of

challenges of team building, financial constmillts, time limitatioN, flaws in manageial

communication system, and accountability issues from top to bottom were found to be faced by the
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heads of both secondary and primary schools. The Change Managemett Compete[cy (CMC)

profiles ofheads ofPunjab, reported emp ically same kinds ofchallenges too.

. DSDPITE (2008) The Directomte of Staff Development, Lahore (DSD) and provincial

Institute of Teacher Education (PITE) lau[ched a capacity building program of newly

recruited School Principals (male & female) in plmjab, titled ,,Induction Training of

Newly- Recruited Secondary Lwel". The training of this program was conducted in three

batches, first batch was trained in July-August 2008.Another trahing of Educational

MarageN of Secoidary Schools of the Punjab was conducted johtly by DSD and GCU

(Govemmert College Urfversity) under PMIU (Punjab Monitodng Information Unit). In

both trainings the orientatiotr to the concept of'.Change Managemenf, was introduced only

at the level of awareness level. This fact can be supported from the analysis of situationat

and demographic factors in this study and otr 'Awareness, outcome competency factor,

reported also high F-value on tbiee age groups (30-40,41-50, 51-60) of school heads, and

those heads having high matragement experience and attetrded any management course

reported high t-values on Awaretress and it sub competency factors.

. Naeemullah (2010) conducted an empirical study on "Mamgerial Behaviour of Secondary

School Heads h Punjab". The major findings revealed that the overall management

behavior of secondary school heads was better than the average. All female and male heads

were assessed oll the basis of six maragedal behaviors: Communication, Commitlen!

Coordination, Professional orientation and morale. It was co[cluded in this study that there

was no significant difference in the managerial behavior of school heads with different

grades, academic qualification, experience and professiolal qualifrcation. In this

undeftaking too that therc is no significant statistical mean difference between three levels
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of academic qualification (B.Ed, M.Ed., M.phil & above) of school heads on five outcome

competency factors of change maoagement.

This plethora of empirical research both at national and intemalional level revealed that

there is ao illteilsive work on chatrge and change management available especially in developed

countxies like America- Canada, United Kingdom and Australia but in pakistan a remarkable

evidences of change maragement can be seen in the Province of Sindh, therl some rclevant case

studies in the northem areas of Pakistan. In the Province of Punjab except Faisalabad concept of

Change and Change Management is less matue as compare to tlle province of Sindh- The heads of

Govertunent Secondary Schools have knowledge of change matragement at awaxeness level but

they do not have desired competencies of managing change. Only in Faisalabad district, the efforts

have been made to enlance chzmge managemetrt competencies of Secondary School heads through

intensive tminings rmder different modules and models on measuring, managing and promising

change for school improvement. Unfortunately, this project could not be reinforced further due to

the lack of fiurds and sudden rq)laaement of some key persons ofthis project.

It has been clearly found that so far no application of ADI(AR model has been made to

assess the change malagement competmcies of school heads of govemment secondary schools in

Pakistan. First time this application of Change m,magement competency (CMC) scale based on

ADI(AR model has been made, in order to prepare the change management competency profile of

heads of Secondary School in the districts of Punjab.
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CHAPTER3

RESEARCII PROCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of study was to analyze the change marageme[t competmcies of heads of

govemment secondary schools tl[ough the application of a change management competency

(CMC) scale based change model of (ADKAR) given by Hiatt (2006) . The variables ofthis study

were:

i. Composite Change Management Competencies (CMC) of Schools' heads

ii. Age ofthe Heads ofSchools

iii. PrcfessionatQualification

iv. MaDagementExperience

v. ManagementCouise/TrainingAttended

vi. ChangeManagementTraining/Course

In order to confirm the relatioDship of each outcome competency factor of change

management competsncy (CMC) scale based on ADKAR on overall change matragemeilt

competeDcies of the heads of schools, six altemative hlpotheses were developed.

3.1 HYPOTIIEStrS

H1: Awareness of the change process significantly contributes in the change management

competencies of school principals.

Il2: Desire for the change significantly contributes ill the change management competencies of

school principals
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H3: Knowledge of the change process significantly contributes in the change management

competelcies of school p ncipals

II4: Abilities of the chalge management process significantly contdbutes in the change

management competencies of school principals

H5: Reinforcfirent of the change process contributes in the change management competencies

of school principals.

H6: There is a significant statistical difference between change management competencies of

heads oftlree regions ofPunjab.

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN OF TIIE STUDY

Accordhg to Creswell (2009, p.145) "A survey desi$ provides a quantitative or numeric

description of trcnds, attitudes, or opinioN of a population by studying a sample of that

population. From sample results, the researcher getreralizes or makes claims about the populatiolr-'.

Therefore, selecting a research design dqlends on the research nature, objectives and the

possibility of its accomplishment, given in Fig.3.1, this research was conducted through a

descriptive as well as survey approach. Selecting this method, the researcher usually intended to

present a conffete, real and ordered description of characteistics of a situation or a subject and

researcher dealt with relationship betweetr unchanged variables irl tratural situatioN. Since these

facts and situations have aheady happened or exist now, researcher chooses the suitable variables

to anallze their relationship. (Naded, 2010)
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3.4 SAMPLE

A fue rcpresentative sample of secondary school principals was derived from Northem,

Central and Southem Punjab. Survey of Pakistan (2012, pp38-a!. Litemcy was the main

indicator to sample these districts. (Appendix-7). In order to get mirximum presentation of whole

Puqiab, eight districts were selected from Northem, Centra.l and Southem punjab. Two from

Northem and Southem Punjab and four from Central Punjab as majorif of the districts lie in the

cenkal part of the Putrjab province. The sample adequacy was confirmed keeping in view the

criteria given by (Gay, 1992, p. 125).4 sampling frarnework ofthe study is given below:

Tubl" 3.1 S*pli.g F*,rork of H"ud. of ools in Punjab
Sample Total Grand

s.No RU 19 38t9

1.

2.

3.

4_

5.

6.

1_

8.

Rawalpindi
Mianwali
Lahore

Gujranwala
Pakpattan

Chiniot
Multan
Rajanpur

19 19

19 19

t9 l9
ts ls
19 19

19 19

19 19

19 19

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

l0
l0
10

10

10

t0
10

10

38

38

38

l8
38

38

38

l8
152 152

Source: PESR, Govemmetrt ofPunjab (2011)

final study, the criteria given by Gay (1992, p-125) was

the appropriate sample would be 302.In this study, for the

size of 304 was finalized. List of these schools is given in

ao 72 80 72

3.5 SAMPLE ADEQUACY

The sample adequacy for the

adopted. For the population of 1400,

population of 1406 heads; the sample
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(Appendix-5). This sarnple s;e was adequate for genemlizing the results of the study for the

whole Purjab province.

3.6 SOURCES OF DATA

Following are the main sources of data:

ADKAR theoretical framework

Heads of Government Seconda4/ Schools

ProfiIes of Sampled Govemme[t Secondary Schools

PHASE- II

3.7 INSTRT'IUENTATION

This phase was divided into four parts (Fig.3.l). Part I involved the development of

Change Management Competency (CMC) Scale, Part II involved a pilot study conducted for the

psychometric ctearsing of items, in part III, factor amtysis was performed and reliability of the

scale was established and finally, affer EFA, in Part IV, the scale was made ready to assess change

management competencies ofheads, for the stage of final data collection.

Due to the significance of this emerying concept of Change Management (CI\o in

education, health, economic and political sectors, a wide range scales are behg developed all over

the world, keeping in view this, a scale developme[t is important to prove this concept

scientihcally. Awaxeness about the importance of Change Management is an emerging held in

Pakistaq regading the scale development ard exploring the competencics of school hcads.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.
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PART-I

DEVELOPMENT OF CHANGE MANGEMENT COMPETENCY (CMC)

SCALE

Step I Generation of an Initial Pool of Items for the Change Management Competency
Scale (CMCS)

This measue has been bascd on ADKAR (Awareless, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, and

Reinforcement) change model developed by Hiatt (2006). Ir the present investigation, "change

management competency' has been referred to as an individual's potential to compete a change

effectively. The scale, would therefore measure the differences among individuals agahst Change

Managemelt Competency Scale (CMCS) and flrnally these differences were recorded in the form of

an individual change management competency profile of each school head.

Irdtially a pool of iiems was generated for the measure of chaDge management

competencies, which were based on the theory of ADKAR given by (Hiatt, 2006).The construction

of change managemetrt competency scale was preceded in the following marmer:

As there were alr€ady five major change management competetrcies or elements

(Awareness, Desirq Knowledgg Ability and Reinforcement) given by Hiatt (2006) in his model

and each competency firther comprised of at least four to five factors. Itr Fig.l.l & 3.1, it can be

seen clearly that there werc five factors given for the elemelt of Aware[ess, four factoG given for

the element of Desire, four factors ffi Knowledge, similarly five factors werc given for the

element of Ability and finally four factors were given for the domain of Reinforcement. Therefore,

overall in ADKAR model there were five dimensions or elements which were further comprised of

22 factots.
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Fig3.2 O ginal Competency Factors of ADLA.R model givenby (Hiatt,2006)

ADKAR
elements

Factors

Awareness ofthe 1. Vision ofthe cun€nt staie
need lbr change 2. Prcblem Peiceptiotr

3, Credibility of the sender of awarcness of change
4. Circulation of misinformation or rumor
5. Contestability of the charge

Desire 6, Nature ofthe chalrge
to support and 7. Organizational or environm€ntal coDtext for the charge
padcipate in the 8. Each individual's personal situation
change 9. Intrinsic Motivation

10. Persons' curreDt knowledge
11. Persons' capability & capacity to gaiD knowledge
12. Resources avai lable foreducarion dnd lrainjng
13. Access to or existence ofthe requircd knowledge

Ability 14. Psychological blocks
to implement 15. Physical abilities
required skills and 16. IDtellectual capability
behaviors 17. Time available to develop the Deeded skills

18. The availability of resouces to suDDo( skill develoDment
Reinforcement 19. Deglee to which the reinforcemeDt is meaningfi
to sustain the 20. Association of the reinforcemeDt witl accomplishment
change 21. Absence ofoegative consequences

22. Accowtability system to reinforce the change

For the developmetrt of an appropriate change management competetrcy scale (CMCS), a

pool of 130 items was generated after a critical review of the theory of each competetrcy of

ADKAR model. Almost 20 items werc generated from the theoretical factom of Awaxeness

competency,3l item were geneated for the Desire competency,26 items were getrerated for

Knowledge competency, 28 items for Ability competency and finally 25 items for Reinforcement

competency. In the construction of all items, a deductive stategy was adopted. Items were

carefully generated by comulting relevant literature on ADKAR model. Then a second draft of

CMC scale was formulated which was again comprised of five elements with 22 factors as given

jn ADKAR model. In this way, l0 items for the element ofAwareness, 12 items for the element of

Desire, 12 elements for the Knowledge, 13 items for the Ability and lastly, 12 items were

Knowl€dge
ofhow to change
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generated for the Reinforcernent. Overall a second draft of 59 closed-ended items was genemted

for chalge management competency scale (CMCS).Moreover, at this stage in order to highlight

some effective change managgment issues at school level, 5 open-ended items were also added in

this &aft.

The rcsponse format ofchange management competency scale (CMCS) was decided to be

a Likert Scale s-point scale (Strongly Agree:5, Agree:4, Utrdecided:3, DisagreeD, Strongly

Disagre*1) allowing clear ratings. High scoring against each element ofscale means high change

management competency and low score meam low competency.

3.8 PILOT STTJDY

Pilot study was carried out to ensure psychometric cleansing of items, eliminating the vague

urelated or overlapping items, ensure undeNtandability of statemeflts, to curtail questiomaire

tength and ro gain insight to the appropriateness of iterns in the questiormaire.

a. Scale Validation through Experts Opinion

Method

i. Content Validity of the Scale:

For the co[tent validity ofthe scale, a panel of ten experts from different universities of the

Punjab was fina1ized, (Appendix.2-a).Then the second draft of 67 items comprising of 22 sub-

facto$ was sent to the experts in other universities of the Punjab while in local univeEities the

scale was thorcughly discussed with the experts i[ these universities. Comments givan on each

item ofthe scale by the experts of other uriversities were carefully recorded.

ii. Modification of the Scale:

This phase ofpiloted testing ofthe scale was completed after thorcugh and criticat analysis

of opinions and observations given by the experts for the revision of change management
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competency scale (CMCS). h order to overcome the problem of the newness of model to the

school principals both ambiguous open and close ended items were rephrased and simplified

linguistically in the light of the suggestions of some experts who took keen interest in this scale

validation process and finally this process resulted in the pilot-tested pool of same 59 items and

five open-ended ilems uere also retained.

Some of the variables or constructs were remaifled cover! therefore it was assumed that the

panel of experts could llot provide suflicient and reliable information about the variables of change

management competency scale (CMCS).For this purpose, factor anallsis was conducted in order

to idetrtiry those latent variables of 22 factors which could not be measured dircctly. This is

because the factor analysis establishes the underlyi[g dimensiofls or elements between measured

and latetrt cotrstucts, thereby, allowing the formatioa atrd rehnement of theory of a model. (Field,

2009.p.628)

PART III

EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS (EFA)

3.9 EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS (EFA)

a. Methodology

In order to measure validity and reliability of CMC scale, factor analysis was performed

because the CMC scale of this study was diectly generated from the 22 sub-factors of five

dimensions of ADKAR model. Therefore, it was decided to apply factor atralysis on this scale in

order to contextualize the scale according to the social and cultural limitations of tlpical Pakistani

goveflrment secondary schools. Field (2009) mentioned that the Factor analysis anallzes the

structue of interrelationship among the large number of variables to determine a set of co11l1Ilon
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underlying dimemions (factor$. Before factor analysis, CMC scale was originally consisted of 59

items generated from 22 factorc of five major dimensions of ADKAR model. Therefore, it was

decided to apply exploratory factor a[alysis (EFA) on this scale as one of the effective methods of

factor analysis. According to Field (2009) EFA identify representative variables from much a

larger set of variables for use in subsequent analysis, identify the structure of the relationships

among a set ofvariables and hnally create a new set ofvarjables for use in subsequent analysis. In

this study, EFA was performed twice:

o First Trial: The first trial of applying exploratory factor analysis was applied on all 59

items collectively but its results were not acceptable because no factor reduction was taken

place and I1o IIew factor fonnation was occured, as all five dimensions arc linear llot

parallel .Moreover, these five dimensions arc theorctically unidimensional.Therefore, it

was decided to conduct EFA on each dimension of ADKAR model separately.

. Second Trialr The second trial was successful as after a critical exarination offirst trial, it

was decided to expose each dimensiofl of ADKAR model to exploratory factor analysis

independently. In this way not only a successful reductiol of factors was reported but also

development of new factors became possible after merging two or three factors and their

items. Overall, after factor analysis the twenty two factoN were rcduced to seventeen

facton initially but due to low retiability value of two items on fartor six were merged in to

two other factors in order to improve their ieliability values. In Fig 3.3, after factor

anallsis, final retention of items as well as reduction in the lumber of sub-scale is given.

b. Construct Validity of the Scale:

The main objective to use explomtory factor analysis to discover the factor shuctme of a

construct and examined its reliability. It is a data driven technique. Therefore, frfty nine items of

Scale of Change Management Competencies scale were factor analyzed with the data of 205
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respondents. For assessing data suitable to be factor analped, following assumptions werc

empidcally tested.

i. Sample Size:

There are number ofoptions suggested by researchers to be followed for testing sample

adequacy. The sample for performing factor analysis was selected keeping in view the criteria

given by Field (2009, p.).Sample size was 205 and it was also empirically tested by KMO and

Bartlett tests.KMo= .750 which is faidy enough to perfom factor analysis.(Fie1d,2009.).See

Appendix-3

ii. Data Collection for Factor Analysis

In order to perform factor analysis, two districts of Punjab werc mndomly selected, otre

with low literacy rate and the other with high literacy rate .The researcher pemonally

administered scale to each and every respondent of both dishicts, in order to refine as well as

revise the scale in the light of the views of these rcspondents of the pilot study. The sampling

framework is given belowl

Table 3.2 Sampling Fmmework for Factor Anal)sis

S.No. Sample Tottl Grand

RUR
M

Distd€ts

1.

2.

Okara

Attock
Total

25 25 25

32 t9 32

s7 46 57

26

20

46

51

52

104

50

52

101

101

104

205

After data collection, the 205 filled questionnaires were subjected to factor analysis. The

whole data was fed, cleaned and codified in order to perform factor analysis successfi.rlly
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ii. Data Screening: Correlation Matrix

According to Field (2009) in correlation matix the intercorctations between the studied

variables are piesented. An examination of corelation matrix of each dimension indicated that a

considerable nunber of correlatiofls for each item exceeds 0.3, thus the matrix is suitable for

factori.g.

iv, Communalities

The communality of a variable is the sum of the Ioaditgs of this variable on all extracted

factors. Field (2009, p. 680) In EFA analysis, all the Cornmunalities were significantly higher to

proceed with the rotation of factor anallsis, ( Appendix. 3) so all variables axe selected for fi.uther

analysis.

c, Factor Extraction:

According to Fietd (2009, p.639) It is not possible to retain all factors, logically only those

factors wilt be retained with an eigen value larger than l, which was accounted for about 70-80%

of the total variance. The eigen values of alt factors of each domain ofADKAR model are givel in

Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Eigen Values of Sixteen Sub-factors oflive Domains ofADKAR Model

t-. h,rrlFi..*.1* f-n..',""'s,1 "' '
lokl 0.ol\an"n-e Cu nrla.i\e ToLl "o ol \dndicE I Jmr'ar're

2-A29

1.431

1.108

3.818

1.338

3.968

1.317

1.'190

4.413

1_177

1.110

.936

4.O77

1.234

1.087

2A.291

14.308

11.442

31.818

11.149

10.446

33.064

10.973

9.919

33.944

9.054

8.539

7 _198

33.976

10.320

9.059

28.291

42-599

53.687

31.818

42.967

53.413

33.064

44.037

53.956

33.944

42.S98

51.537

58.735

33.976

44-296

53.355

2.429

1.431

1.108

3.818

1.338

'I _253

3.968

1.317

1.190

4.413

1.177

1.110

.936

4-017

1_234

1.047

24.291

14.308

11.O42

31 818

11.149

'10_446

33.0M

10.973

9.919

33_944

9.054

8.539

7.198

33.976

10.320

9.059

2A-291

42.599

53.681

31.818

42.967

53.413

33.064

44-037

53.956

33.944

42.998

5'1.537

58.735

33.976

44.296

53.355

1

2.

3.

l.

z.

3.

l.

2.

3.

l.
2.

3.

t.

2

3.

d. Factor Rotation

After factor extractio4 it might be difficult to interprct and name the factor or compone[ts

on the basis of thet loadings. A solution for this difficulty is factor rotation. lt alters the pattem of

loadings and hence can improve the interprctations. In this study, Oblique or Oblimin rotation

method was used because the factors werc theoretically corelated. Field (2009, p.644).In this

study, interFetatioDs of patter matrix were used as most researchers interpret pattem matrix

because it contains infomadon about the unique contdbution of a vaxiable to a factor.

e. Factor Loadings

Field (2009, p.344) Factor loadings are the gauge of the substantive importarce of a given

variable to a given factor. Typica.lly, take a loading of an absolute value of more than 0.3 to be

important. Howevet the significance of a factot loading will depend otr the sample size, for the
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sample of 200 it should be greater than o.364.This value js based on ao alpba level of .01(two-

tailed). Field (2009, p.644).In thjs study, Tablc: 3.4, 3.5,3.6,3.7,3.8, presents the factor loadings

of each item of all five dimensions of ADKAR model.

f. Internal Consistency ofScale and Uddimensionality

Factor analysis was run to see the factorial validity ofthe scale .In order to find our intemal

consistency of the total scale and sub-factors reliability analysis was run and intemal consistency

was examined on normative sample upon which the scale of Chalge Management Competency

(CMC) was developed (N:205).In Tables: 3 . 4,3 .5,3 .6,3 .7 ,3 .8, the rntemal consistency of each item

of all factom were calculated and the values of Cronbach's Alpha were given for each item of all

data driven factors.

Moreover, a second common interpretatiol alpha was "unidimentionalitl' which is an

extent to which the scale measures one underlyitrg factor or construct. This interprctation stems

from the fact that when there is one factor underllng the data, alpha is a measr.Ie of the strength of

that factor. The values of alpha can reach axound and above .7. Therefore, the overall alpha values

of items ir! one sub-scale matters. If one item has a value of alpha around .5 in a sub-scale as this is

usually expect for this kind of Social Science data. ln such cases, the alpha values of the rest of the

items need to be considered in the same sub-scale. Ifthe value ofthese items is around and above

.7, then the overall value of alpha of this sub-scale will be fairly good in spite of the prcsence of

only one that specific item having tow atpha value. Field (2009, p.675, 680).ln this study, a Table

3.9, the inter scale correlation of each sub-scale of all hve dimensions of ADI(AR model.

3.9.1 Results of Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) on Each Dimensior of AI)KAR Model

According to Field (2009.p.633) using the technique of factor analysis h different

disciplines of Social Sciences might generate different ideas like psychologist might believe that
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factor represent dimension of the psyche, education researchers might believe they present the

abilities and sociologists might believe they represcnt nces or social classes. In this study, through

an IBM PAS 10 Statistics 18, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to explore the

latent competencies of a school principal as a 'challge manager' in the form of a comprehensive

statistical frarnework of factor analysis.

U[der five mdn dimensions of ADKAR model (Awareness, Desire, Knowledgg Ability,

Reinforcernent) a Scale of Change Management Competencies(CMc) with fifty llille items along

with twetrty two factoN were selected after pilot study .Overall, the results of EFA revealed that

out of frfty nine items, fifo/ four items were rctained and five items (2,11,23,24,40) were

discarded as these items retaired thek identity in isolation presenting one factor and finally it was

decided not to include them in final pool of items which were present in the fom of a grcup

prese ing a shgle factor too. As a rcsult of this, five factors holding a single item were also

discarded .tr this way a scale of sixteen factors holding fifty four items ofall fl1ve dimensions was

finalized.

AI)KAR elements Data Driven ComDetency Factors
Awareneso ofthe need for
challge

Current Situational Anallsis
A Pelson's MaDagerial Style
Credibilitv of Information

1

2
3

Desire
to support and paficipat€ in
the chanse

4. Suppodng Desire though Stakeholders
5. A Persotr's Motivational Level
6. Facing Challenges to Support Desire to Change

Knowledge
of how to change

7. PersoDs' curent L-nowledge
8. Facilitating Chatrge
9. Equippine Change with latest Strategies

Ability
to implement required skills
ard behaviors

10. CombatingChangePsychologically
1 1 . Practicing Change Intellechrally
12. Behavioral Change Initiatives
13. Coachins ChaDqe Actively

Reinforcement
to sustain the change

Maintailing Momentum of a Change Process
Accountability of Participants of a Change Process
Reinforcement of a Change Proc€ss

t4.
15.

t6.
Fig 3.3 CMC Competcncy Factors After EFA
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An examinatio[ ofthe items appearing in sixteen factors showed that they werc relatively

conceptually corelated but within each ADKAR dimension factorc are showing a strong positive

relationship.(Table:3.9). A detail accourt of the results of EFA oI1 each outcome competency

factor for the construct validity ofCMC scale is given in the followjng tables:

1- Outcome Competency Factor: Awareness

Before factor analysis, this dimemion contained frve factors and ten items

(1,2,3,4,5,6,7.8,9,10), two items for each factor.( Appendix.la & b) but after the application of

exploratory factor analysis (EFA) on this dimension, finally three factorc with changed labeling

according to the factor loadings of all items in this dimension and nine items ( 1,3,4,5,6,'l ,8,9,52)

werc rctained except one item (2) which reported a high loading on factor-s in isolatioL As a

result, this item was discarded. Moreover, one item (52) was shifted to this dimension from

dimension no.5 (Reinforcemetrt).(Appendix 4 a & b). In this domain, the range of factor loadings

is .536 to .810 while the range of item total corelation is .620 to .820 and finally ,the range of

Cronbach Alpha is .50lto .692.28.29 Vo of the variance is accounted for by factor-I.
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Table 3.4 Factor Loadings, item total correlations on Awareness and its sub-competency
factors

sub-Comp.tenca D.ta oriven trems Fa.ror tremToiat Cronbach
Factors h.dinss Corretation atpha

1. Perceiving a 4. The att;tude ofa pdncipal counts a lorin welcoming a .797

Change in a

Current
State

1. I. the 21" cenlury, it is important to rlse an effective -701
method 1o change rhe managemed of secondary

Lack of conrmunication betwee. top managen and
school comm;ttees is another barier to implement a
cha.ge vithin a school.

.692 -765+*. .692

One of th€ tactfll steps taken by a school's principal is
to make impovement plans within available resources

.591 -714+**

Managerial
Style

7. The managerial policies of ex,principals of a school
nuy affect the perfomance of existing principal of the

.792

.501

8. A principal sometimes feels hesitatioD in nakins new
plans as a result of resistance fion the employees.

-74a 820*+*

Credibilityof

given by Top

_149***6. A school principal alwa)s welcones new information
lrom top managers

.810

9. Top management provides impoiant informalion to
implement a new prciect within school.

.747

52. Regular suppon of bp management is imporlant in
keeping a co.tinuous developmen. of different school

.536 -643***

Not€: ***p<.001

Factor- I (Current Situatiotral Analysis)
Ma,.imum trumber of variables loaded on factor-l (Apperdix. 3).Items (4, l, 5, 3) loaded

independently on factor-I and showed high loadings (.797, ,'701, .692, .591) respectively. These

items typically presented an individual's competency to perceive a change effectively according to

the current sifuation in order to make improvement plans within available resources, so factor-I

was named as '?erceiving a Change in a Curent State". The item 2 in the factor had multiple

loadings. This item was discarded liom the factor-l because it was it had loading < .3 while the

standaxd value for the factor loading should be > .3.Therefore, this item was excluded from the

final scale.
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Factor- 2 (A Person's Managerial Style)

Items (7, 8) had independelt and >.7 loading on factor -2 and both these items revealed a

person's qualities to manage change, effect of previous managerial styles and policies on the

performalce, facing resistance ftom the staff, so this factor was decided to labeled as .. A pelson,s

Managerial Style". These two items had <.3 loadings on other remaining factors but had a

theoretical rcleva[ce with factor-2.Therefore, factor-2 comprised ofonly two items and 42.59 oZ of

the variance is accounted for by factor-2.

Factor-3 (Credibility of Information)

Items (6, 9, 51) had higher loading on factor -3 aod all three items commo y reflected the

role of top mamagement in change management process and a person's attitude towards giving

qedit to those informatiol1 provided by top managers, so factor-3 was labeled as "Credibility of

Information given by top managemenl'.53.68 o% of the variance is accounted for by factor-3

(Appendix.3 ).h this dimension item 5l had originally loading on other factors > .3 but previously

had loading on factor 4 of dimension five(Reirforcemert) with another item (57). There, it had

low Cronbach alpha value (.447).Therefore it was decided to merge this item to some other factors

itr order to imprcve its alpha value. After rcviewing its theoretical as well as co[tent suitability to

other factors, it was decided to merge item 5l from dimension five to dimension l.Here on factor

three, its Cronbach alpha value was fairly improved (.525).

2- Outcome Competency tr'actor: Desire

Before factor anal1sis, this dimension contained four factors and twelve items

(11,12,13,14,15,16,1'7,18,19,20,21,22), three iiems for each factor.(Appendix-l a & b) but after

the application of exploralory factor anallsis (EFA) otr this dimension, finalty four factors with

changed labeling according to factor loadings of all items in this dimensio[ and twelve items (
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\2,13,14,15,16,1't,18,1g,20,21,22,58) were retained except one item (11) which reported a high

loading on another factor but in isolatior. As a result ofthis, this item was discarded Moreover'

one item (58) was shifte<I to this dimension from dimension no.5 (Reinforcement)'

In this domain, the range of factoi loadings is .411 to .819 while the range of item total

correlation is .545 to .818 and finally, the rarge of Cronbach Alpha is .520 to 734'

Table 3.5 Factor Iradings, item total corelations on Desire and its sub-competency factors

t!.lor ttem Tolrl
I-odings Coretatio

1 Supporting

change
through

a rhreat to whole school syslem.

i3. It is nec€ssary for the principals to create a favourable .819 ]29*+*
climate fora chanse for their staffm€mbers.

rl UU-uIn padicipation of the school staff ;. the .7A'7 .752+**
school development prosmn is based on professional

con.etencv oifie DrinciDal.

19. A principal may seek help of the senior nanagers to .583 653***
suppon d."ireJ.hdnge in rhe.. hool.

22. The personal motivational level of a principal is vilal .593 672*++

in crealing readiness to change in othet staffmernbers.
58. A pr;ncipal sometimes faccs crilicism from the staff .692 .594*+*

_734

lU. A primjpul n.ea to ass€ss a change when it occus as -'153 545***

Motivalional
L€vel

memben after the execution of a new

18. One of the potenlial features ofa school's Principal is .714 753***
ntr set pmctical examples to motivate othen.

16. Ph,sical fitness of a p;ncipal counts much ;n .683 818*** _'107

creatins desire for change in the school.

15. An effective school cha.se mmager needs to liste -682 815***
carefully to the leachers and the stakeholders.

3. Facing
Challenges to
Support
Chanse

17, Sometimes a pnncipal faces pressurcs from school 744 ;146**1
conrmittees jn creatins desie for

20. The social and economic background of a dncipal
counts a lot in puNuing others to change.

.141 -7534** .520

21. Decidins different motives for a chege according lo
the school env;'onment is one of the c;tical iasks of

.4tL .640***

**+p< 001

Factor I- (Supporting desire to chatrge through stakeholders)

This dimension was originalty

each factor (item no.1l-22) in CMC

consisted of four factors and twelve item, three items for

scale belore EFA.(Appcndix 1 a & b ).But after EFA
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application, foul factors werc rcduced to two factorc with the same number of items( in the final

CMC scale.(Appendix 4 a & b ).Item (12,13,14,19,22,58) had high factor loading on factor-land

all items reflected the role of stakeholders in supporting desire to change, facing tesistance and

criticism from the participants of change process within an orgadzation.So,factor- I in this

dimmsion was named as "supportilg desire to change through stakeholders". Items 13 and 12 had

multiple loadings ol1 other factors too which werc compamtively lower and theoretica.lly both these

items showed relevancy to factor-1. 31.8 % of the variance is accoulted for by this factor-

In this dimension item 58 had originally loading on other factors > .3 but previously had

loading with anolher item (52), on factor 4 ofdimension five (Reinforcemelt).There, it had with

low Cronbach alpha value (.447).Therefore it was decided to merge this item to some other factors

in order to improve its alpha value. After reviewing its theorctical as well as coiltent suitability to

other factors, it was decided to merge item 58 from dimeNion five to dimension two. Here on

factor-I, its Cronbach alpha value with other items was fairly improved (.734).

Factor-2 (A Person's Motivational Level)

Item (15, 16, 18) had high loading or factor-2 while two ofthem (16, 18) expressed a range

of multiple loadings too but they were lower. All these items exclusively supported their

theoretical relevancy to factor-2 .Iil these items, setting Factical examples, physical fitness of

change manger and listening to others carcfully werc considercd as key vaxiables to motivate

otherc, thercfore this factor was labeled as "A Pemon's Motivatioml L...tel". 42.9 o/o of lhe

vadarce is accounted for by the factor-2.

Factor 3- (Iacing Challenges to Support Desire to Change)

Item (17,20, 21) had multiple loadings on ahnost all factors but reported high loadings

only on this factor- 3. All these items measure challenges to support desire to change like pressue

groups cha.llenges, social and economic background, facing challenges to decide differe[t motives
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to support chalge, so it was decided to Iabel this group of items as "Facing Challenges to Support

Change". Therefore, all these iterns were tlmretically supported to be retained in this factor and

53.4 o/o of the variance is accounted for by the factor-

3- Outcome Competency Factor -Knowledge

Prior to factor analysis, this dimension colltained four factors and twelve items (23 to 34),

thrce items for each factor.(Appendix la & b) but after the application of cxploratory factor

analysis (EFA) on this dimension, finally three factors were retained with changed labeling

according to factor loadings of all items in this dimension and ten items

(25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34) were retaired except two items (23,24) which rcported loading

on factor 3 ard 4 but in isolation. As a result of this, these items were discarded. (Appendix 4 a &

b). In this domain, the range of factor loadings is .604 to .791 while the range of item total

corelation is .639 to .791 and hnally, the range of Cronbach Alpha ls .675 to .694.
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Table 3-6 Factor Loadings, item total corelations on Knowledge and its sub-competeDcy factors

aactor ltemTotal cronbach
LoadinBs Co.relation alph.

26. A pnncipal needs tle skill of applying knowledse .693
learnt through tmini.gs for solving som€ immediate

34. The social and cultural baniers to access needed skils .674 730+*.
and k.owledge can be removed by the p.ofessionai
conpetency ofa school principal. 694

33. A secondary school syslem needs a well defined .636 .747+"
hienrchy of rnanagement fol ihe dissemination of
de.ired kno$ ledse.

2s. To adjust change jn a teaching'leaming process, there .530
is need 1o develop slandardized lesis in school.

.539+++

Facilitating
change

27. Peer leaming is one of the effective tools in managing .770
a c}ange in a sclool.

_797+++

29. An easy access to relevant knowledge is needed .734.
dependine on the localion of the school.

.756*** .679

28. | ^r a ., l^^l nfr^\enmr p ir borh cdLcd.ion Jrd .617
trainino are based on tie ayailahilitv ofrcsourccs.

Equipping

strategies

30. A school needs to have intemet connectivity to access .587
day to day knowledg€ for rnaking advancements in
school. .675

31. The cunent school polici€s need to be updated .791
accordinq to the recenl manaeerial rrends.

.797+++

32. A school pn.cipal need to equip with sufficient .604
knowledqe ud skills to handle unplanned chanse.

.t1a***

*++p<.001

Factor-I (A Persotr's Current Knowledge Base)

Items (25, 26, 33, 34) reported high loadirgs on this factor while item (25, 26) had multiple

loadings too but lower. There were sound and logically theoretical justifications for labeling this

group of items as "A Pe$on's Cun€nt Knowledge Base". All these items were related to the

knowledge base competency of a person, the social and cultural balriels to seek ktrowledge,

professional competercy and potental to contribute desired knowledge in managing change at

different levets within an organization. 33.06 oZ of the variance is accounted for by this factor.

Factor 2- (Facilitating Change)

Items (27, 28,29) reported high factor loadhgs on this factor and all werc theoretically

corelated to it as well. Si[ce these items were holding different variables of how to facilitate a

change within an organizatron. Peer leaming, location of an organization near desired resources,
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education and tlairling all vr'ere considered crucial variables to facilitate change effectively. So,

these items were labeled together as "Facilitating Change".44.03 7o of the variance is accounted

for by the factor-2.

Factor 3- (Equipping Changc with Latest Strategies)

Items (30, 31,32 ) reported high loadings on this factor while item (30, 32) had nultiple

loaditgs too but lower. There were logically theoretical reasons for labeling this group of items as

"Equipping Change with Intest Strategies". This is because, all these items werc rclated to the

innovative plans for managing change within organization, the variables like internet connectivity,

updating managerial policies, possessing desied skills iurd knowledge to cope with change, all

such efforts were theoretica.lly matched with each other as well. 53.95 o/o of the variance is

accounted for by this factor.

3. Outcome Competency Factor: Ability

There were five fartor (Fig.3.1) and thifteen items (35 to 47) see (Appendix:1b) but after

the application of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) on this dimensior! lmally four factors were

rctained with new labeling according to factor loadings of all items in this dimension and all

thirteen items (35 to 47) were retained with high loadings on their respective factors. (Appendix: 4

a & b). In this domaiq the range of factor loadings is .534 to .853 while the range of item total

corelation is .637 to .849 and finally, the range ofcronbach Alpha is .503 to .723.
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Table: 3.7. Factor Loadings, item total corelations on Ability and its sub-competency factom

Factor ltemTot.l cronbach

1. combatlng
change

q:. rt" 
","""ti 

ofu,v school i prolcment plan depends .778

upon th€ time available for ;mplenentalion.

cs. One of tt" basic driveN of exercis;ns development 680 .702***
i. a school is thc financial resources

q2. A p.i*ipof .""d to deal with the mistakes ofrhe staff .580 723

membeB with open mind whilc implement;ns a

school improvement plan

44. One of lhe enersizing facloB for a sclool head is to .494

get rcwards and apprccialion fmm tl€ top malasls'
,. Pr""t-,"r,g 35 A principal needs 1o identiry the ry?€ of change '797 76:***

needed for ;nprolement of existing situaiion within

lz. r.incipat is responsible to seek guida.c€ and the .583

opin,ons ot edu.ar,onal e\pen. in ordet lo pmchce

chanse effectivelv.
-516

is. rt. t"slc purpos" ofbainings is to enable a principal .534

to aci in a new changed working environment.

37. Tuming .ew ideas into acrive plans is one the .500
.ienificanl chanse inrlialrve' old principal.

.637***

.730***

3. Behavioral

initiatives

38. Inbom capabilities of a principal contnbute rowards .786

effective chanee ;n the iDstitution
.619t**

45. Reasonable availability of leachingleamins aids and .534

tmini.g matnals help in the snoolh lunning of a plan
in the chansed enviroDment.

.131**+
.503

41. Taking a round of class€s is an influendal slep taken .800

by a princ;pal.

4. coaching 40. A principal needs to work more as a ma.as€r ralher a .853 .a49***
leader lo panrcipale a.rivel) u the chrng. prcces'.

39. Communicatior skills ofa principal can be enhanced .53s .819+** .s60
tlmugh a prof€ssional compete.cy-building program

*r*p <.001.

Iactor l-(Combating Change Psychologically)

ltems (42, 43,44. 45 ) reported high loading on this factor and all items were theoretically

conelated with this factor. These items were reflected psychological challenges faced by a head

within arr organization which included time and finarcial management, appre.iation and rewaxds

from top matragemen! showing open mindedness while dealing with staff mistakes .All these

variables offel a great test of mental faculties of an head in order to compete with changed
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environment. Therefore, these items were titled as "Combating Changc Psychologically, and

33.94 % ofthe variance is accounted for by this factor.

Factor 2-(Practicing Change Intellectually)

Items (35, 36, 31, aI,d 47) had high loadings on factor 2 of dimension four of ADKAR

model. All these items had a theoretical relevance with this factor. Since thc task of Identification

of the b?e of needed change, to cope with new envitonment, tuming ideas into active plans,

seeking guidance of experts and senioN for the practical involvement in a change process within

an institution, all these require a rational use of cognitive powers to expe ence a change

effectively and efficiently. Thercfore it was decided to label this factor as, "Practicing Change

I[tellectuallf'. 42.99 % of the variance is accounted for by this factor.

Factor 3-(Behayioral Change Iidtiatives)

Items (38,41,46) had high loadings on this factor while one item(45) had multiple loadirgs

but lower than .3.A11 items were possessing a strong theoretical connections with this factor. AII

these items were related with the active ilvolvement of psychomotor skills of a change manager,

making possible the provision of change mobilizing resources and taking rormds to inspect a new

plan exhibit affective change initiatives. That is why, this factor was labeled as, "Behavioral

Change Initiatives" and 51.5 '/o of the variance is accounted for by this factor-3 in this dimension.

Factor 4-(Coaching Change Actively)

Items (39,40) reported high loadings or this factor while one item (38) also had multiple

Ioadings otr other factors but they were lower. Both items were theorctically matched with this

factor .A head needs to work more as a m:uager thaIl a leader in a change management process

and besides this, he or she shows rcadiness to paxticipate in a professional competency progmm in

order to communicate a change with others effectively. All these proactive measures were labeled

as, "Coaching a Change acrively' and 58.73 70 ofthe variatrce is accounted for by this factor.
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5- Outcome Competelcy Factor: Reinforccment

Prior to factor analysis, this dimension contained four factors and twelve items (48 to 59),

three items for each factor.(Appendix: 4 a & b ) but after the application of exploratory factor

analysis (EFA) on this dimension, finally tbree lactors were letajned with changed labeling

according to factor loadings of all items in this dimension and ten items

(48,49,51,52.53,54,55,56,5?,59) were retained except two items (52,58 ) which repo{ed loading

on this facto but with low Croncach Alpha value(.'147)Thcrefore in it was decided to shift these to

some other factorc of a dimeNion. After a thcoretical analysis of each factor, it was concluded

that item(52) is theoretically relevant to factor 3 of first dimension(Awareness) of ADKAR model

and item(sS) is theoretically matched with factor 1 of second dimension (Des e) of ADKAR

.Here the Cronbach Alpha value of both items(52,58) was imprcved.(see table 1 & 2)

.(Appendix:4 a & b).

In this domain, the range of factor loadings is .539 to .800 while tle range of item total

correlation is .634 to .844 ard finally, the range of Cronbach Alpha i,s .595 to .'74'7.
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Table 3.8 Factor Loadings, item total corelatjons on Reinforcement and its sub-compete[cy

factoIs

ractor rtemlotal cronbach
Loadan8t Correlation alph. {_I

1. Maintaining

a change

55. Celebraring the success of well-;mplcm.ntcd plan rn

the school provides a srong base for rhe nexl change
.800 .802+i+

54. A sudden rcplaceme.l of one of the key pariicilants .747
may slow dowtrthe momenorn ofwhole plan.

57. The development of any school plan can be slowed .732
down due 10 the conl'lict to change among school
sLafl

55. Devclopi.s platr according to the sclool envircnment .s39
is one ofmost critical tasks ofa school head.

.695**+

53. It is impofant to match the competencies of each -715
employ€e with desired skills for keep;ng a smooth
pace ofa school developmental plan.

11O***

49. EfTeclive incetrtive md reward system for paticipmls .703
of any school imprcvernenl project are crucial for

_728*.+

.595

59. A well developed 'Accoutrtability System' js needed .50s
for a continued pedomance of panicipants of school

51. Etrichment ofexisting school plans by a principal is .789
one of rhe signifr.anr ieatures of innorarive

50.
beginnins help

pace of development plan in the .751
the pdncipal to proceed ahead

.647

48, Reinforcem€nt is one ofthe key factoN to sustain the .564
momentum of implem€nted plan for achieving goals

+*+p<.001

Factor 1 (Maitrtaining a Momentum of a Change Process)

Items (54, 55, 56, 57) reported high loadings on this factor and with few multiple loadings

for other factors but lower than .3.I[ these items differe active measures were mentioned which

axe crucially sigdficant in order to keep a continuous momentum of a llew plan, as the celebrating

the success of an innovative plan for the incoming managers , ready to cope with sudden change in

a plan, managing rcsistance from the staff during a change process, and finatly developing plans
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according to the culture of an organization. Keeping in view the theoretical underpiDnings of all

these items, this factor was labeled as "Maintaining a Momentum of a Change Process".33.97 o/o of

variance is accounted for by this factor.

Factor 2 (Accountability ofParticipants of a Change Process)

Items (49, 53, 59) reported high loadings on this faclor ard also had multiple loadings but

lower thalr .3.All these items were exclusively re]atcd to justify the true role of each and every

participant of a change process through an effective accourtability systcm. These items were

related to the issues ofmatching ofcompetcncies of staff with the assigned tasks, giving credit and

to apprcciate stalls efforts and finally a strong recommendation of establishing an effective

accountability system. Therefore, this factor was labeled as "Accountability of Participants of a

Change Process ". 44.2 o/o ofthe variance is accounted for by this factor.

Factor 3 (Reinforcement of a Change Process)

Items (48, 50, 51) rcported high loadings on this factor and with a range of multiple

loadings but lower than .3.The word "Reinforcement" is the key variable in all these items as item

(51) dealt with enrichment ofnew plans in order to keep momentum, item (50) expressed an idtial

control over the plaN to run a plan smoothly and itern (48) stressed on the significance of

maintaining momentum of a new plaa for achieving desired goals and objectives. Therefore it was

decided to label this factor as "Reinforcement of a Change Process". 53.3 o/o of the variance is

accounted for by this factor.

After factor analysis of 59 items of the scale of Change Managemett Competency (CMC)

based orl data of205 participants using Oblimin rotation method, factorial validity of the scale was

established on empirical, rationale and theoretical gounds. The final scale emerged with 54 items

and 16 well defined facto6.
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g. Inter scale Correlations

After calculating factor loadings, item-total conelations and Cronbach alpha a values, it

was revealed that a.ll the sub-competency factors of CMC scale are positively correlated within

each outcome competency factor and belween the sub-competency factors of each outcome

competency factor. In Table 3.9 Inter scale Correlations of CMC scale is given below:

Table 3.9 Inter scale Correlations of CMC Scalc

.il, .a-t;; iii:: r
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PART-IV

TIIEOR.ETICAL FRAMEWORK AT'TER EFA & FINAL DATA
COLLECTION

3.IO FINALIZATION OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT COMPETENCY
SCALE AND TIIEORETICAL FRAME WORK OF STT]DY AFTER
EFA

The following theoretical framework was formulated after conducting exploratory factor

analysis (EFA), which is comprised of five outcome competency factors and 16 sub-competency

factors.The final CMC scale was also based on this theoretical framework given in figure 3.10.

After performing EFA, the scale was finalized as 'Change Management Competency

(CMC) Scale'based on ADKAR change model. Ttis scale comprised offive outcome competency

factors (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement) and 16 sub-competency

scales. Under these factors, 59 items were also hnalized, out of which 54 were closed endcd

questions and five werc ope[-ended questiolls. The statements of all items involve different

challe[ges, attitudes, behaviours handled by the heads of govemmellt secondary schools of Punjab

in order to meet intemal and extemal cha.llenges of change.

3.1I DESCRIPTION OF DATA GATHERING

Almost 600 hundred copies of lDal scale were prcpared for the final data colleation in

eight districts of the Punjab. Itr one distdct (Rawalpindi), the questionnaires were personally

administercd by the researcher while in othel seven districts; the data was collected with the help

of rcgional directors of Allama Iqbal Open University (AIOtl) as well as the EPM (Educational

Planaing & Management) graduates in these districts. (Appendix-6). AII the research assistants
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were briefed about the administration of CMC Scale in a session of one-to-one meeting. The data

collection was started in July 2012 and completed September.

3.I2 DATA ANALYSIS AND DE\'ELOPMENT OF A CHANGE
MANAGEMDNT COMPETENCY-BUILDING (CMCB) TRAINING
FRAMEWORK

More than 400 lilled questionnaires wcre received back from eight disticts of Punjab.

fught after soding out 30zl completely fillcd questioona es, these questionnaires were codified

carefully by striking out ambiguous and conhadictory responses .The vigorous work was stafted

for prcse[tation, tabulation and analysis of both quantitative and qualitative aspects of this study.

The process was followed by feeding data into IBM PAS 10 Statistics 18 of SPSS. The response

format ofchange management competency scale (CMCS) was decided to be a Likert Scale s-point

scale (Shongly Agrce:5, Agrce :4, Undecided:3, DisagreFD, Strongly Disagree:l).In order to

specify clear ratings, the response format was reduced to 3-points (Agree=3, Undecided=2,

Disagre=1) from 5-points on Likert scale. High scoring against each element of scale means high

chatrge managemelt competency and low score means low competency.

The data were organized and prcsented ill both tabular and graphical form. In order to

anallze the CMC profile of heads on five outcome compete[cy factors, the simple freque[cy,

means and standard deviations (SD) were used. Furthet the relationship between five outcome

and sixteen sub-competency factors was supported by testing five altemative Ha hypotheses, with

the statistical input of Pearson Corelation 'r' was used. Analysis of Variance (one-way ANOVA)

was used to give region-wise mean competency differences of all heads of northen! central and

southem Punjab were given. These region-wise competency differences was sulDorted an

altemative 'H6 hypothesis' which was tested with the help ofANOVA. The statistical itrput for the

analJsis of sifuational and demographic factom on CMC scale were independelt samples t-tests.
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This analysis was further involved the df (degree of freedom) and levcl of significance for

interpretation of data. For the analysis of five open ended questions, twenty response categories

were carefully developed and tabulated by following al] the basic steps of qualitative analysis.

Histograms or simple bar gmphs were used to display the mean scorc of all twenty-five challenges

of change management faced by heads from within and outside the school. The whole data

presentation was given in chapter four. The detail is givcn below:

1. Distribution of demogaphic and situational factors were tabulated in Part-l

2. Change management competency profile was tabulated in Part-lI(A)

3. Analysis of demographic and situational factors was tabulated in Pafi-II (B)

4. Region-wise change management competency analysis of heads and testing of

hlpotheses were tabulated in Partll (C)

5. Analysis of Five open-ended questions in Pafi-II(D)

6. Identification of key competency challenges of change management were presented

graphically in PartlII

Finally, the findings, conclusions were made in the light of data amlysis based on six steps.

A critical discourse analysis was given in order to support the findings of this study thrcugh the

presentations of significant findings from a plethora of rcsearch including 'Meta analyses. A

'Change Management Competency-Building Framework' was given for the training of heads of

schools was recommended on the basis of key findings and conclusions. Recommendations for

follow up studies werc also included.

3.13 GENERALISATION OF TIIE STTIDY

Although empirical data are dmwn fiom Punjab-based sample, yet the infereflces

geterated are not only applicable to other parts of Punjab, but also the country wide situation.

Pakistan g€ogaphically is combination of rura.l-urban setting, tpologically homogeneous
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sifuation, and educationally a national system. There exits natio[al curricultuit at school and

standard models at tetiary level. Professional training of teachers, head teachers, and university

faculty members are based on uniformity representing local needs. All head teachers are selected

having common qualifications and experience, as senior school teachers, or carrying compamble

work experience. There is no or seldom managerial training fbr the leadership role as heads of the

institutions. They leam their new rcles either from expedence or short projecfbased tmining

prograrns. The gender cases are equally alike. The characteristics of schools, conmunity,

govemance and financial management are Lufformt top-do\\,n approach. Federal-Provincial,

Provincial-Divisional, Divisional -District, District-Local constitute common hierarchal tiers:

Down-up approach forms a recent phenomena through devolution plan.This is in process of

implementation A11 managerial levels, all ovet the country, strongly feel qualitative change in

institutiorEl management. The realization of this is possible through research -based change, as

contained in ADKAR model.

This study is combination of qualitative and quantitative data. Thercfore, the findings carry

a substantial place in drawing generalizability. Although qualitative generalization is used in a

limited way in qualitative rcsearch since the intent ofthis fo1m of inquiry is to generalize hndings

o individuals, sites orplaces outside ofthose under study. Gibbs (2007), as a cautionary rote.

In fact, the value of qualitative research Iies in the particular description and themes developed in

context of a specific site. Paxticularity rather than geneBlisability. Green & Caxacelli (1997) is

the hallmark of qualitative research .However, this study combines qualitative and quantitative

data and foms a mix of both designs. Here, the questio{ of generalizabitity becomes desirabte.

Generalizability here covers case studies of leadership of the hstitutions. The resean:her has

conducted inquiries of several cases. This is further confimred by Yin (2003) who suggests that

qualitative case study results can be generalized to some broadq theory. Also, generalization
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occurs when qualitative researches of homogeneous conditions and additional cases, the

generalization findings become applicable to the new or similar cases. It is the same as the

replication logic used in experimental research. This further requires good documentation of

qualitative processes, such as documenting the problem in detail and the development of data

based findings, Yin (2003).Futher, qualitative data was generated identical findings thus enlarging

the scope of applicability and replicability.

Based on this Etionale and empirical findings of Punjab -based sites yield substantial

grotmd and sustainable case for genemlisability to Pakistan. This is further suppofied by the fact

that Pakistan is an ideological context havi[g national systcm of education, training and

management. Meta analysis has fuither provided another strong rationale for the application of CM

Competetcy -building framework based on ADKAR model.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapto consists of detailed analysis of the Change Management Competencies

(CMC) ofHeads of Government Secondary Schools of Puojab based on ADIC{R change model.

The main aim ofthe study was to assess chalge management competencics ofheads with the help

ofa change management competency (CMC) scale ba-sed on theoretical underpinnings ofADKAR

model which was comprised of 16 sub-competency factors and 54 close-ended and five opcn-

ended quesdons. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was perfomed on this scale, in order to set

the psychometric properties of this scale, according to Pakistan cultural context. This study is also

intended to identify on-grounds change management challenges of heads of Punjab ir the

context of both individual and dcmographic factors ( age and gender of heads, professional and

academic qualification, their management cxperience, a general management course attended by

heads , a specific course of cha[ge management attended by heads ).Finally, a framework of

chaoge management competencies for the trainirg of school heads was also given in this chapter,

based on major findings, conclusions and final recommendations of the study . A detailed

framework of data analysis including both quantitative and qualitative phases is given below:

Part I: Dsaibution ofindividual and demographic factors

Part II A: Analysis of Composite Change Management Competencies of School Heads on CMC

Scale

Part II B: Analysis ofboth individual and situational factors ofheads on total change management

competetrcy Scale (CMCS)
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Part II C: Region-wise analysis change management competencies of heads of school and

hypothesis testing

Part II D: An analysis ofopen-endcd response ofheads, against five open-ended questions.

Part III: Identification ofchange managemcnt challenges faced by heads based on their change

management competency profi le

PART I

(DISTRIBUTION OF INDTITDUAL AND SITUATIONAL FACTORS)

4.1 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL AND
SITUATIONAL FACTORS

ln paft I, the response rate of heads of govemment secondary school of Punjab is presented

4.1.1 Total rctum of usable questioiJraires

Crt"gory Sa-pt" Sire Questionnaircs Dstributed Total Retum Usable Questionnaites

441 304Heads 304

In this study, table 4.1.1 shows that the sample was comprised of 304 and almost 600

schools (male & female) and (urban& rural).Out of 600 schools, only 441 heads of these schools

responded. But 137 cases were deleted due to their incomplete response rate especially, against

frve open-ended items. Therefore, remaining 304 questionnaires were successfirlly sorted out in

order to have a complete response rate ofheads ofthese schools. The overall analysis ofthis study

is based on this set of questionnaires.
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Table4.1.2 Region-wise distribulion ofheads in Punjab

Region District Frequency Literacy Rate (o/o)

Rawalpindi 38 79
Northem
Punjab MiaDwali 38 57
N= ?6

I-a}lore 38 80

Central Gujranwala 18 73
Punjab
N=152 Pakpauan 38 45

Chiniot 38 34

Southem Multan 38
Punjab
N-76 Rajanpur 38

Etrtries in table 4.1.2 present a rcgion-wise distribution of heads of schools of Punjab

province. [t can be observed that the 76 heads both from Northem and southem Punjab and 152

heads from southem Punjab were sampled. In this table, total numbers ofeight districts with equal

distdbution of heads werc finally selected on the basis of the literacy rate of each district. Out of

36 districts of Punjab, two districts from northem and southem Punjab and four districts from

central Prmjab were sampled. The percentage of the literacy rate of cach district is also given in

this table.

56
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Table 4.1.3 Distibution ofschool heads by age

Ag" Frequency Percent

30-40

51-60

48.0

32

67

41-50 146

96

II1 this table 4.1.3, the distribution ofage ofheads ofscbools is given at three leve]s. First a

smallest group, includes 62(20.3%) heads of 30-40 years old, second consists of larger group of

146 (48.07o) heads rarges from 41-50 and the third group compises of 96(32%) heads of 5l -60

years old respectively.

'table 4.1.4 Distribution of school heads by academic qualification

AcadeDic Qualification Frequency

BA/BSc.

MdA4Sc.

M.Phil & above

11

249

I4

t3.4

82

5

The ftequetcy, percentages of academic qualification of heads is givel in table 4.1.4.A1

BA"/ BSc. Level, 4l(13.4%) heads are included while maximum presentation of heads can be

observed in second group of MA,A4Sc. which are 249(82 %.).The third is the smallest group of

heads include only l4(57o) heads of secondary schools of Punjab
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Tabie 4.1.5 Distribution of School Heads by Professional Qualification

Professjonal Qualifi cation Frcqucncy

B,Ed

M.ed

105

199

35

56.4

In table 4.1.5, the professional qualification of sampled heads of schools is divided i[ two

categories one is B.Ed. which includes 105(35%) hcads and in second category, a large number of

heads includes 199(56.4010) v/ith professional qualification of M.Ed.

Table 4.1.6 Distribution of school heads by Management Experience

Managcment Experietrce Frequency

up to 5 years t46

158

48.0

52

The table 4.1.6 irdicates that the 146(48.0%) heads participated in this study with at least

five years of management experience while a large number ofheads 158(52%) with management

experience ofmore than frve years.

Table 4.1.7 Distribution of school heads by Ma[agement Course/training Attended

Management Couse
Attended

Frcquency

196

108

Yes

No

64.4

36

In table 4.1.7, the heads were inquired about attending any general management training or

couse as head of a school. It was encouraghg to know that majority of heads 196 (64.4%) while

only 108 (3670) reported that they do not attend such course at all.



Table 4.1.8 Distribution of School Heads by Change Management Course/Iraining Attended

Management Course Attcnded Frequency Percent

0

100

0

304

Yes

No

It was very discouraging to know in table 4.1.8 that not even a single case repofied about

attending any course or training ofchange management.Therefore, the result is 0olo.

PART II A: ANALYSIS OF CHANGE N{ANGEMENT (CMC)
COMPETENCY PROFILE OF HEADS

In this section, a critical analysis ot' each heads' main competency (Awareness, Desire,

Knowledge, Ability, Rcinforcement) was conducted to develop their competency profile in order

to identify all those barrier points towards meeting the chaileoges of change, The subsequent

sections of analysis present an overall, as well as region-rvise (northem, central and southem

Punjab) change management competency profile ofall heads of secondary schools.

4.2. ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSES OF HEAD AGAINST FIVE
OUTCOME COMPETENCIES AND SUB-COMPETENCY FACTORS
ON CHANGE MANGEMENT COMPETENCY (CMC) SCALE

The overall responscs of all heads of secondary schools of Pmjab were recorded against

five outcome competencies al1d sub-competency factors on CMC scale which was developed to

anal)ze their on-grculd competencies to meet challenges of changes in their respective

i[stitutions. The following tables present a comprehensive quantitative tulalytical framework of

change matragement competencies of all heads of Pudab.
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4.2.1 Perceptions ofheads about Awareness and its sub-competency factors

The following thrce tables present an analysis of opinions of heads against three sub_

competency factors and nine items on main competency scale of awaxeness.

Table 4.2.1.A Response ofheads on current situational analysis

Agee Undecided Diugree Standard

D€viation
Item No. Statements Freq % Freq % Freq % Mean

l. Need of effective 5.
metlods to change 263 87 25 8.2 16 2.81 .508
the managem€nt of 3
secondary schools

2. Provision of 4.
resources for makir,g 272 90 19 6.3 13 2.85 .461
newplans. 3

3. Heads' attitude 84. 3.
towards welcomiflg a 258 38 13 10 2.81 .4'70
plan for change. 2 3

4. Inck of
communrcdlton I

. 2J4 ll 4l 14 2q 2.b7 .tr42betweeD top
managers and school 0

Table 4.2.1 A, prcsents mean competency scorcs on maill competelcy ofAware[ess and its

sub-competency factors. The first sub-competency factor of current situatiolal analysis, the mean

scores of all statements (2.81, 2.85, 2.81, 2.6'1) reveal that the majodty of the heads 263 (87%),

2'12 (90%), 258 (84.2%), 234 (77Yo) of govemnent secordary schools of Punjab agreed that ir
order to meet the challenges of21'r century, it is impotant to use effective methods to chaoge the

management system of schools and also making improvements in a whole school system within

available resources. A large number of heads also confessed that, thei ow personal attitude is

also mattq a lot in welcomitrg atry new plan. Furthemore, a significant number of heads also
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expressed that lack of commnnication between top managers and school committees is one of the

barrier in makirg an effecrive anallsis of ctmml 5ituarion.

Table 4.2.1 B Response ofheads on managerial style

Agree Undecided Disagree Stardard

ItemNo. Statements F."q "/" Fr"q ./" Fr.q % ,",n "'t"'on

5. Efect of managdial
policie ofex'h€ds on the 193 64 64 ?1.1 47 t6 2.48 .'749
pcrfomdce of existing

6. Feling hesitalion i!
maldng new plms d a 196 55 59 l9-4 49 16.1 2.48 .758
Bult of resislance ftom

7 $clcommg n"o 22r -r io r r.,2 4l r4.. '59 , rt)mrcmdron fiom top

The mean competency scores of heads about thcir manage al style reveal that the majority

of the heads showed agreement to the following thrce statements. Mean score (2.48) of heads

reported tlat the effect of managedal policies of previous heads on the pedormance of existing

heads, mean score (2.48) of heads repoted rcsistancc from employees in a change process and

(2.59) showed readiness towards welcoming new infomation from top manageN.
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Table 4.2.1 C Rcsponse of heads on credibility of infomalion from top manaScrs.

Item No. Stalements Agree Undec;ded Disagr€e Stmdard

Freq % Frcq Yo Freq % Mem

8. Importdce of Res!1a.
sulport of top 218 ?8.1 4l 14 25 8.2 z:iomeaSmnt to conhnue a

9. Provision of importanl
infomation fron top
moagmcnl to nake a 214 70.4 48 16 42 t1 2.s.1

.6l:l

124

The meal1 competency scores ( 2.70, 2.57) for the following two items on sub-competency

factor of credibility of information from top managers reveal that a remarkable number of heads

238(78.3%),214 (70.4) arc aware of impoftance of rcgular support of top manage for makiog

new plans as well as for continuation of implemented plans in a school.

4.2.2 Perceptions ofheads about Desire and its sub-competency factors

The following tbree tables present an analysis of opinions of heads against three sub-

competency factors and 12 items on main competency scale ofdesire to suppofi a change.
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Table 4.2.2 A Rcsponse ofheads desire to support charge through stakeholdeN

Item. No. Statements Agree U.decided Disagree Standad

F*q "/, F..q 7" r..q % ,.u. '"utudon

10. Necessity to create a 10.

favourable climat€ for a 228 75 45 15 31 2.65 .658
change for their staff 2

11. Faci.s criticism fron
the staf members after 242 80 36 12 26 9 2.71 .615
ihe execntion of a new
plan.

12. Professional
competency of a head 

r0.encurcs a mdimum -,,- : : .- *l -. 2ltJ 78 37 12) ll 2 07 .65)paftcrparron or Ihe
school sldtf in rh.
school development

li Morivitional level ofa
principal 

^ 
\ital in 245 8l J5 ro .):r t< 2.tJ .)qd

creafing readrness lo
cha.se itr other staff

14- seeking help of 6" zll ao.: :o r0 r0 10 2.to .618sen'or managers to
' support desired change.

15. Need to assess a €hanl 12.
w1r.n it occuN L. a 22s 74-0 42 14 37 2.62 .694
threat to whole school 2

Table 4.2.2 A, presents mean competency scores of heads against first competency factor

of desire. This factor is comprised of six statements, the mcan scores of heads (2.65. 2.'11,2.6'7,

2.'7 3 , 2.70, 2.62) reveal that the maiority of hc ads 228(1 5%), 242 (80%), 236 ('18%) ,245 (81), 244

(80.3), 225 (74 %) reported a positive response towads supporting change with the help of

stakeholders.



Table 1.2.2 B Response of heads against thet own motivational level

Agree Undecided Disasree Standard

IlemNo. Statement! Freq % Freq % Freq % Mean
Dev;ation

'u :::I-q-- - f-l'"y'l :* so.: \1 t).2 24 8 2.7\ .se2exampres ro mou\are

17. Physical fitness of a 241 79.3 31 10.2 32 11 2.69 _653

18. Li(enins carifull, ro ",- -, -
rr,. r."3.^ J'rh 247 8l.l 3i 10.2 20 q 2.-t .o0o

In this table 4.2.2 B, the mean scores (2.13, 2.69, 2.73) of heads about their own

motivational level reveal that majority of heads showed agreement with these three statements.

Almost 244(80.3%) heads agreed that sctting practical extunples by them can play a crucial role in

motivatitrg others. Similarly, a high number of heads 241 (79.3%) a$eed that physical fitness of

heads also matter in motivating others while 247 (81.3%) heads also claimed to listen carcfully to

their staff.
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Table 4.2.2 C Response ofheads against facing challenges to suppoft change

Agree Undec;ded Disasre€ StaDdard

ItemNo. stat€menrs Freq % -F..q "/" Freq % ,"* 
o"u'uuon

19. Facins pr€ssures from 16.
school committees. 2O4 67.1 50 16.4 50 2.51 .'762

4

20. Social and economic 208 68.4 49 16.1 4'1 16 2.53 .748
background ofahead.

21. Decidins different
notives for a ch^nEe 229 75.3 46 15.1 29 l0 2.66 .646
according to the school

The mcan scores of views of heads given in table 4.2.2 C reveal that a large number of

heads (2.51, 2.53,2.66) showed positive attitude towards fo]lowing three statements regatding

facing challenges in order to support change. A high percentage of heads 229 (75.3) reported a

challenge ofdecidi[g differe[t measues to deal with change accordhg to school ervironment, 208

(68.4%) of heads agreed that social and cconomic background of heads also counted to support

change while 204 (6'1.1%) of heads reported the challenge of pressure from school corunittees

during a change process.
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4.2.3 Perceptions of heads about Knowledge of how to change and its sub-competency
factors

The following three tables present an analysis of opinions of heads against three sub-

competency factors and 1 0 items on main competency scale of knowledge of how to change.

Table 4.2.3.A Response ofheads aSainst individuals' current knowledge

Item No. Slalemenls Agree Undecided Disagree Slandard

Devialion
Freq%Freq%Freq%Mea.

22. Need a skill of applyins
knowledge loml through 223 73.4 62 2O.4 19 6.3 2_61 .589
bainings for solving sone
innediate problds.

21. Fei.g social and cultunl

lal'm io rc:.. neol* 2rn oe.. ol 20 t 11 ro.e .680srrll\ anU lnou ledg. {rlh
the help of profesional

24. Need a wcll dcnn.d
hiddchy of frdagement 200 66 79 26-0 25 8.2 2.5E .6A0
for the dissdination of
dsned knowledge.

25. Dovelopnol of
srandardi2€d i6rs to adjust 216 7l-1 54 l7-8 34 11.2 2.60 .682
clange in a lctchins-

The mean scores (2.61, 2.58,2.58, 2.60) in table 4.2.3 A, indicates that the majority of

heads have high compete[cy scores regarding their curent knowledge .The percentages of their

responses are: 223 (73.4%) of heads stressed on need of skill to apply knowledge lcamt thrcugh

trainings, 216 (11.f/o) of heads reported to develop standard;ed tests to adjust charge in a

teachingJeaming process, 210 (69.17o) of heads reported social and cultural barriers while 200

(65.870) pointed towards the need of well-defined hierarchy of school management system.
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4.2.3 B Response ofheads against lacilitating a change

Agree Undecided Djsagree Sta.dard

rrem No. sralements -rea % F,€q %- ,.* 
o"'"t'oo

,o t:1 l"al* i .- 206 ob or /,,r 17 r)., 2.ro .0rerE. !e loot rn minagrng
a clangc in . school.

27. Edy acc6s to relevant
lnowlcnse t depmdi.g 207 68.1 49 16.1 48 16 2.t2 .153
on fic location of $e

28. Ior a school inlrolemenl
plan both educalion dd 214 10.4 13 l,l.l 41 16 2.55 -141
taining are b6cd on th.
availability of rcsources.

This competency factor of desire covers responses of heads against thrce change

facilitation strategies in table 4.2.3 B. The following entries rcveal that the majority of heads 214

(70.470) received that the provision of both education and traini[g facilities are iinked with the

availability of resources, 207(68 yo) repofied that location of school also counted in accessing

different souces of knowledge
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Table 4.2.3 C Response of heads against equippilg a change

Asrce Und€cided Disagree Slzndard

ItemNo. Statemenls Freq % Freq % Freq % Mean
Devialion

29. Uldaiing of existiig
sclool policies according 217 7E 30 9.9 37 12.2 2.66 .686
to the r@n! managdal

30. Nocd of intmei
cometivity ro accss 231 76 3:l 10.9 40 t3-2 2.63 .'706
lalest knowledge for

aling advecoors i,

ll. Need ro equi. qirl 2rr - J- t)_2 .4 ., ) 6, _t12
suttrcrmt ln.w Edge and
skills to handle
unplmedchdge.

In table, 4.2.3 C, the mean scores of responses all heads rcveal that the 237 (78 %) ofheads

were in a favour of updating existing school policies according to recent managerial [ends,

secondly 233 (77%) ofheads agreed that one need to equip with sufficient knowledge and skill ill

order to meet challenges of unplanned change \\,hilc 231(76010) of heads reported need of intemet

connectivity to access latest knowledge.
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4.2.,1 Perceptions of heads about Ability to implement rcquired skills ard behaviors and its
sub-competency factors

The following four tables present an analysis of opinions of heads against four sub-

competency factors and 1 3 items on main competency scale of Ability of how to change.

Table 4.2.4 A Response ofheads against combati[g change psychologically

ln table 4.2.4.,4., the mean competency scores (2.58, 2.60,2.54,2.56) of heads on rlis

factor presents a range of positive response lowards four stateme[ts given undcr this competency

ASree Undsided Disagre Slandard

Devialion
Item No. Statements Fleq % r'req % Frcq % Md

32. Succss of ay school
improvmst llan
depe,d" uno" r. i,r. ''' 

t' 45 15 al l! r(c -t1

frime for

13. Findcial r6ourc6 6
onr ut.\e h i, dn\s ))1 _i 1a tr /.bo 70onl e\qc[lng
dwelopnort plan h a

34. Opd mindednss of a

hod aho counled 10 del 209 69 50 16.4 45 15 2_54 -739
wilh the mistakd of tle

35. Rewads 0d appreiation
fion rhe 1op managqs d 214 7O-4 46 l5-l 44 15 2.56 -133
one of tne endgizing

factor. The percentages of all response of heads arc: 221 (73%) repofled fmancial rcsources are

very crucial in developing plan within a school, 218 (72%) ofheads perceived that time framework

is impoltant for the success of a plan, 214(70.4olo) reported that rewards and appreciatioD from top

managers is one ofenergizi[g factors.
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Table 4.2.4 B Response ofheads against practicing change intellectually

Asree Undecided Disagree Sta.dard

Item No. Slaremenrs F,"q -r Lq % F 
""un 

ot''uuo"

36. Tdk of identiqrjry the
trr ofcldge needed for 226 74.3 :ll 14.1 35 t2 2_63 .682
inprovcmmt of qisting
situation wi0rin school.

3?. Seeking glidanoe od thc

1"I:1" :l "di:11-:l 222 7iu rr, r.) 5 4a r. /.re . rrdpdrs rn ordd ro
practice chege

38. Baric purposc of
u tnss i ro fl'ble a 225 14.0 t2 rJb 11 r2-2 )-oz .o9,1hed to acr in a ns
chdged working

39. One of the sleniiicdt
chmse initiative of a 201 6'7 59 19.,1 42 14 2.53 .'726
had to change n* idds

This competency factor 'lrracticing change htellectually' reported mean competency

scores (2.63, 2.59,2.62, 2.53) of heads against four statements in l,'ble 4.2.4 B. Thc percentage

values of these items arc: 226 (74.3ol") of heads reporled that the need to identiry the tlpe of

change for improving €xisting situation withir school, 225 (74olo) of heads agreed with the basic

pupose of training, 222('73y0 ol heads accepted that guidance of experts is important to practice

change effectively aJtd 203 (67 %) of heads showed positive attitude towards taking significant

change initiatives.
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Table 4.2.4 C Response ofheads against behavioral change initiatives

Agree Ufldecided Disagree Standffd

kem No. statements F..q -- % Lt Mean 
Deviation

40. Contribution of inbon
capabilili6 of a head 210 69 65 2'1.4 29 10 2.60 .658
towards otreive chage

41. Remonabie availability
ol rechins-lemrnA ads ^,-
".ai",.i.i -,'-,i-". 

7lr -0 56 I'r '1 6Pa

a smooth 
"ruming of a

,2 TJinsdrorndo.cld..e. 2t2 _0 40 tb.. 4J l4.l 2.5o .129rs u rnnuollar srep
tako by a principal.

In this table 4.2.4 C reported significaot mcan competency scores (2.60, 2.59,2.56) ol

heads on third competency factor. Responses of heads were recorded against tkee statements. A

significant number ofheads 213 (70.1%) agreed that reasonable avai)ability of teaching-leaming

aids and training axe crucial for a smooth mnning of a plan, 212 (70%) confirmed that takilg

rounds of classes is one of the influential st?s while 210 (69.1%) agreed with the contributory

role of inbom capabilities of a head also matter towards eflective change in insdtution.
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Table 4.2.4 D Responses ofheads against coaching change actively

ft€m No. Stztemenls Agree Undecided Disasrce Slandard

Deviation
Freq%Freq%Freq%Mean

43. Nc.ds to work more as a
mdagd rathd a l@der 219 69 47 15.5 18 13 2.60 .702
io panjcipate actively in
tle chmg€ pro6s.

44. Connunication skills of

11*1 *l o::!llq ,.0 -o 4a r4r ,o o .rurrhrougn a prcrd$onar
@mpctocy building

Table 4.2.4 D, demonstrates the mean competency scores of heads (2.60, 2.66) on fourth

competency factor about coaching change actively. The percentage values against two statements

reported that 230 ('16% ) of heads agreed that communication skills of a head can bc enhalced

through a professional competency-building progmm while 219 (69.1 %) ofheads confessed that

they need to work more as a manager rather a leader for active participation jn the changeprocess.
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4.2.5 Perceptions of heads about Reinforcement to sustain a change proccss and its sub_
competency factors

The following three tables present an analysis of opinions of heads against three sub_

competency factors aDd 10 items on main competency scale of rcinforcement to sustain a change

prccess.

Table 4.2.5 A e of heads against mai ing momentum ofa
Item.
No.

Slandard

Deviatio.
M€a.

Undecjded Disasree

% Fr€q % Fteq %

45.

46_

41_

Celebrating the succNs of
well,inplenrented pld in 245
tbe sctool providG a

saong b6c for lhe next

Suddo rpl&ment ul ,)a
one of the I'ey paniLinrnh
nay slow doM fie
momdtun olwhole plan.
Develolmenl of any
sch@l plm can be slowed 238
doM due to the conflicl10
chage afrons sclool

Devoloping plan
accordi.g 10 the s.hooi 223
mvironbdt is one of
oost cnticl tasls of a

The mean competency scores of responses of heads (2.74, 2.68, 2.'10, 2.63) on first

competency factor of reinforcement about maintaining momentum of a change process reveal that

majority of heads 245 (81%) reported that celebrating the success of well-implemented plan iI1 the

school provides a stong base for the ncxt change managers, then 238(73.4%) heads perceived that

development of any school plan can be slowed down due to the conflict to change among school

staff, 228(15%) heads that a sudden replacemert of one of the key participarts may slow down

the momentum of whole plan while 223(73.4%) heads agreed that the developing plan according

to the school environment is one ofmost critical tasks ofa school head.

'13.1

ril 12.5

t8 4

t5 I

2t 2-14 -571

2.70 .606

'73_4 49 16.1 12 I I 2.63 _66',7

33

.5912.6E

,18.



Table 4.2.5 B Response ofheads against accountability system

Agree Undecided Disaeree Stand;rd

Item No. statements - F,-eq "/" F,€q % Freq % ,.un '""utton

49. Matching thc
compctocis of cach
cmployee wiih d$ned 235 7'1.3 45 t5 2.4 8 2_69
skilh for keping a

sm@th pace of a sch@l
dcvelopnental p1o.

50. Effetive incentive dd
rewdd system tot 241 79.3 37 12.2 26 9 2.71

lanicipanls c crucial for
mainlainingchangc.

51. Need of an
'Accoutabiliq, sysrm'
lbr a continued 246 81 14 11.2 24 8 2-73
pdfomdce of
particildts of school
improvcmot ples.

.597

In tablo 4.2.5 B, the meal scores ofresponses ofheads on second competency factor reveal

that a significant number of heads (2.69, 2.71, 2.73) reported high ratings on all three items. Total

number of 246 (81%) heads aSree.d that need of an 'Accountability System' for a continued

performance ofparticipants of school improvement plaas, 241(79.3o%) perceived that incentive and

reward system for participants are crucial for maintaining chalge while 235 (77.370) of heads

reported that the matching the competencies of each employee with desired skills lbr keeping a

smooth pace of a school developmental plan.
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Table 4.2.5 C Response ofheads against reinforcing a change prccess

Agree Undecided Disagree Standard

Item No. Statements Freq % Frcq % Frcq % Mean

52. Endchnmt of exkting
schoolllans by a head Zl9 .12 4.1 15.5 38 13 2.60 ..702js one oftte significot
fatuies of iDnovative

53- Control ovq the2l
prce of developmat 241 79-3 42 i3.8 21 '1 2.72 .582
plan in the bcgimin8
hel! tle hcad 10 lroceed
ahead succGstully-

54. Rcinforcment is one
of the key facior! 10

sustain the mommtum 262 86.2 28 9-2 14 4.6 ?8? -493

of implenented plm for
achjeving goah and

The mean competency scorcs of responses of heads (2.60, 2.'12, 2.82) on last factor of

reinforcement shows that a remarkable number of heads 262 (86.2%) reportcd reinforcement as

one ofthe key factors to sustain the momentum of implemented plan,241(79.3%) ofheads agreed

that the control over the pace ofdevelopment plan in the beginning help the head to proceed ahead

successfully atd 219 (72%o) of heads perceived that the enrichment of exisling school plans by a

head is one of the significant features of innovative management.
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PART II B: ANALYSIS OF THEIR INDIVIDUAL AND SITUATIONAL
FACTORS ON CIIANGE MANAGEMENT
COMPETENCY (CMC SCALE

4.3 OVERALL ANALYSIS OF HEADS'
SITUATIONAL FACTORS ON CMC SCALE

INDIVIDUAL AND

A detailed analysis of individual change management competency prolile of all heads is

done, in order to see whether significant differences are existed on total scale of chaoge

management competency (CMC) on the basis of following individual and situational compctency

factoN of heads ofthe Punjab. In this analysis independent t-test is used bccause there were two

different categories ofheads with equal mrmber.

Table 4.3.1 Scores of thtee age groups of heads on five main competency factors of change
managernerlt competency Scale (CMCS)

Main Compctency Factors
5l-60 yeas F-Value

N=96
30-40 yean

N=62
41 50 ycars

N:1.16

Mcan SD Mean SD Mean SD

21_79 2_46 23-61 3.05 23.95 2.3s ,1.20**
Awsreftss for the need of change

Desire to support& panicipate in 32.',74 2.99 31.68 3_',15 31.73 3.18 224

Knowledge ofhow to chans. 26.32 3.41 25.88 3_71 25.95 3.99 0.30
Abilit] to implement required skjlls 34..15 4_U 33.61 5.13 33.03 5.65 r40

Rcnrforccmcnt to suslain a change 2',7_40 2_',79 26.91 2.86 2.6.92. 2.55 0.75
*+p<.01 d F 2

Table 4.3.1 shows that the calculated value of F on overall 'Awareness outcome

competency factor and it sub-competency factors is 4.20 which is less than table value (4.60 at.0l

level).This shows that that there are significant differences in mean scores ofthree age groups. On

awareness outcome competency scale! age group between 30-40 years ha-s significantly higher

mea[ scores as compared to other two age goups ofheads. Wlile comparing other two age group

reveals that the mean scores of age group 5l-60 is higher than age group ranges betwee[ 4l-
!69



5o.Results of ANOVA reveal that there is a significant mean difference among tkee age groups

on awareness while F- ratings on rest of foui competency factors are non-significant.

Table 4.3.2 Scores of tkee levels of academic qualification heads on five main competency
factors of change management competency Scale (CMCS)

Main Competency Faclo BachelorDegree MaslerDcgree M.Phil &Above
N=41 N=249 N=14

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD F-Value

Awareness for the need ofchange 24.26 2.85 23.87 2.1) 21_7t 1.81 _949

Desire to support & pafticipale in 3t.90 1.44 31.8.1 3.50 33.28 2-01 1.159

Knowledge ofhow lo change 25.82 3.61 26.02 3.78 )5-92 4.t'l .051
Ability 1() implement requn€d skills 32-29 5.55 ll-76 5.21 35.21 3.66 2.08

R€inforcement to susl,ain a chanse 27.19 2]2 27.02 2.12 26.42 1.39 .406
P:n.s

ln table 4.3.2, the calculated values of F arc less than table value (2.99 at .05 level).This

indicates that there is no significant statistical mean dilference between three levels of academic

qualifi cation of heads of schools.
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Table 4.3.3 Scores of two Ievels of professional qualificatiol heads on five main competency
factors of change maragernent competency Scale (CMC)

B,Ed M,Ed
N:105 N:199

t-value
Main Competency Facton Mean SD Mea. SD

Anareness for fie need ofchange 241 23g z3.a z.a4 :106
Desire ro ,uppon & panicipare in rhe 31.8 3.52 ll q 3.4 t .rh)

kanosl€dge ofhow to change 25.4 3.g4 26.2 3.61 L85

Ability 1o impleme.t rcqu;red skills 32.7 5.60 34.0 4.96 2.09*

Reinforcement to sustai. achange 27.1 2.51 26.96 2.86 .4'79

p>.05, dF 302

In this table 4.3.3, the calculated values of t are less than table value (1.96 at .05 level) on four

competency factor except one. Only on Ability outcome competency factor and its sub-

competelcy factors the calculated value of t is 2.09 which is greater than table value. It indicates

that there is signilicant statistical mea[ difference between two levels ofprofessional qualification

ofheads on 'Ability' competency facto6.
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Table 4-3.4 Scores of heads of two categories of management experience on five main
competency factors ofchange management competency Scale (CMCS)

Up to 5 years Above syears t-vaiue
N-166 N:118

Main Competency Facton Mean SD Mean SD

Awar€ness for the need ofchange 23.6 ) eo 24.3 2.36 2.58*

Desire to support & panicipale in the 31.6 3.24 32.1 3.68 1.24

Knowledge ofhow to chuse 25.4 3 89 26.6 3.49 2.92*

Abitity to implement required skils 32.8 5.43 34.5 4.82 2.'71*

Reinlorcement to susta;. a change 26.8 2.,1.7 21.2 2.'70 1.39

p>.05, dF 302

In table 4.3.4, the calculated tvalues (2.58,2.92,2.71) on three outcome competency

factors (Awareness, Knowledge, Ability) and tleir sub-competency factors, are greater than table

value (1.96 at .05 level ) .Therefore, it shows that there is statistical mcan difference between two

categodes ofmanagement experience ofheads. While the calculated values oft, on rernaining two

competency factors (Desire & Reinforcement) are less than table value which reported statistically

non-significant mean differe[ce between two categones ofmanageme[t experieflce.
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Table 4.3.5 Scores of heads of two response categories of management course attelded on five
main competency factors ofchange management competency scale (CMC)

Ariendcd Not Attended
N:196 N=r08

Main Competency Factors Mean SD Melrn SD l-value

Awareness for the need ofchange 24.1 2.32 23.09 3.09 4.29*
Desire to suppoft & participale inthe
changeprocess

32_1 3.25 11.03 3.63 3.15*

Knowledge ofhow lo change 26-52 3.52 25.03 .1.00 1.35*
Abilitl 1o implemeni rcquircd skills 34_47 4_98 32.10 5.31 3.88+

Reinforcem€nt 10 sustain a chanoe 2',7 _35 2.69 26_41 2.',75 2.8',7*
p>.05, dF 302

In table 4.3.5, the calculated values of t on all flve outcome competency factoN are 4.29,

3.35, 3.35, 3.88, 2.87 which are greater than table value of t (1.96 at .05 level) reveal that there is

statistical mean difference betwee[ the two heads' response categories of managemeDt couNe

attended on all five outcome competency factols. So, it can be observed that those heads who have

attended a managemmt cource possess better change mamagement competency profile as

comparcd to those who did attend ary management course.

4.3.6 Scores of heads of two respoDse categories of change management course attended on

total change management competcncy Scale (CMCS)

All 304 heads of Punjab exclusively marked "Not attended" on response category about

attending a change management cou6e as a head of govemment school of Punjab. Therelbre, not

even a single head reported any t)?e of haining or course of meeting change management

challenges in their respective institutions.
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PART-II C: REGION-WISE ANALYSIS
COMPETENCIES OF
TESTING

OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT
HEADS AND HYPOTHESIS

4.4 REGION-WISE ANALYSIS AND TESTING OF SIX ALTERNATIVI1
HYPOTHESES

A comprehensive region-wise (northern, central & southem Punjab) quantitative

ftamework of composite change management competcncies of all heads of govemment secondary

school ofPunjab province is given in the following tables. Six hx)otheses were tested in this pad

ofanalysis. This study made a claim in the form of six h).potheses to see the collaborative role of

each main competency factors (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement)

towards the enlancement of the composite change managenent competencies of heads of

govemment secondary schools in Punjab. In other words, to see how strong the bond of

relationship established between each main competency factors and their sub-competency factom

of heads based on ADKAR change model which is known to illustrate a change process

efTectively, in an organization .In addition to this, a region-wise cornparison of change

management competelcies of heads provides a strong rationale in order to test the last h]pothesis

(H6) ofthis study.

The followilg region- wise amlysis of change managcment compctencies of heads is a

supportive measure in order to test H6 h]?othcsjs. This hwothcsis was dcveloped to see the

difference between the chalge management competencies o[ schools' heads of northem, cenral

aod southem Puniab.

4.4.1 Change Managemetrt Competency Profile of Ileads on Awarcncss

On 'Awareress' competency factor, the following table presents a comparative analysis of

change management competelcies ofheads ofsecondary schools in three regions ofPunjab.
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Table 4.4.1 Region-wise scores of Awareness & its sub competency factors of change
ement compctency profile ofheads of

Main & Sub- Compelency Faclors
schools ofPuniab

S-

No.
Nonhem Punjab C€nrml Punjab Southemp-jut r-Vut,.

N:76 N=152 N76
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

l. Awar€ness for the need ofchanoe 24.68 2.26 23.69 2_99 23.',77 2.3s 3 _70+
i. Current situatio.al analysis
ii. Managerial style
iii. Cred;bility oflnfomat;o. given by

top nanagement

11.65 0.75 t0.92 1.65 11_07 1.32
7.65 1.58 7.55 1.56 7.43 1.43
5.16 0.96 5_2t 1.04 5.26 1.06

8.35 0.96 8.03 1.32 8_11 t.23i!. Reinforcement ofa

1_03**
o.42
0.5,1

|.16
*p<.05j **p<.01; dF2

Table 4.4.1 shows mean, srandard deviation among northem, central aDal southem punjab on the

scores ofawareness and its sub-competency faciors. The calculated F-values on overall awareness is 3.70

which is greater than table value (2.99) at .05 level while calculated value of F on first sub-competency

factor of awareness is 7.03 which is greater than rable value (4.60) .01 level. This shows rhar ihere is

significant mean difference among three regions on ovcrall awareness and its sub-competency factors while

there is no statistical significant differcnce among regions on other two factors ofawareness. Futher, the

heads of northem Punjab scored higher (24.68) on awareness competency factor and its sub-competency

factor as comparcd to the heads of central and southem Punjab.

4.4.2 Change Management Competency Profilc of Ileads on Desire

On 'Desire' compctency lactor, the following table presents a comparative analysis of

change management competcncies ofheads ofsecondary schools in thrce regioN ofPunjab.
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Table 4.4.2 Region-wise scores of Desire & its sub competency factors of change managcment
coDpetency profile of heads of secondary schools of punjab

S.No. Main & Sub- Competency lactors Nothem Punjab C€nh"1 Punjab SoulhemPunjab F-Value
N=76 N=152 N:76

SD Mean SD Me,n SD
2. Dcsire to support & participale 31.15 2_49 32.A9 3.36 30.31 3.85 14 48**+

in the chanec process

i. Supporting desire rhrough stakeholden 16.92 1.43 t6.23 1.87 14_94 2.10 22_gO***
ii. Molivational level 8.56 0.86 8.07 132 ',7.85 1.54 6.20**

2
iii. Facing Challenges 7.67 1.53 7.19 1.39 7 _51. 1.61 O.g2,rp 0l: +.*P 00t dt 2

In table 4.4.2, on overall desire competency factor, the one- way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) reveal that there is significant differences betwcen the means of scorcs of heads of

nolthem ,cenhal and southem Punjab. This is because the calculated values of F (14.48. 22.90,

6.20) two sub-factors ofdesire (supporting desire though stakeholders and motivational level) are

great$ than table value (6.91 at .001 level, 4.60 at .01 level) and reported a signiticant mean

difference between tbree regions of Punjab .The heads of northem Punjab scored higher (33.15) on

overall desire and its two sub-competency factors as compared to the hcads ofcenkal and southem

Punjab.
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4,4.3 Chatrge Management Competency profile of Heads on Knowledge

On 'Knowledge' competency factor, the following table presents a comparative analysis of

change management competencies ofheads of secondary schools in three regions of punjab.

Table 4.4.3 Region-wise scores of Knowledge & its sub competency factom of change
managemelt competency profile of heads of secondary schools of punjab

S.No. Main & Sub- Competency lacrors Norrhem punjab Ce"Gapunjab S.,them pu,ij.b F-Vatue
N:?6 N:152 N=76

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
3. hanowledge ofhow to chanee 27.64 2.6j 25.j6 a 31 -jJ1 299 -
i. Currenr knoqledge
ii. Facilitat;ngchange 8.22 1.20 7.65 1.58 7_52 1.36 5.33+*iii. Equipping chanse 16'7 0.'7'7 7.63 1.1'/ j.82 1.4t 12.56+***rp\.0t. ,.p .oot a r l-

In Table 4.4.3, the calculated F- values reflect that there is a significant mean difference

between three regions of Punjab on overall Knowledge and its sub-competency factors. The

calculated value of F on overall knowledge competency scale is 10.43 which is greater than table

value (6.91) at .001 level while calculated F values of first two sub-competency factors(Current

knowledge, Facilitating change ) are 5.36,5.33 which are greatfl than table value (4.60) at .01

level. The F-value of third compctency (Equipping change) is 12-56 which are greater than table

value (6.91) at .001 level. This indicates that therc is a significant mean difference between the

change management competencies of heads of northem, central and southem Punjab on overall

I(nowledge and its sub-competency factors.
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4.4.4 Change Managemetrt Competency prolile of Heads on Ability

On 'Ability' competency factor, the following table presents a comparative analysis of

cha[ge management competencies ofheads ofsecondary schools in thrce regions ofpunjab.

Iable 4.4.4 Region-wise scores of Ability & its sub competency factors of change management
competercy profile ofheads of secondary schools of punjab

S.No. Ma;n & Sub- Competency Factom Nortfrem@
N=76 N:i52 N=76

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
4. Ability to inplement required skills 16.38 2.48 12.30 5_99 33.52 4.30 17.07**

i. Combating change psycholosically 11.22 1.28 9.81 2.25 10_26 r.85 13.64*ii. Praclicing change intellectually 11.10 1.36 10.09 2_23 10.14 1.99 ?.08**
iii. Be}avjounl change initiatives 8.43 0.91 '7.42 1.'t2 7.65 1.38 11.90***
iv. Coaching change actively 5-61 A.71 4.96 ]l29 5.46 0.95 10 81***

*+p< .01; +**p< .001 df= 2

In table 4.4.4, the calculated value of F on overall Ability and its sub,factors is 17.07 which

is higher than table value (6.91 at .001 level).Similarly rhe calculated values of F

(13.6,11.90,10.81) of three sub-competency factors are also greater than table value (6.91 at .001

level). This shows that there is significa[t mea[ difference among three regions on overall Ability

and its sub-competency factors. Further, the heads of norlhem Punjab scored higher (36.38) on

Ability competelcy factor and its sub-competency factor as compare to the heMs of ccrlhal and

southern Punjab.
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4.4.5 Change Managemetrt Competency profile of Ileads on Reinforcement

On 'Reinforcement' competency factor, tle following table presents a comparative analysis

of change management competencies ofheads of sccondary schools in three regions of punjab.

Table 4.4.5 Region-wise scores of Reinforcemcnt & its sub competency factorc of change
management competency profile of heads of secondary schools of punjab

S.No. Main & Sub- Cornpetency l:actors Norhem punjab a;t"tlfiab Southemp-t;b F
N=?5 N.I52 N-76

Mean SD Nl.an SD Mean SD
5. Reinforcement to srNlrin a chanee 2',7 _',72 2_45 26.71 2.98 26.92 2.42 3.51+

ii- Accountabilityofprticipants
iii. Reinforcement ofa

*p. .05 df=2

Maintaining momentum of chege 10.98 1_44 10.69 1.52 10.64 1.46
8.38 1.0',7 ',7.99 1.28 8.15 1.23
8.35 0_96 8.03 t.32 8.11 t.23

).26
2.58*
t_76

This table 4.4.5 indicates that the calculated value of F o1I overall reinforcement

competercy factor is 3.51 which is greater than table value (2.99 at .05 level).Same result is

reported on second sub-competency factor oI reinforcement competency factor. This iDdicates that

there is a significant mean difference between the chaogc management competencics ofheads of

northem, cental and southem Punjab on overall Reinforccment and its sub,competency factors.
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4.4.6 Overall Region-wise Change Management Competency profile of Ileads on CMC
Scale

On overall change management competency (CMC) scale, the following table presents a

comparative anallsis of change management competcncies of heads of secondary schools in tltee

regions ofPunjab.

Table 4.4.6 Mean dilferences on total score ofChange managemelt competency scale (CMC) of
heads of threc regions of Punjab

CMCS
Nofthem Punjab Centml Punjab SoulhemPunjab F-Value

N:76 N:152 N:76
Mean SD Mea. SD Mean SD
149.59 9.75 140.18 15.17 140.15 12.83 14 02***

**+p< .001 df:2

In tbis table 4.4.6 shows that the calculated value of F on total score of Change

management competency (CMC) scale is 14.02 which is greater tlan table value 6.91 at .001 level.

This proves that there is a significant mean difference between the change malagement

competencies of heads of norlhem, central and southem Punjab on overall change management

competercy scale.

4.5 CORRELATIONS OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT COMPETENCY
(CMC) SCALE WITH ITS FI\.E OUTCOME COMPETENCY SCALE

In ordcr to establish that. this new scale ofCMC rncasures what it was inte[ded to meastlle.

it was very important to demonstrate its convergent validity. Therefore, Pearson correlation

coefhcient is used to estimate the convergent validity of this scale because all items are

theoretically inter correlated with their respective competency factor. Hiatt (2006 ) refened them

(Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Abilit, Reinforcement) as five mail1 building blocks for a

change .
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The fiIst five study h)potheses of the study are altemative and non_dfuectional which are

given below:

Hl: Awareness of the change process significantly contributes in the change management

competencies of Heads of schools.

H2t Desire fot the change contibutes in the change management competencies of Heads of

schools.

H3: Knowledge of the change process significantly contributes in the change management

competencies oI Heads ofschools.

H4: Abilities of the change management proccss sigdficantly contribules in the change

management competencies ofHeads of schools.

H5: Reinforcement of the chmrge prccess significantly contributes in the change management

competencies of HeMs ofschools.

h the following table 4.5.1, the coefficient conelation r (l{ailed test) provides evidence to

accept all these five hlpotheses that all five outcome compete[cies: Awareness, Desire,

Knowledge, Ability, reinforcement were played a significant role in overall enhancement of

change management competencies of hoads of schools in Punjab.
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Table 4.5.1 Correlations of Change Management Competelcy (CMC) Scale ard its live outcome
competency factors

Mdn Comp€tency Factore aware""." oest@

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

1.0 .5,71** .458*+ 459** 4il;;-- 
"rr*+

.57,74. t.0 .540*+ .571+* .541** .811**

.458** .540** 1.0 _716 _436** 82s**

.459+* _571** .746** 1.0 .444+4 .866**

.45i** .541** _436+* .4144* 1.0 .689*+

**p'.ol

This table shows that all five outcome competency factors are positively corelated to each

other. The range of corelation coefficient vary from (r = .436 to r : .746, p< .01).The same are

highly statistically sigllificant and corelated with overall change management competency (CMC)

scale based on ADKAR model.

Overall results of this section supported the six altemative hypotheses of this study and

significant positive correlation suggests that the prcscnt study provides sufficient evidence for

testing h)?otheses ofthe study.
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4.6

PART II D: ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES OF HEADS AGAINST OPEN-
ENDED QUESTIONS

ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES OF HEADS AGAINST FIVE OPEN.
ENDED ITEMS REGARDING EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT CIIANGES
WITHIN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

In this study, with the help of change management competcncy scale (CMCS) the

perceptions ofall sampled heads are also compiled against five open endcd iteDrs related to impact

of dilferent changes within a school. The responses of 304 heads arc quantified, in order to find

out the frequency of repeated rcsponses against each question and thcse responses were prioritized

after calculating their percentages. While the responses with low rate o[ retum are also included in

ana]ysis for more clarification of respoNe rate against each question. The following steps have

been adopted to analyze the heads' response in the form of qualitative data given in five opel1

ended items:

Step I: Reducing statements of each open-ended questiol into a theme

Firstly, all five statemelts of each open-elded question were briefed into a single logical

theme or ideas which are given below:

i. Problems of cudcular changes

ii. Planning change facilitation strategies

iii. Impact ofchange on students' academic achievement

iv. Evaluation of staffs' performance in a change process.

v. Prioritizing improvement areas for elfective change maoagement



Step I: A carefr and deep study ofresponses ofall heads

A thorough study of all responses of heads against each open-ended question was done to

get a complete undelstallding of emergiflg themcs for the development of response categories.

Step ll: Der elopment of response categories

The emerging themes of responses against all five open-ended items werc converted in to

appropiate response catego es. The lbllowing five tables present a clear picture of twenty

response categories reported by the heads of secondary schools in Punjab.

Table 4.6.1 Responses ofheads regarding ana]ysis ofproblems ofcurricular changes in school.

S. Response Catcgoies Freq. %
No.

i. Lacking teacher raining 157 52
facilities

ii. Shortage of subject lcachers 68 22.3

iii. Top maDagemcnl pressure 39 13

iv. Lack ofparent intcrcst 2l '7

v. No rcsponse 19 6.2

This table presents the views of heads of govemment secondary schools regarding the

problems of curdcular challenges in school. The identified problems are: lacking tcacher training

facilities (52%), top management prcssurc (39%), shoftage of subject teache (68%), Iack of

parent interest (7%) while (6.2%) heads mMe no response against this question.
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Table 4.6.2 Responses ofheads regarding planning change facilitation strategies

S.No Response Categories Freq. %

i. lncentives for team building 157 52
page

ii. Time fiamework '78 26

iii. Seeking more top management 39 13
coopelation

iv. Decreasing excessive staff 18 6
transfers

v. No rcsponse

The perceptions of heads about planning chatge facilitation strategies within tleir schools

in table 4.6.2 reveal four rcspoNe categories. The planning strategies are: incentives team building

(52 %), Time framework (26%), seeking more top managcmcnt cooperation (137o), and decreasing

excessive stafftransfers (670) whilc or[y (4%) heads made no response against this question.
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Table 4.6.3 Responses ofheads regarding impact ofchange on sfudents' academic achievement

S.No Response

. Categories

Freq. %

i. Genemte teaching- 161 53
leaming challenges

ii. School reputation 101 33

iii. Effect on students' 21 7
behavior

iv. Parcntal rcaction 15 5

v No response 62

In Table 4.6.3, the respoNes ofheads of secondary schools ofPunjab regarding the impact

of change on studelts' academic achievement are categorized at four levels. The percentage of

their responses are: genemti[g teachi[g-leamilg strategies (53%), school reputation (33 yo),effect

on students' behavior(7oh) and parental reaction(5%).Whi1e (2%) ofheads did not reply at all.
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Table 4.6.4 Responses of heads regarding evaluation mechanism or procedure for staffs,
performance iI1 a change paocess

S.No. Re\ponse Categories Freq ./"

i. Maintaining a diary for 175 58
teachers & staff

ii Feedback ftom senior '7'/ 25
employees

iii. Feedback from to parents 21 '7

and coDrmunity members

iv. School rounds by head of l'7 6
a school

vi. No response 4 I

All the heads reported four mechanism or procedures which they adopted to evaluate thcir

staffs' performance in their schools. Table,1.5.4 indicates the percentages ofthese procedures are:

maiiltaining a diary for staff performance (58%), feedback from seniors (25ol.), feedback from

parents and community members' views (7%) and school rounds by head of school (6%).Only

(l%) heads made no response against tbis question.
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Table 4.6.5 Responses of heads rcgarding pdoritizing imprcvement areas for effective change
management.

S.N RespoDse Categoies Freq. %

i. Continuous Funds 151 50

Fovision

ii. Provisiof, oftrai ng 90 30
opportunities

iii. Establishment ofan 82 2'7

€ffective Accountability
system

iv. Reducing communication 61 20
gap between top
management and heads

v. No.esponse 2 0.65

In this table 4.6.5, heads of secondary schools pioritized five improvement arcas for

effective chatrge management system within their schools. These areas are: continuous provision

of fimds (50%), provision of taining opportunities (30%), establishment of an effective

accountability slstem (27%) and reducing communicatiofl gap belweelr top managemeflt and

heads (20.06%) staff. Only (0.65%) made no reply.
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4.7

PART Itr: IDENTTIFICATION OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT
COMPETENCY CHALLENGES FACED BY SECONDARY
SCHOOLS' HEADS OF PTINJAB

IDENTTIFICATION OF KEY COMPETENCY CIIALLENGES OF
CHANGE MANAGEMENT FACED BY IIEADS OF GO\'ERNMENT
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF PUNJAB

ln this section, an identification of all change maoagement challenges faced by heads of

schools has been made. A wide ra[ge ofchallenges have been generated fiom the heads'respomes

made on sixteel sub-competency factors of five outcome competency factors. The twenty response

categories generated from opeD-ended questions were also considered in the process of generating

CM challenges. ( Part n A, Part II B aod Part III C). The following key challenges are the

gateways to fomlrlate an effective change management competency framewo* for thi] tmining of

heads ofschools in cultural cortext ofPakistan. Shafa (2010, pp.83-84) rcfered these challenges

as' problems, dilemmas, tensions, rcsistance towards meeting these challenges of change in their

schools. While Hiatt (2006) considered these change managemelt challenges as 'Bariers or

obstacles' in the way of making a succcssful change in a system. The following graphs present

'mean values' ofall challenges faced by heads ofsecondary schools in Punjab.
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Graph: .1.7.1 CM Challenges on Awareness outcome competency factor

In this gaph, the mean values of all challenges reveal that majority of the heads (2.85)

reported 'effective comrnunication' was one of the most significant challenges faced by heads for

achieving objectives of any school improvement plan. Secondly both 'heads' own aftitude' and use

of'effective managerial methods' were proved to be a crucial factor in understanding the natue of

change by the heads ofSchools in Punjab. The following graph also spotted one more challenge on

Awareness competency I'actor, that was 'top management role' ,its mean value (2.67) indicates

that the heads perceived rcle oftop managers as one ofi potant factor in building awzreness of

certain dsks and effects on their schools while rejecting the desired change.
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Graph'. 4.1 .2 CM Challenges on Desire outcome competency factor

On desie outcome competency factor, this simple column cha.t 4.7.2 have spotted five

key challenges faced by the heads on 'Desire outcome competency factor'.By compa ng the mean

scores ofheads regarding these challenges, it is observed that a significant number ofheads (2.73)

posed heads' own motivational level as one ofthe key challenge to support their staff in a change

process.Similary, the professional competency of heads of schools (2.67) was also consideied as

one ofthe major problems or challenges in motivating their employees to participate willingly ina

school development plan. Moreover, team work (2.61) and'offering incentives' (2.51) were also

identified by heads as a challenge in order to engage their staff in a change process.Lastly, heads

perceived that their'economic and social backgroung' counted a lot in cr€ating desire to support

change at different mangerial levels.
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Graph:4.7.3 CM Challenges on Knowledge outcome competency factor

In graph 4.7.3, five major challenges on knowledge outcome competency factors have

been reported by heads.The mean scores of heads against each challenge reveal that 'training and

educational facilities'(2.67) was considered as 'instrumental' in developing knowledge about a

change related to any improvement plan within or outside their schools.Secondly, a large number

ofheads (2.66) also viewed that there is a dite [eed to update the current mangerial policies for the

successful implementation of a change within their schools.Besides these challenges, the 'social

and cultural barriers' (2.58) within a community, were also perceived as great challenges in

understanding diferent behaviours, skills and systerns in a knowledge development process about a

change.The fourth challenge is realted to 'location of school', the mean score (2.52) is reflected

that the heads belong to three regions of Punjab (noither,c€ntral and southern) valued this

challenge as an ;obstacle' in accessing different sources ofknowledge regard information about a

new plan or a scheme for the school improvement.
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Graph: 4.7.4 CM Challenges on Abiliry outcome competency factot

The heads of secondary schools of Punjab, elicited six key challenges in fostering abilities

amo[g themselves and their staff members in demonstating desired capabilities to implement a

whole school development plan. In this graph 4.7.4, the heads of Punjab rated (2.66) 'role of

Communication skills' as pivotal in dealing a change pragmatically. While 'accessibility to

experts' and 'availability of teaching leaming aids ' were considered crucial in practical

implementing of school plans.The differentiation between two role of heads both as manager

and leader of their schools was also a big dilernma in finding out practical solutions of a change

implementation program within a school. The problem of'financial constraitts' seems so typical

of Pakistani culture as it was reported as a' balrier' towards impleme[ting a school improvement

plan. Similarly, a remarkable number ofheads rated that the 'time frame' (2.58) as a challenge. for

implementing a development plan within a school was usually very limited regarding pmctical

applications of new plan.
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Graph: 4.7.5 CM Challenges on Reinlbrcement outcome competency factor

On' Reinforcement' outcome competency factor, six categories of both intemal and

extemal challenges were compared. The mean score of heads on one of the intemal challenges

reveal that an establishment of a 'formal accountabiliry system' (2.73) within a school system was

considered necessary for effective evaluation of particiPants of school imprcvement plan at all

levels. Secondly some intemal challenges faced by the heads are also highlighted in this graphical

presentation, one is 'Recognition and motivation' (2.71) ofemploy€es both at top and middle level

in order to maintain the momentum of an implemented plan within a school. Besides that,

'managing conflicts'among the employees during a progran was another dilemma to

accommodate them according to their choices. Moreover, 'making enrichment' according to the

changing needs of a school improvement plan was also created a problem for a head in continuing

an ongoing plan within the school. A challenge of intoducing a new plal according to 'school
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culture or cofltext' can be observed in this $aph. From time to time reinforcement of a school

developmetrt plan, the challenge of 'funds continuity' was arother tension in ensuring the

sustainability of a school plan for meeting ultimate school education objectives.

4.8 DISCUSSION ON THE APPLICATION OF ADKAR MODEL FOR THE
CIIANGE MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES OF HEADS

Objective No.1

To develop a change management competencics scale based o[ AI)I(AR

A change managernent competency scale (CMC) was developed based on ADKAR in

order to anal)ze the change management competencies ofheads ofgovemment secondary schools

of heads in northem, central and southem Plmjab. In this study, aftel setting the psychometric

propeties of this scale througl the application of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) within

Pakistan-culfural context. Five main and sixtoen sub-competencies of hcads werc identified with

the help of this scale. II1 addition to this, five open-ended questions were also added to get the

opinions of heads about issues of change management related to their school effectiveness. The

rationale ofdeveloping CMC scale based on ADKAR model was to provide an empirical evidence

of change management competelcies of heads as an individual. According to Hiatt (2006) this

model focuses on five actions and outcomes are necessary for successful individual change and

thercfore, successtul organizatior change. Khaki (2010,p.19a) also highlighted the individual role

ofhead of a school in his book that 'Behind a Good School There is A Good Head teacher' .ln this

study, a quartitative alalyical framework of change management competency profile of heads of

school was prepared in the light of their perceptions compiled with the he]p of CMC scale.

This study also claimed that the extcnsive work on scale development based on ADKAR

model , for CM competencies of heads of secondary schools was done for the first time in
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Pakista[ This claim also provided a stong rationale for adopting a foreign model (ADKAR), in

order to identify change management competencies of a head as an individuat. (givel in chapter:

1).

Objective No.2

To anallze the composite competencies of school's Heads for the deYelopment of

CMC profile of each Head.

The final outcome of this objective was to prepaxe a change management competcncy

(CMC) profile of heads of Punjab after analyzing their views against CMC scale .This analysis

was done with rcspect to demognphic and situational factors of head. It was revealed that the

CMC profile ofprospective heads was comparatively better than older heads. According to Hiatt

(2006,) the ag(- and physical fitness ofa head ofschool matters in competing change management

challenges. This finding was furthcr supporled by Tajik (2010) that "A prospective head can be a

befter lever of change". Further, it was also revealed the CMC profile of heads having more

managerial experience and prcfessional qualification was better on overall CMC scale. That was

the reason they were competent enough to identify the challenges of change management

mentioned in CMC scale. Both Noreen (2003,pp.121-123) and Sewani (2010,pp.151-155) also

concluded in their study that the management experience and professional qualification of heads

play a crucial role in developing maragerial competencies of heads for meeting day to day

challenges of school effectiveness. Five altemative hx)otheses werc also tcsted to prove the claim

of this study that all five competency lactors (Awareness, Desie, Knowledge, Ability, and

Reinforcement) played a significant role in the development of change management competencies

ofheads.
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Another two more sigdficant findings were made under this objective. Firstly, a rcgion-

wise comparative analysis of change management competencies of all heads reveal that the heads

belong to northem part of part of Punjab were more competent in rccognizing the challenges of

change management as compare to the heads of central and southem Prmjab .Therefore, the CMC

profile ofheads of northem Punjab was better than the competency profile of heads of central and

southem Punjab. This finding was further supported by testing one hypothesis regarding

significant mean difference between the CMC of heads of three rcgioN of Punjab. The rationale

for this finding was that in the literacy rates of sampled districts of norlhem Punjab were higher

than the sanpled districts of central and southem Punjab. (PSLM ,201l).Another rationale for this

fi[ding was that it has been observed since last few years, some school improvement or school

development prcgram funded by local and foreign agencies, have bcen launched in this part of

Punjab . SIP (School Imprcvement Progam) Chakwal (2009), in November 2005 the Mountain

lnstitute for Educational Development (MIED) launched a School Improvemelt Program in

Chal:wal in the Punjab itr parhership with Plar Pakistan and supported by the Swedish Students

Organization (SSO). It was a systemalic and sustained effort ajming to enhance student

achievement and strengthen the schools capacity for minaging chaoge. Moreovcr, Punjab is one of

the biggest provinces of Pakistan, having better economic, socjal, cultural and educational profile

as compare to other provinces of Pakistan. Further, an altematjve h)pothesis was also tested

regarding this finding, in order to prove the claim that there was signiflcant mean difference

between the change management competencies of heads of secondary schools of nofihem, central

and southem Punjab.

As a part of a CM competency profilo ofheads, five open-ended questions wcre cdtically

analyzed and finally, twelty response categories were developed from cmerging themes regarding

the opinions of heads against these questions. These rcsponse categories were also reported some
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challenges ofmanaging change within a school. Out ofthese challenges, only key challenges were

considered for the achievement of objective No. 3.

Objective No.3

To identiry different challenges to change management being faced by the Ileads of

schools.

The CMC scale also comprised of items, holding a change management challenges faced

by heads in the form of problems, tensions and dilemmas, towards meeting the challenges of

change in a sequential manncr. In this study, some key challenges were highlighted on the basis

CMC profile ofheads and their responses made on five-open ended questions. It was revealed that

the majority ofthe heads reported challenges on almost all five main competency factors. All these

twenty five challenges were provcd as 'bamer points' or hurdles in the way ofheads of schools for

competilg marugerial changes. Hiaft ( 2006) referred t]rese main competencies (Awareness,

Desire, Knowledge, Ability, Reinfbrcement) as ' as one cannot move forward towards 'Desire'

without resolving issues of'Awareness' and vicc vcrsa. While Prosci (2004) labeled these hve

major outcome competency factors 'Levers of change'. Therefore, in this study, reported

challenges on all five outcome competency factors indicated that the heads of schools were lacking

of a range ofcompetencies regarding 'Awarcness' for the need ofchange, 'Desire' to suppofi aod

involve in change process, 'Knowle.dge' for the development ofan improvement plan, 'Ability' to

take change initiatives practically, and last 'Reinforcing' a plan through meeting day to day both

intemal and extemal challenges. The meta analysis of these repofted challenges of change

management faced by school heads proved that same challenges were empirically repofted as well

as qualitatively anallzed by a number of rescarchers, not only in Punjab Province but also in other

Provjnces of Pakistan. This fact was supported by Saldar (2010, pp. 59-79), Shafa (2010, pp.80-

103), Khaki (2010, pp.104-128), Khan (2010, pp.l29-149), Tajik (2010, pp.169-206), Sewani
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(2010, pp.151-190), Noreen (2003), Memon (2010, pp.280-293), WSD (2008), SIp (2009),

I-NESCO (2009), Naderi (2010).

Objective No.4

To generate an appropriate fram€work of change managemelt competencies for the

training ofschool's Heads in the light of CMC proliles.

The major fitrding and conclusions generated from first three objectives of this study,

recommended a strong rationale for the development of an appropdate training ftamework for the

heads of secondary schools of Punjab. This recommendation was made on the basis of CM

challenges faced by the heads belong to the three regions of Punjab (nofthern, central,

southem).The model was comprised of five outcome competency factors of CMC scale as

"erlablers ofchaoge". In Pakistan, this training framework would provide a strong mtionale for the

experimental studies in the field of change managernent at scbool level. Moreover, the

implications of this training CM modcl will also support the follow up studies, not only within

Pu[jab prcvince but also in other th(e€ provinces ofPakistan.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 STIS{MARY

The prime purpose of this study was application of ADKAR change model in order to

analyze the change management competencies of heads in the Governnent Secondary Schools of

Punjab. The ntionale of applyiry ADLAR model was that this model was considered as one of

effective change models to justify the role of an individual 'as a change agent' within a system.

The study involved development of Change ManagcmcDt Competency (CMC) scale based ol1

theoretical underpinnings of ADKAR. Followjng content validation of this CMC scale from the

experts of different universities of Punjab, an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was performed to

set psychometic propeflies of the scale in the light of opinions of 200 heads of two tr?ical

districts (Attock & Okakra) of high and low literacy mtes. After EFA, the final CMC scale

comprised frve outcome competency lactors (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, and

Reinforcement) and sixteen sub-competency lactors which were further comprised of 54 closed

ended items and five open ended items. The data collection was collected from eight diversihed

districts of northem, cental and southem Punjab during July September, 2012. These dist cts

were sampled on the basis of literacy rates, two districts from northem area (Rawalpindi &

Mianwali ),four from cenhal Punjab (Lahore, Gujranwal4 Pakpattan & Chiniot),and two frm

southem Punjab (Multan & Rajanpu). The data was tabulated al1d aMl]zed by giving an

appropriate statistical treatrnent depending on the flature of data. Six h]?otheses were fomulated

in this study. Five altemative h,?otheses were statistically tested to see the role ofall five outcome
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competency factors separately, in the enhancemett of chmlge management competencies of heads.

The hlpothesis sixth was statistically tested to prove the existence ofregion-wise significant mean

differetces between CMC prcfile ofheads. ln order to achieve the third objective ofthe study, 25

key challenges of change management ideIrtfied on the basis of major fildings generated ort the

basis of CMC profile of heads and response categories of hve open errded questions. Overall the

major findings of first three objectives revealed that the heads of secondary school of Punjab

processed sufficient competency in identilying on-gound CM challenges but lacked dcsjred

competencies in meeting these challenges. Finally on the basis of these challenges, a training

frame work recommended for improving change managemelt competencies of heads in

govemmelt secondarJ schools of Punjab. The CMC haining framework was based on 'five

competency enable$ ofchange' based on ADKAR change model.

5.2 FINDINGS

Based on analysis of data in preceding chaptcr, following Findings wcre generated:

5.2.1 Objective No.z Analysis of composite competencies of school's Heads for thc
development of their Change Management Competency (CMC) Profile based on
ADI'{R

. Opinion-basedlindings:

i. Five outcome competency factors

ii. Sixteen sub-competency factoN

iii. Fifty four stateme[ts under the outcome and sub-competency faclots.

5.2.1. A Responses of Heads about Awareness and its sub-competency factors

The following findings are based on analysis of opinions of heads against thtee sub-

competency factors and nine items on outcome competency factor of'Awareness'.
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a. Finditrgs Based on Response of lleads on Current Situational Analysis

This sub-competency factor comprised of four statements (Table 4.2.1 A). Findings based

on responses of heads against these four statements are givel belo.r:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.81(87%) agreed with the need of using

effective methods to change the management of secoldary schools.

ii. The meall competency score of heads 2.85 (90 %) agreed with the" Provisio[ of

resomces for making new plans".

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.81 (84.2%) agreed that their oxn attitude

matteN in welcoming a plan for changc.

iv. The mean competency score of heads 2.6'7 (7'7oh) accepted that this challenge i.e " Lack

of communication between top managers and school corllmittees."

b. Findings Based on Rcsponses of Heads orr Managerial style

This sub-competency factor comprised of three statements (4.2.1 B). Findings based on

responses ofheads against these three statcments are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.48 (64 %) agreed that the managerial policies

of ex-heads effected th(- perlomance ofexisting beads.

ii. The mean competency score ofheads 2.48 (55 %) confcssed that they felt hesitation in

makitg new plans as a result olresistancc from the employees ofthei school.

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.59 (13 yo) agreed they always welcomed new

information from top managers.

c, Findings Based on Respotrses of Heads on Credibility of Information
from Top Maragers

This sub-competency factor comp sed two statements (4.2.1 C). Findings based on

responses of heads against these two statemcnts are givel below:



i. The mean competency score of h eads 2.70 (18.3%l agreed that the regular support of

top management was important to continue a plan.

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.57 ('10.4%) perceived positively that

"Provision of important information ftom top management to make a new school plan,,.

5.2,1. B Responses ofHeads about Desire and its sub-compet€ncy factors

The following lmdings based on analysis of opinions of heads against tlree sub-

competency factors alld 12 items on outcome competency factor ofDesire to support a change.

d. Findings Based on the Resporses of Heads on Desire to Support Change
through Stakeholders

This sub-competency factor comp sed of six statements (4.2.2 A). Findings based on

responses of heads agaitrst these six statements are given bclow:

i. The mean competency score ofheads 2.65 (75%) agreed with "the necessity to create a

favomble climate for a change for their staffmembers".

ii. The mean competency score ofheads 2.71 (80 %) responded positively to the fact that

the "Facing criticism from the staff membeN after the execution ofa new plan."

iii. The mean competency scorc of heads 2.6'7 ('78 %) agreed that "Profcssional

competency of a head ensures a ma-\imum participation of the school staff in the school

development program".

iv. The mean competency score of hcads 2.73 (81 70) agreed that the "Motivational level

of a pdncipal was vital in creating rcadiness to change in other staff members."

v. The mean competelcy score of heads 2.70 (80.3%) agreed that "Seeking help of the

senior managers to support desired change".
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vi. The mean competency score of heads 2.62 (74%) agreed that therc seemed a ..I{eed to

assess a change when it occurs as a tlreat to whole school system,,.

e, Findirgs Based on the Response of Heads about Their Own

Motivatiotral Level

This sub-competency factor comprised three stateme[ts (4.2.2 B). Filldings based on

responses of heads against these three statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.'13 (80.3%) confessed that "Settitg piacdcal

examples to motivate others".

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.69 ('19.3%) agreed that their "Physical fitress

counted as a head ofa school'.

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.'73(81.3%) showed theii agreement with the

statement that "A head needs to listel1 carelully to the teachers and the stakeholders".

f. Findings based on the Responses of heads about facing Challenges to
Support Change

This sub-competency factor comprised ttrree statements (4.2.2 C). Findings based on

responses of heads against these three statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.51 (6'7 .1%) accepted that the fact of "Facing

pressures from school committecs."

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.53 (68.47.) agreed that "Social and economic

background of a head also counted."

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.66 (153oA agreed with the task of "Deciding

differcnt motives for a change according to the school environmenf'.



5,2.1.C Responses of Heads about Knowledge and its sub-competency factors

The foltowing findi[gs axe based on analysis of opinions of heads against three sub-

competency factors and 10 items on outcome competency factor ofknowledge of how to change.

g. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads Individuals' Current
Knowledge

This sub-competency factor comprised of four statements (4.2.3 A). Findings based on

rcsponses of heads agaitrst these four statements are given below:

i. The mean competelcy score of heads 2.67 ('73.4%) agreed that there was 'Need a

skill of applying knowledge leamt thrcugh trainings for solving somc immediate

problems."

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.58 (69.1%) agreed that "Facing social and

cultural barders to access needed skills and knowledge with the help of professional

competency."

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.58 (66 %) showed thcir agreement with

the statement that "Need a well dehned hieraxchy ofmanagement for the dissemination

ofdesired knowledge".

iv. The mean competency score of heads 2.60 (71.1%) agreed that the "Development of

standardized tests to adjust change in a teaching-leaming process".

h, Findings Based on the Responses of Ileads about Facilitating a ChBnge

This sub-competency factor was comprised threc statements (4.2.3 B). Findings based on

responses of heads against these tkee statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.56 (68 %) agreed that -Peer leamil1g as an

effective tool in managing a change in a school".
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ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.52 (68.1%) agreed that "Easy access to

relevant knowledge depended on the location of the school".

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.55 (70.47o) agreed that "For a school

improvemelt plan both education and haining depended on the availability of

resources",

i. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Equipping a Change

This sub-competency factor was comprised three statements (4.2.3 C). Findings based on

rcsponses of heads against these thee statements are given below:

i. The mea:r competency score of heads 2.66 (18%) agreed that updating of existing

school policies accoidhg to the recent managerial trends.

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.63 (76 %) responded positively towards the

treed of intemet connectivity to access latest knowledge for making advancements in

school.

iii. The mean competency score ofheads 2.65 (77 %) agreed with the "Need to equip with

sufficient knowledge and skills to handle unplanned cbange".

5,2,1. D Responses of Ileads about Ability and its sub-compete[cy factors

The following findings are based on analysis of opinions of heads against four sub-

competency factors al1d 1 3 items on outcome competcncy factor of Knowledge of how to change.

j. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Combating Change

Psychologically

This sub-competency factor was compdscd four statemerts (4.2.4 A). Findings based on

responses of heads against these four statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score ofheads 2.58 (727o) accepted the l'act that "Success of any

school improvement plan depended the timc frame for implementation"



ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.60 (j3%) agreed that ..Financial resources

found one ofthe basic drivers of exercising development plan in a school,,.

iii. The meao competency score of heads 2.54 (69yo) agreed, that..Open mindedness of a

head also counted to deal with the mistakes of the stalf members,,.

iv. The mean competency scorc of heads 2.56 (70.4yo) ageed that the ,,Rewards and

appreciation from the top managers constituted as one ofthe energizing factors,,.

k. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Practicing Change

Intellectually

This sub-competercy factor comprised four statements (4.2.4 B). Findings based on

respoNes of heads against these four statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score ofheads 2.63(74.3%) showed their agrcement with "Task

of identirying the t)?e of change needed for impiovemert of existing situation within

school".

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.59 (73 %) agreed with "Seeking guidance and

the opinions of educational experts in order to practice change effectively'.

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.62 (14%) agreed that the "Basic purpose of

bainings is to enable a head to act in a new changed working enviroffnenf'.

iv. The mear competency score of heads 2.53 (67 %) a$eed with the statemeot that "One

of the significant change initiatives of a head to change new ideas in to activc plans".

l. Findings Based on the Responses of Ilcads about Behavioral Change

Initiatives

This sub-competency factor compised tluee statements (4.2.4 C). Findings based on

rcsponses ofheads against these tkee statements me given below:
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i. The mea[ competency scorc of heads 2.60 (69 %) agrced that the contribution of

inbom capabilities ofa head towards effective change in the institution.

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.59 ('10 %) agreed that the reasonable

availabilib/ of teachiryJeaming aids and training materials supports a smooth running

ofaplan.

iii.The mean competency score of heads 2.56 ('70%) ageed with the statement that

"Taking a round of classes found an influential step taken by a principal".

m. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Coaching Change Activety

This sub-competetrcy factor was comprised two statemelts (4.2.4 D). Findings based on

responses ofheads against these two statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.60 (69 7o) agrccd that the head needs to wo*

more irs a manager ralher a leader to participate actively in the change process.

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.66 ('76 %) agreed that the "Communicatiol1

skills ofa head can be enhanced thrcugh professional competency-building programs.

5.2,1.E Responses ofHeads about Reinforcement and its sub-compctency factors

The following findings bascd on analysis of opinions of heads against three sub-

competency factors arld 10 items on outcome competency five of Rcinforcement to sustain a

change process.

n. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Maintaining Momentum of a
Change Process

This sub-competency factor comprised foul statements (4.2.5 A). Findings based on responses

ofheads against these four statements are given below:
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i. The mean competency score of heads 2-'14 (Sl yo) agre€d that the celebrating the

success of well-implemelted ptan in the school provides a stlong base fol the next

change managen.

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.68 (75 7o) agreed that a sudden replacement of

one of the key participants would slow down the momentum of whole plan'

iii. The mean competency score of heads 2.10 ('13.4 y") showed their agreement that the

development of any school plan could be slowed down due to the conllict to change

among school staff.

iv. The mean competency score of heads 2.63 (13.4 %) showed their agreement dlat

developing plan according to the school environment was one of most critical tasks of a

school head.

o. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Accountability System

This sub-competency factor comprised thlee statements (4.2.5 B) Findings based on

responses of heads against these three statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.69 ('1'7.3 %) agreed that it was important to

matching the competencies of each employee with desjrcd skills for keeping a smooth

pace of a school developmental plan.

ii. The mean competency score of heads 2.71 (79.3 %) agreed that the both the effective

incentive and reward system for participants were crucial for maintaining chalge.

iii. The mean competency score ofheads 2.73 (81 %) agreed that an accountability system

for a continued performance of palticipants of school improvement plans was essential.
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p. Findings Based on the Responses of Heads about Reinforcing a Change

Process

This sub-competency factor also comprised three statements (4.2.5 C) Findings based on

responses of heads against these three statements are given below:

i. The mean competency score of heads 2.60 ('12 %) showed their agreement that the

enrichment of e sting school plans by a head was one of the significant featurcs of

innovative management.

ii. The mean competency scorc of heads 2.'12 (79.3 o/o) a$eed that contol over the

pace of development plan in the beginning helped a great deal the head to proceed

ahead successfi.rlly.

iii. The mea[ competency score ofheads 2.82 (86.2 %) agreed that the reinforcement

was one of the key factors to sustain the momentum of implernented plan for achievitrg

goals and objectives.

5.2.1 F Testing of First Five Alternative Hypotheses

The testing of first Iive altemative h)?othcses was made by using correlation method:

q.Findings Based on the Testitrg of Five Alternative Hypothescs

The range of correlation coefficient vary from (r = .436 to r = .146, p< .01) revcaled that

the corelation of Change management competency scale were positively correlated to its flve

outcome competency factoN and the same also statistically highly significant and correlated to

overall change management competency (CMC) scale. It reflected the contributory role of each

outcome competency towards the enhancement of overall change managemcnt competencies of

heads. (Table 4.5.1)
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5.2.2 Findings of the Analysis of Heads' Individual and Situational Factors on Change
Management Competetrcy (CMC) Scale

This section consisted of fiIldings based on tulalysis of fow individual and personal factors

of heads on five outcome competerlcy factors of CMC scale.

5.2,2, A Findhgs Based on the Responses of Three Age Groups of Ileads on Total Chatrge
Management Competency (CMC) Scale

i. F-value (4.20) of scores of three age groups revealed that only prospective (30-40

years) of heads scored high on first outcome competency factor (Awareness) and its

sub-competency factors curent situational analysis, persons' managerial style,

credibility of information ftom top maragement, was significant at .01 level. (Table

4.3.1).

5,2,2. B Findings Based on the Responses of Heads with Two Levels of Professional

Qualilication on Total Change Management Competency (CMC) Scale

ii. T-value (2.09) of score of heads of two level of professional qualification on outcome

competency factor of Ability was significant at .05 levels. This finding reflected that

those heads having high professional qualification scorcd higher on Ability outcome

competency factor.(Table 4.3.3)

s.2.2. C

iii.

Fhdings Based on the Responses of Heads with Two Categories of Managem€nt
Expcrience on Total Change Management Competency (CMC) Scale

T-values (2.58, 2.92, l.7l) of scores of heads of two categories of management

experience on Awareness, Knowlcdge, Ability and their sub-competency factors was

signilicant at .05 level. This indicated that those heads having high management

experience scorcd higher on these three outcomc competency factors.(Table 4.3.4)
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5.2.2, n Findings Based on the Respo[ses of I{eads with Two Response Categories of
Management Course Attended on Total Change Management Competetrcy (CMC)
Scale

T-values (4.29,3.35, 3.35, 3.88,2.87) ofscores of heads of two response categories of

management cou6e attended on all five outcome competency factorc werc significant

at .05 level. This indicated that those heads who had attended management course

scored higher on these all five outcome competency factols: Awareness, Desire,

Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement. (Table 4.3.5)

5.2.3 Findings Based on Region- wise Analysis of Change Manageme[t Comp€tencies of
Heads

The tollowing findings are based on anallsis of change management competencies of

heads on five outcome competency factors in northem, celtral and southem Punjab.

i.

ii.

F-value (3.70) ofthe scores ofheads ofnorthem Punjab on outcome competency factor

of Awarelless was significant at .05 level. This showed that heads of northern Punjab

scored highei on Aware[ess as compare to central and southem Punjab.(Table 4.4.1)

F-value (14.48) of the scores of heads of [orthem Punjab on outcome competency

factor of Desire was significant at .001 level. This showed that heads of northem

Punjab scored higher on'Desire'as compare to cenhal and southem Punjab.(Table

4.4.2)

F-value (10.43) of the scores of heads of norlhem Punjab on outcome competency

factor of'Knowledge' was significant at .001 level. This showed that heads ofnofihem

Punjab scored higher on 'Knowledge' as compared to cental and southem

Punjab.(Table 4.4.3)

l1l.
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iv. F-value (17.07) of the scores of heads of nofthem Pujab on outcome competency

factor of 'Ability' was significant at .001 level. This showed that heads of northern

Punjab scored higher on 'Ability' as compare to central and southem Punjab.(Table

4.4.4)

v. F-value (3.51) ofthe scores ofheads of northem Punjab on outcome competency factor

of 'Reinforcement' was significant at .05 level. This showed that heads of nofihem

hmjab scored higher on 'Reinforcement' as compare to central and southern Punjab.

(Table 4.4.5).

vi. F-value (14.20) ofthe total scores ofchange management competency scale ofheads of

tbree regions (northem, cental & southem Punjab) was significant at .001 level. This

showed that there was significant mean difference between the change management

competencies ofheads ofthre€ regjons ofPunjab (H6). (Table a.a.6)

5.2.4 Findings Based on Analysis of Responses of Ileads about Five Open-ended Questions
Regarding Effects of Different Charges withil School

The following findings are based on analysis of Respomes of Heads about Five Ope[-

cnded Questions Regarding Effects of Differelt Changes Change within School. The significant

findings regardilg the responses ofheads against each question are given below:

5.2,4.,4. Findings Based on Analysis of Responses of Heads Regarding Problems of
Curricular Changes in school.

The findings generated fiom this question arc presented in five response categories.

i. (52 7o) 157 heads regarded "Lacking teacher training services" as ore ofthe siglfficant

prcblems of curricular changes in their schools.

l\. (22.3 %) 68 heads reported "Shortage of subject teachers" found one of the barriem

towards meeting the challenges of curricular changes.
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iii. (13 %) 39 heads peiceived 'Top maragement pressure" was one of the problems faced

by heads effecting curricular reforms.

iv. (7%o)21 heads mentioned "Lack ofparents' interest" was one of the signiflrcant hurdles

in introducilg new curdcular changes.

v. 19 (6.2%) heads made no response regarding ftis question.(Table 4.6.1)

5.2,4. B Findings Based on Analysis of Respotrses of Heads Regarditrg Planning Change

Facilitation strategies by Heads of School

The findings generated from this question are prcsented in five response categories.

i,. (52 %) 157 heads regarded "Team building" as one of the crucial change facilitation

stategy needed to adopt by heads.

r1. (26 %) 78 heads commented that "decreasing extemal pressures" was a significant

strategy to facilitate change within school.

iii. (13 70) 39 heads perceived that by "seeking increased top management cooperation",

any change could be facilitated within school.

iv. (6 %) 18 heads thought that change stategies could be facilitated by "Decreasirg staff

hansfers and tum over".

v. (4 %) 12 did not make any comment against this issue.(Table 4.6.2)

5.2.4 C. Findings Based on Analysis of Responses of Ileads Regardirg Impact of Change on

Students' Academic Achievement

The findings generated from this question are presented in five response categories.
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t. (53 %) 16l heads reported "teaching-leaming challenges" generated progrcssive rcsult

of impact on students' achievement.

ii. (13.201., 101 perceived that" school reputation" suffered as a result of impact of change

on sfudents' achievement.

iii,. (1 %) 2l heads commented that "Students behavioa' affected by the impact of change

on students' achievemetrt.

iv. (5 %) 15 reported "Pare[tal reaction" as a result of impact of change o11 students'

achievement.

v. (2 o/o) 6 heads made no response.(Table 4.6.3)

5,2.4.D Findings Based on Analysis of Responses of Heads Regarding Evaluation Mechanism
or Procedure for Staffs' Performance itr a change Process.

The findings generated from this question are presented in five response categories.

i. (58%) 175 heads repofted that "Maintaining a diary for teachers and staff' in order to

evaluate their pedormaoce.

li. Q5.3%) 77 heads considered "Feedback from senior employees" was one of the

effective mechanisms to evaluate the pcrfoonancc of participants in change process

within a school.

iii. (7%) 21 suggested that "Feedback from parents and community members" was an

effective strategy to evaluate the performance of staff in a change process.

iv. (6%) 17 perceived that "Taking school rounds by a head "would prove effective

mechanism in evaluation of staffs' performance.

v. ( 1.31%) 4 made no reply .(Table 4.6.4)
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5.2.4. E Findings Based on Aralysis of Responses of Heads Regarding Prioritizing
Improvement Areas for Effective Change Mnnagemelt

The findings generated from this question are piesented in five rcsponse categories.

i. (50%) 151 heads gave prioriry to '?rovisiol offturds" as one ofthe improvement areas

ii. (30 7o) 90 heads gave his priority to "Provision oftrainiog opportunities" as one ofthe

improvement areas.

ili, (27 %) 82 pioitized "Establishment of an effective Accountabiliry systm" was otre of

the improvement areas for effective change management.

iv. (20%) 6l prioritized "Reducing communication gap betweer heads and top manageN"

was one ofthe improvernent axeas for effective management.

v. (0.65%) 2 made no response.(Table 4.6.5)

5.2.5 Findings Based on Identification of Change Management Competency (CMC)
Challenges Faced by Secondary Schools'Heads of Punjab

Twenty five challenges were identified on the basis of CMC profile of Heads as well as

twenty response categories of open ended questions. The mean competency scores of challenges

reported by heads on five outcome competency factors (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability,

and Reinforcement). These five enablers ofchange managcmcnt competencies were presented in a

sequential order in CMC scale .Therelorc, a head of school was required to me€t these challenges

in a sequential manner, ranging from 'Awareness competency' to the 'Reinforcement

competency' challengcs.

. Awarcness Competency Challelges

On this outcome competency factor, heads identified four challenges as extemal al1d

i[ternal barriers towards building awareness about the significance of change within a school

system. (Graph: 4.7.1 ).
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The four challenges are prioritized below according to their mean values:

i. EffectiveCommunication

The mean competency score ofheads on 'effective communication, (2.85) revealed that as

a head of school, communicating the need of change with the employees was one of the

challenging tasks irl awareness building process.

ii. EffectiYe Managerial Methods

The mean competency score of heads (2.81) revealed that the 'using effective ma[agerial

methods' was another challenge to build awareness among their staff memberc about the risks of

not changing according to the recent trends of school education at secondary level.

iii. Heads' Own Attitude

The mean competency score of heads (2.81) rcvealed that these heads confessed that their

owll personal attitude or managerial style as a head of a school, was also accountable in

understanding the philosophy or nature ofchange seemed crucial to their school development plan.

iv. Top Matragement Role

The meal1 competency score ofheads (2.67) reflected that the 'role oftop managers' was a

difficult task in oder to get infomation about extemal and intemal supporting factors in mediating

chaoge between a head and top managers for successful building awareness about a change within

thcir schools.

. Desire Competency Challenges

On this outcome competmcy factor, heads ide[tified five challenges which played a

significant role in developing 'readiness' among their employees in order to support and

participate in any school development program.(Gaph:4.7.2)

Tte five challenges are prioritized below according to their mean values:

i. Heads' Motiv{tional Level
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The mean competency score of heads (2.73) showed that the heads of secondary school

accepted this fact that their own motivational level as 'change manager' counted a lot in

influencing the school staff and community memberc as the paxticipants of any new plan within

the school.

ii. Professional Competency

The mean competency score ofheads (2.67) reflected that all heads strongly believed that the

'professional competency' of both heads as well as the teachers was very cmcial in meeting the

challenges of desire to suppofi change within their institutions.

iii. Team Work

The mean competelcy score of heads (2.61) revealed that 'building a team' within their

schools was an important chalge initiative, for intrinsic motivation of participants of change

inrinsically.

iv. Economic and Social Background

The mean competency score of heads (2.53) showed that supporting and participating

actively in a change process depended on the economic and social background of a schools' head.

A head with poor economic and social background usually faced more problems for the active

support of a school development program through the staff membels.

v. Offering Incentives

The mean competency scorc of heads (2.51) reflected tbat heads considered 'offering

i[centives' could play a catal],tic rcle in facilitating school staff as the participants ofa new school

plan. Lacking in incentives during a school development program, could lead to decrease the

inierest level ofthe paiticipants ofthat program.
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. Krowledge Competency Challenges

On 'Knowledge outcome compete[cy' the heads of secondary schools reported four

challenges of developing sufficient knowledge in order to adjust themselves as well as the teachers

, in a changed working enviroDment within a school.(Graph:4.7.3) The four challerges were

prioritized below according to their mean values:

i. Training and Educational Facilities

The meatr competency score of heads (2.67) reported challenges of equipping the participants

ofa school developmelt with latest training and educational facilities.

ii. Updatitrg Current Managerial Policies

The mean competency scorc of heads (2.66) were facing challenges of existing managerial

policies at secondary level .I[ order to facilitate a change in a teachinglearning process , the

rcvision of existing managerial policies according to the [eeds and dematds of all school members

ilcluding sfudents, staff and community members \rere important.

iii. Social and Cultural Barriers

The mean competency score ofheads (2.58) reported that the challenge of social and cultural

context of any school improvement plan! for accessing nceded skills and knowledge, was in fact

a significant 'barrier' in managing both planned and normal change within and outside the school.

iv. Location of a School

The mean competelcy score (2.52) of heads belonged to three regions of Punjab assertively

reported that the 'location of their school' found a major matter in accessing dillerent sources of

knowledge, iI1 order to facilitate a school p]an at all levels. Heads were facing challenges in

sharing atrd disseminating knowledge with other heads ofschool, for making advancements within

their schools.
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l. Ability Competency Challenges

On this 'Ability competency factor', mean competency scorcs ofheads reported six challenges

offered resistance, in pedorming their level best ill a school development plan. (Graph: 4.7.4)

These six CM challenges are priodtized below according to thei mean values:

i. Communication Skills

The mean competency score (2.66) of heads reported this factor as one of the crucial

challenges in commuicatitrg a new school plan with school community effectively. Heads of

secoldary schools realized that the capability of a head for the practical implementation of any

schoot plall largely depeilded upon their 'communication skills'.

ii. Financial Constraints

The mean competency score (2.60) of heads reported financial consfains were another

barrier. In order to continue the day 1() day involvement of all school staff ill a new school plan,

providing training facilities, accessibility to knowlcdge contents etc all depended upon the

availability of sufficient funds in order to continue the development process within a school.

iii.. Dual Role of a llead

The mean competency score (2.60) ofheads reflccted that it was very challenging for them

to justify their rcle both as a 'managi]r' or as a 'leader' while coaching change in a whole school

system. While the reseaxch suggested that a prospective head could demonstate CM capabilities

more effectively as a manager mther than as a leader.

iv.Access to Experts

The metu1 competency score (2.59) of heads yielded a challenge of seeking help of seniors

or expefts in order to have a full command on the subject-matter of any new plan within their
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schools because having incomplete knowledge about the change prccess as a paxt of a plan, could

prove to be a barrier itr successful execution of that plan.

v. Teachitrg-learning Aids

The mean competency score (2.59) of heads was a big challenge of provision of teaching-

leaming aids for the adiustrnent of bolh teachers and students in a new working envircnment. It

was considered as, one of the significant challenge faced by today's' heads of secondary schools.

The reason was that in the presence of any new school improvement plan, it was the head who

assued the smooth running of teaching-leaming process tlrough the provision reasonable

teaching-leaming materials.

vi. Time Limitation

This challenge was very &ical managerial challenge at school level. The mean competency

score (2.58) of heads presents, heads rcported that time ftame was not sufficient for developing or

practicing skills in a new changed environment. The rcason was that all heads as an individual

were assimilated a change according to their speed of leaming. Some took more time to pnctice a

change in a new working ellvironment and linding solutions afler ma]ing mistakes. This challenge

was suggested very crucial by the heads of secondary schools in meeting managerial changes

within the limited time framework.

. ReinforcemetrtCompetencyChallenges

On this competency factors, six challenges were identified by the heads as an intemal and

extemal threats to the sustaimbility of an ongoing school development plan within their school.

(Graph:4.7.5)

Theses six CM challenges are prioritized below according to their mean values:

i. AccountabilitySystem
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The mean competency score (2.73) of heads reported a challenge of building an effective

accourtability slstem both at the top and middle managerial level in a school system. Upon

successful implementation ofany school development program, it was challenging for the heads as

a 'change evaluator' to take some more associated change initiatives, for the formal evaluation of

each participant of a school plan.

ii. Recognitions and Motivation

The mean competency score (2.71) of heads reported in order to avoid momentum ofa new

school effective[ess progmm at initial stages, it was challenging task to give credit or recognitions

to key staff members for the smooth running of that prograrn. Motivathg staff at dght time in an

ongoing school improvement plar was ore of the psychological challenges faced by a head of

school.

iii. Managing Conflicts and Resistance

The mea[ competency score (2.70) of heads lelded another challenge in the area of

'conflict management'. For maintaining the momentum of a school plan, the challenges of

managing conflicts among the staff, were h the form oftensions and dilemmas in making choices

out of many altematives, in order to compensate padicipants ofthat plan. These ongoing tensions

of a school heads as a 'change sustainer', was another 'mental barricr' towards reinforcing a

changed plan effecdvely.

iv. School Cotrtexts

The metul competency score (2.63) of heads of this challcnge as one of the pervasive

elements, provided a solid reason for the failure of many school development plans at

implementation stage- Fitting plans in prevailing culture, within and outside school was a great

challenge for sustaining a plan.
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v, Making Enrichments

The mean competency score (2.60) revealed that making time to time effichments

according to an implemented school plan, was perceived as one of challenging initiatives taken

by the.heads. The heads as a 'cha[ge planner' within their schools were col1sidered to endch a

development plan in the form of money, trained manpower and matedals for strengtiening that

plan.

vi. Futrds Continuity

The mean competency score (2-51) on this challenge proved that in a developing country

like Pakistan , 'funds continuity' was considered as the 'backbone' iI1 order to strengthen an

implemented program $.ithin a school. Thereforq a sudden discontinuity in fimds provision could

crete a raoge of problems for the heads at different levels, in order to sustain a continuous

momentum of a school pla[.

1.3 CONCLUSIONS

1.3.1 Conclusions Based on CMC Proliles of Ileads on Five Outcome Competency
Factors

The overall analysis of mean outcome competency prolile of hcads on 'Awareness' revealed that

all heads of secondary schools in Punjab possessed positive attitude towards 'Awareness and its

sub competency factors.(Findings 5.2.1.A)

i. It was concluded that all heads of secondary schools in Punjab held positive attitude

towards 'Desire and its sub-competency factors. .(Findings 5.2.1.B)

ii. The analysis of mean outcome competency prolile of heads on 'Knowledge' revealed that

all heads of sccondary schools in Punjab were possessing positive attitude towards

'Knowledge and its sub-competency factors. .(Findings 5.2.1.C)
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iii. On the basis of mearr outcome competency profile of heads on 'Abiliy indicated that all

heads of secondary schools in Punjab carried positive attitude towards 'Ability and its

sub-competency factors. (Iindings 5.2.1.D)

iv. Anal)sis ofmean outcome competency prcfile ofheads on 'Reinforcement' showed that all

heads of secondary schools in Punjab held positive attitude towards 'Reinforceme[t

and its sub-competency factors. .(Findings 5.2.1.E)

v. On the basis of statistical testing of hist five altemative hlpotheses, it was concluded that

onthebasisofoverallPearsonCorrelation'r'analysisofoutcomecompetencyprofile

of heads on 'Change Management Competency (CMC) scale revealed that the all five

main competency factors are positively corelated to one another. The range of

corelation coefficient vaxied from (r = .436 to r = .746, p< .01).The same are highly

statistically significatrt alld correlated with overall change mtuDgement competency

(CMC) scale based on ADKAR model.(Finding 5.2.1 F).Naeemullah et

al(2010,pp.189- 192) also concluded empirically that in the areas of communication,

comrritment, coordination and professional orientation and morale, the overall of the

province Punjab, Pakistan the managerial behavior of secondary schools of heads was

found better thal1 avenge managerial behavior.

1.3,2 Conclusions Based Heads' Individual and Situational Factors otr Cha[ge
Management Compctency (CMC) Scale

i. The overall t-test analysis of outcome competelcy profile of heads on 'Changc

Management Competency (CMC)' scale revealcd that out ofthree age groups ofheads,

or y the prospcctive heads aged 30-40 possessed positive attitude towards 'Awareness

and its sub-competency factors. Thereforc, it was concludcd that a prospective group of

hcads of secondary schools in Puljab were more equipped with awareness
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It.

competencies for managing change as compared to other two age groups of heads.(

Findings 5.2.2 A).

The overall t-test atralysis of outcome competency prcfile of heads on .Change

Management Competency (CMC)' scale rcvealed that heads having high professional

qualification scored high on outcome competency scale .Ability, and its sub

competency factols. Therefore, it was concluded that the heads' professional

qualifications were positively related with then 'Ability competencies for managing

change and its challenges within their schools. (Findings 5.2.2.8). Swani (2010, p.153)

also conclusively recoDmended in her study that both the heads and teacheN can trot

perfom effectively without professional development and they unable to involve both

parents arld commuity in the school.

The overall t-test analysis of outcome competency profile of heads on 'Change

Management Competency (CMC)' scale revealed that those heads having more than

five years of management experience scored high on three outcome competency-

factors: Aware[ess, Knowledge Ability ar1d their sub-competency factors. It was

cotcluded that the heads with high management expe ence possessed better CM

competency prcfile on these three outcome competency factors as compared to those

heads having less than five years of management experience.(Findings 5.2.2.C)

Khaki & Safdar (20 1 0) in thei research adicle mentioned that:

Since most school heads in Pakistan do not have school maflagement

experience, they tend to maintain the 'status quo' rather than instituting

changes in their schools. The assumption about good teachers as 'good

heads' seems problematic and more difficult to sustail in a managerialism

environment (p.282).
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5.3.3

iv. The overall t-test atralysis of outcome competency profile of heads on .Change

Management Competency (CMC)' scale indicated that tlose heads attended

management courses scorcd highq attended on flve outcome competency factors. I t

was concluded that those heads attended management course, possessing positive

attitude towards Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, Reinforcement and their sub-

competercy factors. (Findings 5.2.2.D).Noreen (2003) also concluded in her survey

sfudy on "Heads 'Management competencies" that those heads having more

management experience and participating in different workshops, are more competent

in combating different challenges of school managemeirt system.

Conclusions Based on Region- wise Responses of Heads of Schools of Change
Management Competencies of Ileads

The overall F-test atralysis of outcome competency prohle of heads on 'Change

Management Competency (CMQ' scale revealed that the heads of northem Punjab

scored higher otr all five outcome competency factors and their sub-competency l'actols

as compared to heads of certral and southem Punjab. The altemative h)?othesis H6

was thus accepted .It was concluded that the heads of northem Punjab werepossessing

positive attitude towards all flve outcome competency (Awarcness, Desire, Knowledge,

Ability, Reinforcement) and their sub-competency factors.(Findings 5.2.3)

Conclusions Based on Responses of Heads of Schools Five Open-cnded Questions
Regarding Effects of Different Changes within School

The overall analysis of lirst open ended questioD revealed that four ouQut respoflse

categodcs were generated regarding the problcms of curricular changes which were

5.3.4
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lackitg teacher training facilities, shortage of subject teachers, top management role,

Iack ofparental interest.( Findings 5.2.4.A)

ii. Analysis of second open ended question revealed that four output response categories were

generated regarding "Planning change facilitation strategies". Four responses were

categoizdi Team building, decreasing extemal presswe, seeking more top

management cooperatiorl, decreasing staff tlansfels. It was concluded that all heads

perceived these four stategies could be effective in facilitating change.( Findings

s.2.4.8)

iii. The third open ended question was concluded that the all heads made four output

categories of response regarding the 'Impact of change on studelts' academic

achievement'. These indicated getrerating teaching-leaming challenges, school

rcputatioi! effects on students' behavior, parental ieaction. lt was concluded that all

these four responses could be coNidered as 'cmcial', to see the impact of change on

students. Khan ( Findings 5.2.4.C).This conclusion was flrther suppofied by the:

Memon (2010) found that "Heads are responsible for providing

strategic directioq moral pupose a pedagogical leadership to

improve teachi[g and leaming and moreover, by enhancing studmt

leaming outcomes."(p.288)

iv. On the basis of ovemll analysis of fourth open ended question" Evaluation mechanism or

procedure for staffs' pedomance in a change Process" it was concluded that all heads

shared fow ways of evaluating their staft maintaining diary for teachers, feedback

from senior employees, feedback from parents and community members, school rounds

by heads. It was concluded that all three regions ofheads suggested these 'methods' as

effective mechanisms for staff evaluation. ( Findings 5.2.4.D)
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v. The overall analysis of frfth open endcd question revealed that the all heads made four

output catego es of response regarding the ,,Prio tizing improvement areas for

effective change managemenf'. They prioritized four areas: provision of funds, training

oppotunities, effective accountability system, reducing commuifcatior gap betwccn

top management and heads. Such responses of heads reflected that they could not

combat change management challenges withor.rt fulhlling their demands in these

respective meas ofschool improvement. ( Findings 5.2.4.8)

5.3.5 Conclusions Based on Key Challenges of Change Management Faccd by Heads of
Schools

The overall analysis ofthe key challenges ofchange management process faced by the heads

within their schools were also effective in identifuing some strong 'Enablers of Change' which

were helpful in dcveloping a training framework of CM competencies ofheads within thc cultural

{ontext of Pakistao. (Findings 5.2.5)

The CMC challenges faced by the heads on five outcome competency factors are concluded

below:

i. Awarcness was the first enabling competency provided a groundwork upon which heads could

make thcir personal choices while intoducing new plans within thcir schools. The overall

analysis of mean competency values of all challenges faced by heads for 'Building

Awarcness', among the school community were mixed up as to what t]?es of programs

needed to be launched as a part of whole school dcvclopment plan. The other set

questionnaires relaled to why such efforts were needed, what could bc the possible risks ofnot

taking such change initiatives and with such challenges under awareness outcome compctency

are prioritized below:
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b.

School heads were facing a challenge of developi[g an effective and taxgeted

communication system within and outside a school. Without having dialogue,

comnrmication, and participation with parents and other communiq/ members, it was

hard to overcome difficulties which lead to barriem for building awareness.

Communication was one of the shong 'enablers of change' in an eff€ctive chalge

manageme system. [t was concluded that heads were facing multi- facet problems of

communication. These included circulation of misinformation or rumors among school

staff and top managers, sorting out real facts from distorted pattem of infola[atiotr,

incomplete provision of infomation to the heads about a plan from the top matragers, a

gap ofcommunication between heads and parents etc.

Using effective managerial methods in the 21't century was fourd to be an important

challenge for the day to day involvement of heads of school in any school improvemetrt

plan. This led to the conclusions that the whole hierarchy of school management

needed to address to review policy issues related to recruitrnent or placement process of

school heads.

Facing challenges by the school heads, as a result of their 'orn personal managerial

style and attitude 'towards building awareness about the need of school development

plan was considered to play a foundational role iIr establishing any filitful plan for the

school community. It was concluded that such contcstability of managerial styles,

among these heads was offered another barrier towards making improvement plaN for

school system.

A head of a secondary school in Pruljab was also exposed to different challenges

regalding 'role oftop management' on awaroness competency factoi. In fact, a head as

a 'single key managcr' in a school, could not communicatc any school development or
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a charge without the continuous support oftop managers. It was concluded that a head

was also facing challenges regarding top managers, role in building awareness for the

need of new plans within their schools.

After having suflicient awareness of change management challenges, ,Desirc ,was the second

enabling competency, to support and work in new school enviroffnent The overall analysis of

mean competency values of all challenges faced by heads for ,Creating Desire, amolg school

commudty ranging from students, school committees and paxents. This led to conclusions that

that the creating desire was posing a challenge for the school heads because they could not

force their employees to support and engage ir school developme[t program. These challenges

under desire outcome competency are pdoritized below:

a. A challenge of heads' 'own motivational level' needed to address for making

advancements in differelt managerial areas at school level. It was concluded that the

intrinsic motivation of a head was really a challenge in 'anticipating obstacles and

i[coming resistance' from .my souce in a school development plan.

b. The challenge of 'prcfessional competency' of heads of secondary schools was one of

tle most crucial 'change enablers', in order to find out the root cause of different

problems in bringing about improvement in school management and education. It was

concluded that the 'professional competeflcy' of heads could act as strong 'lever

chalge competcncy' in pulling these challenges. According to Khaki

Safdar(2010,p.201) that :

The Govemment's crment view of education also envisages more decentralization
ofschool management to the local level, which bdngs the role ofheads into sharper
focus and raises concems about their need for training and development to help
them cope with these changing expectations (p.201)

A head was facing a challenge of'Building a team' within a school in order to manage

rosistance as a result of change regarding school improvement plan. The heads of

of

&
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secondary schools of Punjab considered this challenge as an 'effecdve chalge enabler'

in order to make collaborative efforts for the achievement of obj ectives of any new plan

withinaschool.ltwas,thusconcludedthatthechallengeofcreatingdesiretochange

faced by heads, could be met by 'working in a team' within a school One of the case

study of SAHE (2008) on 'Promising Change', it was colclusively recommended that a

head of school tre€ds to build a team in ord to meet the challetrges of change

successf,rlly.

d. The heads of secondary schools were facing a wide range of challenges regarding their

'economic and social background'. It was concluded that the heads'backgound was

considered a challenge, in supporting change actively and developing associated

strategies with the help of other stakeholders ofa new plan'

e. The heads r?orted a chatlenge of'offering incentives' in order to develop willingness

among the school employees to participate actively in change process Therefore it was

concluded that such challenges occurred due to 'Resource constraints' in the way of

making 'employees' motivation plans' for a school irnprovement plan l(hakj & safdar

(2010, p.202) also recommended in their research afiicle on 'School Mucation

lmprovement: The Role ofHead teacherc" that: The heads may be given incentives and

promotion based on their demonstratcd performance and evidence-based imprcvement

in the school.

iii.After meeting the challenges of'Desire competency', a school head was confronted"

with the challenges of'how to implement a successful'.'Developirg Knowledge' a third

enabling competency. The overall analysis of mean competency values of CM challenges

revealed that heads werc Iacing difficulties in managing a change intellectually as well as

psychologically.
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b.

c.

A school head as'change facilitator' within a school was facing problems regarding

the provisions of'sufficient training and educational facilities' for themselves and for

their school stafi in order to compete challenges of change managemolt at all levels.

Here in this case, a head needed to possess a requircd prcfessional and skillfirl

managerial experience before taking up this task of school headship. Thus, it was

concluded that the provision ofboth 'pre ard in-service taining facilities' to the heads

of secondary schools, was also one of the crucial 'change enablers' in a whole school

system.

The heads of secondary schools of Punjab, were facing the challenges of outdated

existing managerial policies .Heads were facing difficulties in equipping and

disseminating subject-matter of a new plao, due to existing old managerial policies and

styles of prwious heads of a school system. Thus it was concluded that the existing

managerial policies needed to be updated according to recent managerial kends at

secondary level, both for planned and unplanned changes within a school.

The heads were also facing problems in seeking to different souces of L-nowledge due

to social and cultural barriers within and outside a school. This leads to the conclusiol

that a head was facing a challetrge to overcome these baxriers, in order to facilitate the

accessibility to needed knowledge skills to bring about improvement within a school

system. Such social and cultural bariers were associated with behaviors, attitudcs,

working styles, temperarnent of students, teachers, parents, presswe groups, and school

management colnmittees.

All heads of thee regions of Punjab were facilg challenges due to the location oftheir

schools because heads usually faced difficulties in equipping their different school

plans with desired knowledge. It led to the conclusion that heads of central and
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southem Punjab were facing more challenges regarding the location oftheir schools as

comparcd to the heads of nothem Puljab.

iv. AAer meeting 'Knowledge' competency challenges, a school head had to confront with the

cha.llenges of fourth enabling competency i.e heads' 'Ability' to demonstate a capability to

implement a Irew improvement plan as achieved the des ed performance level. The overall

analysis of mean competency values of CM challenges faced by heads for 'Fostering Ability' by

demonstating their mental and physical faculties as a 'gatekeeper of change' within their schools.

On this competency factor, heads of central and southom Punjab were facing 'challenges of

inadequacy 'within themselves especially, when a school program rcquired them to exldbit

desired knowledge and skills and the fact reflected 'self-dilemma'. Thereforc, this outcome

competency factor was concluded as one of the strong enablers of change for a manager working

in a formal slstem.

a. The heads of schools werc also facing different cha.llenges rcgarding their

'commurication skills' since these heads as a 'change negotiator' were facing problems

in fostering the aims and objectives of desired school reforms for the day to day

involvement of school staff. This led to the conclusion that head needed to equip with

counseling and negotiating capabilities in order to establish an effective two-way

cormudcation among all stakeholders of chalge management system within a school.

b. Provision of funds or money was one of the strong enablers of change within a system.

The heads ofthree regions of Punjab were facing difficulties due to financial constalns

in the way of implementing a school improvement plan. Therefore, it was co[cluded

that the financial constraints led to hinder the heads' competency, from performing

effectively as well as efficiently.



The heads were also facing a great dilemma to take a decision whether to work as

leader or as a manager in order to practice as well as coach change ri.ithio a school

system. Herc professional competency of head was repofied helpful in deciding their

'dght role' in order to demonstate their potential as an effective 'chatrge agent' within

a school system. This fact was supported by one of the sigrificant findings made in this

study which showed that those heads possessing higher 'professional qualification'

scored higher on 'Ability outcome competmcy factor'. (Fitrding: 5.2.2.2,Table 4.5.5).

This led to the conclusion that a well professionally qualified head of a school was able

to act both as a 'manager and as a leader' according to the circumstances in new

working environment within a school system. Shareef (2010,p.46) also colcluded in

her case study regarding 'Educational LeMership in Pakistan' that working in a new

and challenging environment provides multiple opportunities for the professional

groMh of a head of a school.

lt was one of most significant challenges faced by heads of thee regions of Punjab.

That was 'seeking assistance of other experts or senior managerc for successful

implementation of a school plan. As a success or failure of a school plan was

considered depending oI1 the capabilities of a head as a 'key performer' of that plan

within a school. It was thus, concluded that the heads of nofihem Punjab were more

competent enough to approach certain group of experts in order to implement their

school plans. (Findings: 5.2.3).

The heads of secondary schools in Punjab were also confronted with the challe[ge of

accommodating the whole teachingleaming process within the context of a new

development plan within the school. This problem of change ad.justment in a teaching

Ieaming process was considered another challenge depended upon 'a reasonable
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availability of teachingJeaning aids'. Therefore, it was concluded that the as an'

instructional leader', a head was facing the challenges of ali$rnent of the objectives of

new plalr with ultimate goals of school education by facilitating the teachingJeaming

process.

Time limitations and following deadlines for effective implementation of a school plan

was one of the most crucial challenges faced by the heads of secondary schools in

Punjab. The success or failue of school plan was considered to depend largely on

accomplishment of desired objectives within a given time .Thus the'Time frame' itself

was an effective 'change enabler' in order to achieve the objectives ofan implemented

plan within a given time period.

The reinforcement was the Iast enabling competency to meet the challenges of

sustainability of a school plan, building prograrn mome[tum and finally provided a

gror-rnd for incoming school developmental plans. The overall analysis of mean

competency values of CM challenges faced by heads for 'Reinforcing change'

addressed the intemal and extemal barriers or threats to the sustainability of an

implement program within a school system.

a. The heads of govemment secondary schools of Punjab were facing challenges of

developing an effective evaluation mechanism in order to assess the performalce of all

participalts involved in an implemented development program within in a school-

Heads also repofied, the need of framing a fair 'Accountability Mechanism, in order to

incrcase involvement of school staff, sense of responsibility, keeping in view the

outcomes of an implemented school improvoment plan. Thus, it was concluded that the

in order to justify the real role of each participant of a school prograrn , head needed to
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b.

be competent enough to monitor the day to day performance of each employee beilg

the part of a newly implemented plan.

Giving applause, appreciations, motivations and making recognitions of school

members were proved very effective in keeping the momentum ofa school plan. Heads

considered for them a great challenge or dilernma ofhow to give credit and recognized

the efforts of key memben of a school plao. Therefore it was concluded that heads of

secondary schools faced challenges ofhow to accompany the rewards and recognitions

with the achievement of goals or objective of an implemented plan within a school.

ln order to maintain a continuous momenfum of an implemented school plan, the heads

were facing the problems due to conflicts from the staff while working in new

environment .The heads of secondary schools in Purjab were facing the challenges of

matragitrg cotflicts irl the fomr of clashes, coltoversies, rivaldes among the employees

as an active participants of a school plan. Thus the both the 'Conflict and Managing

Resistance ' was concluded as another challetrge faced by the heads and such conflicts

arnong different stakeholders of a school system, were led to slow dow[ the

momentum of an ongoing development project within a school. For combating such

challenges ofboth conflicts and resistance, Shafa (2010, p.87) exclusively concluded

the four roles of a head of secondary schools: controller, accommodator, prccessor al1d

provocateur. As'controller', a school head can anticipate obstacles to change, and

show their iltinsic motivation to get dd of conflicts and doubts as a change agent,

while as 'Accommodator' avoids conflicts and possessing regard of the opinioN of

school staff. As 'processor , a head has an ability to anallze causes and solution of

tensions, on the other hand , as 'Provocateur' takes conflicts as opporhmities for
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Ieaming and gaining experience and takes conflicts as stong ,stimuli of accepting

change as a challenge.

In a change management system within a school, the context of.school culture,

prevailing within and outside the school was corxidered as the backbone of a successful

implemented plan. The heads of schools faced a range of problems of losing

momentum at some critical developmerf phases of an ongoing school plan. It was

conclusively observed that beforc implementing a plan, addressing differe[t contexts of

a change werc needed to be coNidered for the successful 'execution' of a plan. Tajik

(20 I 0,p I 80) in his qualitative research str.rdy, commented that the cultrre of sharing and

caring needs to be developed through e[couraging positive interdependence among the

whole staff.

Funds continuity found also counted as olle of the strotrg enablers of implementing

reforms within a school system. Heads of secondary schools were facing challenges of

sudden 'discontinuation in funds provision' for any ongoing school improvement plan

.As a crucial rcason! the heads of these schools were $eatly disappointed iI1 such

situations and felt hesitation in launching any subseque[t new development schemes

within their schools.

5.4 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

A body ofresearch from all over the world reflects that the multi-tasking ard shifting roles

of a school head as 'unit of change' within a school are heavily loaded with numerous school

improvement challenges. This sfudy was undertaken to assess change managemelt competencies

ofheads of secondary schools in eight distdcts ofthe Punjab province. It was designed within the

frarnework of ADKAR model intensivcly used in change managonent. First of all, it was

challenging to identify the desired change management competencies of heads of schools in
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Punjab under some strong and logical lationale. A thorough review of all related literatue in

change management competencies of school heads, both at national alld intemational level,

revealed a fair evide[ce of empincal research in Pakistan context, as well. This included (Norcen

(2003), Khaki (2010), Shafa (2010), Qamar (2010),Tajik (2010), Sewani (2010), WSD (2008), SIP

(2009), Memon (2009), UNESCO (2009) in the area of managerial competencies of heads of

secondary schools. The evidence seemed suppoltive for this study, in higblighting the multi-roles

of a school principal as an 'effective leadq', an 'elficient manager and admi strator' 'a change

agent', a 'cofimunity mobilizer', a 'counselor' and otler roles. Out of these, more than fifty

percent previous researches were conducted in the province of Sindh by the Institute of

Educational Developmen! Aga KlaI University (IED-AKU), Karachi. But no empirica] work was

traced in the province of Punjab, regaxding the assessing of change management competencies of

heads of schools with the help of scale of CM competencies. In the Punj ab province, in the district

Faisalaba4 a project of 'Whole School Development' in 2008, was fould to be effective in

devetoping training modules for school teachets in the field of change management. But this

project remained uncompleted due to discontinuation of funds and key donors. Also, in district

Chakwal, a project was launched by a team of Swedish students in 2009, titled SIP-MEID (School

Improvement Plan & Mountain lnstitute of Educational Development).The project aimed at

training teachem and heads according to the new demands of'school leadership and management'.

It was an effective effort in providing an oppoltulity to all stakeholde$ ofa school system to work

in a new and challenging environment. The role of Directorate of Staff Development (DSD),

Lahore was considered as a 'hub ofmanagerial tainings' for the heads of schools in Purjab.lt was

discouraging to note that no evidence of tlail1ing or course was found to prcpare the heads of

govemment schools as a'Change agent' under formal framework ofchange management within a

school system. On the other side, intemational literature providcd a numerous change management
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modes and programs for the training ofa school head as an ,irdividual,. Hiatt (2006), prosci

(2004), Mitchell (1999), Naderi (2010) .The Michael Fullaos' work in the lield of change

managemelt was htensively appreciative. He wrote a large number of books on the role of heads

of schools as "change age '. This study picked up a comparable model of change management,

titled, 'ADKAR" (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement) in order to ideltiry

such competencies of heads of schools, requied to compete change managerial issues within a

school system. The model was given by the 'Prosci' in 2004 and Hiatt in 2006 developed this

model subsequently. The rationale of applying this model included: first , there was no formal

change model or training framework for school heads was availabie in Pakistan, second, this

model was research-based and goal-oriented model tested on more than 200 compades, third, it

was successful model in presenting a Aamework for undemtanding change sequentially, at

individual level , fourth, it was a assessment tool for diagnosing changes underway and ide[tifyi[g

potential barder points to cha[ge and lastly, it was a planning, leaming and coaching tool in the

field of change management. Morcover! the construct of ADKAR model was based on ildividual

change management structue and represented the essential competencies of change as a lead

pelson. The empirical testing of six h)lotheses further prcvided an added empirical evidence for

applying the CMC scale based on ADKAR model.

Application of CMC scale based on ADKAR mode further facilitated the development

CMC profiles of heads of the schools. The major findings included that these heads were fairly

familiar of their role as a "gatekoepfl of change". They were well-conversant to identiry the

challenges of change mmlagement competencies. Conversely, they needed professional

competency in meeting CMC challenges, they feel strongly in favour of developing of CMC

model for training ofthe heads ofthe schools by idenilfying day to day challenges associated with

problems, teNions aod dilemmas. This was one of the most significant empirical findings that
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though the heads were possessilg competency to identiry the CM challenges within a school

system but lacked desircd compete[cies to meet such challenges. Critical analysis of CMC

profiles on flve outcome competency factorc, made one to rcalize how desperately a school head

as a 'single change manager' was confronting with a wide range of challenges directly as well as

indirectly. These challenges were the source of exploitatiol of both heads' cognitive and physical

capabilities as an individual. Since a head had to interact with different stakeholders of school at

different levels, ranging from students to community members. He is held accountable to everyone

in differcnt positions: as a teacher, as a head, as a manager, as community mobilizer etc. Herc,

these multi-positioned roles were clouded or distorted his or her impression and reputation as a

leader of an institutiotr. Khaki (2010) recommended that since 'head of school was placed at the

bottom place in maflagerial hierarchy of school system. It was observed that the policy issues

regarding recruitment procedure of secondaxy school heads substantially needed change. .ln fact

these heads were senior teachers before appointing as a 'head of a school'. Analysis of data

yielded that a set of ma[agerial skills formed the hub of a managerial position irl order to meet

multi- faced challengi[g a school system. The frve outcome competency factors played

insfumental role in assessing change management competencies of a head. with the help of these

competency tools, a head had to 'build awareness' of school improvement, 'creating desire' for

participation, 'develop knowledge based professionalism, 'fosteritg ability' for increased

performance level and making cortinuous efforts for sustainability of a school plan .Keeping in

view versatility and intensiry of such challenges, it was recornmended to hain these heads under a

formal "Change Management Competency Building" program under five 'enablers of change"

based on ADKAR model.
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The empirical aMlysis of both individual and situational factoN with reference to CMC

proflle of heads also revealed some facts that prospective heads possessed better CMC profile as

compared to older one .This could be accelemted for age factor as young heads' pace of leanfng

and assimilating ability was stronger, advalced education even in some cases, heads with Ph,D

degree holders formed also the part of this study. Majority of the prospective heads held Master

degree in different academic fields. The 'Professional Qualification" and'Management

Experience' ofthese heads were highly contributory factors in scoring their CMC profile high and

eniancing their compete[cy to point out the ' barier points' comi[g ilr the way of making change

initiatives plans for their schools. The twenty response categories of five open ended questions in

this study also contdbuted substantially, in identirying some on-ground CM challenges.

Further, comparative analysis ofCMC profile ofheads in thrce regions ofPunjab: northem,

central, southem Punjab) revealed that CMC profrles of heads of northem Punjab were higher as

compared to those heads belo[ging to central and southem Punjab. This was also one of the

significant findings supported by an altemative hlpothesis. The rationale ofthis finding had some

shong basis: firstly, all eight distdcts of Punjab were sampled on the basis of literacy rate, the

litem.y rates of districts of northem Punjab (Rawalpindi & Mia[wali) was high as compared to

cental ald southem Punjab. According to KIan (2009), HDI (Human Development Indicator) and

EI (Education Index) of northem Puljab was high, this indicator was widely used and

acknowledged measures of human development considering education in any development index.

The life expectalcy, health facilities, civic conditions ofnorthem Pmjab were far much better than

southem Punjab but central Punjab could be lated somewhete in the middle.

As regards field experience, it was felt that this CMC model provided an opportunity, for

the first time to the heads of the schools of Pu[jab, not only to share their catharsis of being
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affected by a number of change management challenges but also desired to formalize and

streamline their CM competelcies as 'effective change agent, through a formal CM competency-

building training program.

5.5 CORE RECOMMEN'DATIONS

Analysis of the ernpirical data and generation of the findings, conclusions lead to the

following recommendations of the study.

This CMC scale based on ADKAR can be used as an 'effective tool' in Punjab and elsewhere by

the educadonal planneN, admirfstators, policy makers for assessing the CM competelcies of

heads of educational institutions

i. The continuous use of profiles in diversified adminishative departments of secondary

education followed by experimental research would further refine the CM competencies as

well.

ii. The heads of secondary schools can be empowered to develop CMC profiles of the

teaching and administrative staff for effective evaluation mechanism.

iii. As the hieraxchy of administrative machinery of elementary and secondary schools arc

govemed undel one manageme[t umbrella, selccted reports of CMC schools can

especially be standardized for the total quality contrcl of management system in the

country's context.

iv. The CMC profiles of heads of northem Punjab can be coNidered by the training

institutions ofteacher education as one ofthe significant training material for tho heads

of central alld southem Punjab or elsewhere in Pakistan.
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v, A Charge Maoagement Competency-building (CMC) taining frarnework is

recommended, on the basis of identification of Change Management Competency

(CMC) Challenges Faced by Heads on Five Outcome Competency Factors (Awaxeness,

Desirg Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement) The framework ( Appendix:S) is

comprised of following CM outcome competencies and range of sub-competencies for

the training of the heads and out ofthese twenty five competencies, five compete[cies

werc identified as the "Levers of Change management competencies".

i. Awareness -building Competency alrd Sub-competencies:

These include: Effective Communication, Role of Top management, Managedal style,

Effective managerial methods.

ii. Creating- desire competency and sub-competencies

These include: Team work, Professional competency, Motivational levels, offering

incentives, Economic & Social background.

iii. Developing Knowledge competency ard sub-competencies

These include: Training & Education programs, Location of Schools, Social & and

Cultural barders, Updating Current Managerial Policies.

iv, Fostering-ability competency tnd sub-competencies

These i[clude: Communication skills, Access to experts, Financial constraints, Time

limitatioN, Teachilg-leaming aids, Dual role ofa head.

v. Reinforcing competency and sub-competencies

These include: School contexts, Recognitiotrs & motivation, Managing conflicts and

resistance, Funds continuity, Accountability system.

The following recommendations have been made on the basis of this CMCB framework:
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5.5.1.1.1 Academic-Policy based Recommendations

This framework would encourage the policy makers aad curriculum planneN to review

policy initiatives from time to time to make teaching leaming prccess responsive to the

needs of the time.

This CMCB framework can be ircluded in the cruriculum oftertiary educational progrirms

and disciplines of Change m.magementj Educational Planning, Policy Studies and

Malagement, Management ofBusiness Administration, Human Resource Malagement etc.

This model would enable the students of management (futurc mamgerial heads) to

differeltiate betweel five outcome competency factors in this fta.mework by addressing

each of them sepamtely as a part of classroom discussions. Further, this framework can

provide an oppoltunity to the students, to have a deep iNight of challenges of change

management at different levels, in the context of Pakistan.

In academic and practicing institutions of teacher education; Allama Iqbal Open

University, lnstitute of Educatio[ & Research (IER), Puljab University, University of

Education, Provincial Institute of Teacher Education (PITES), Directorate of Staff

Development (DSD), Academy of Educational Platuitrg And Managemetrt (AEPA\,{.),

lnstitute ofEducational Development (IED). Aga Khan University can include this training

component in thet progmms.

B- Policy & PlanDing based Recommendations
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All the pre-service professional competency training prcgrams for the heads of school can

include this CMCB framework for building their competency beforc takilg up the position

as a head of a school.

ln direct recruitment process of heads of schools, besides teaching experience, the Punjab

Public Service Commissiol can inco4)orate the componett ofcompetency ofteache$ as a

'change agent' for the head of a school.

The Directomte of StaffDevelopment (DSD) can consider this framework for enlancement

of the CM competencies as the part of Continuous Professional Development (CPD)

program for the heads of secondary schools Punjab and similar initiatives elsewhere in

Pakistan.

The planners, policy makerc and administrators can use this CMCB framework as a

planning tool for implementing a change process in a sequential manner as a part of their

plalmitrg process.

The CMCts framework offers different channels of corElunication need to be more

rcliable and sable from top to bottom within the managerial hierarchy of secondary school

system.

. This liartrework offers creativity in the managerial hierarchy at secondary level and

demands a formal "Accountability System "fiom top to bottom.

Both fedeml and provincial govemments are committed to bring about qualitative change

in school education system. The prospectivc plans, as envisaged in curent education policy

(2009), canf components of school management challenges. The govemment is providing
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sufficient financial allocations ftom their own sources, supported by the dotror agencies. All the

needed rcsouces (fimds, trained manpower, modern technology, effective communicatiol &

accountabiliry system) highlighted in this rccommended Change Management Competmcy-

Building (CMCB) would be made available by Federal and Provincial Governments. Eighteenth

Constitutional Amendme[t (2010) has further noted that the devolution of education would not

lead to the curtailment of federal role on the issues of national importance to tanscend the

geographical inequalities a!1d its responsibility to prcvide equal opportunities to all its citizens,

drawing examples fiom decelhalized countries for maintaining certain mechanisms for national

coordination for qlucation.

Under this haining framework, the cha[ge matragement competencies of heads of

Goverff[ent Secondary Schools in the province of Punjab can be enhanced effectively.

FURTIIER STUDIES

Analysis of data yield to generate futher studies in creating effectiveness ofCM skills for

performarce-evaluation of heads; Application of ADI(AR Change Model for the Change

Management Competencies of trainers of Staff of Directorate of Staff Development(DsD) in their

capacity development alld in the context ofwhole school effectiveness prograrn.

Limitations of the Study

During this endeavour, the rcseaxcher was also rest cted by some limitations, right from

the selectiol of the topic of the study up to the accomplishment of final stages of this study. The

limitations are as follows:



11.

Due to the natue of ADKAR change model, it was applied on the heads of govenment

secondary schools of Punjab province, keeping in view their individual role as a1l

"effective change agenf' within their schools.

The sampling of 36 districts of Puljab was done on the basis of their literacy rates and

this sampling process was restricted to nofthem, central aod southem Punjab for the

effective genemlizations of the major findings al1d conclusio.s of the study on the rcst

ofthe districts of Punjab. The characteristics of other disticts of Punjab are identical in

nafure.

This study was limited to survey research rather than an expedmental study due to the

ftequent transfeN atrd heavy conmitments and political pressure of Distdct Education

Officerc in sampled districts of Punjab.

111.

iv. There was limited amount of lite1atule regarding the developmelt of Educational

Planning and Leadership as well as change management practices in the Punjab

province.

v. No comparable studies of application of ADLAR change model was found for

assessing change management practices of school heads.

vi. The data was collected only from those schools working under the jurisdiction of

Punjab Education Deparhnent

vii. The research assistants did not have an easy access to the schools of Rajanpm due to

flood .The researcher may seek the hclp of Regional Director of allied district to visit

schools in tehsils ofRajanpur.
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viii. In order to specii/ clear ratings, the response format was reduced to 3-points

(Agre-3, Undecided:2, Disagree:1) from 5-points on Likert scale. High scoring

against each element of scale meaN high change matagement competency and low

score means low competency.

ix. Identification of key change management competency challenges was made on the

basis sixteen sub-competency factoG and twenty repose categories geneEted from

open-ended items.

x. For the interpretations of opetr-ended items the frequencies of common responses

against each open-ended item were calculated and the percentage was applied for the

analysis of this data.

xi. The chalge managemetrt competency (CMC) training ftamework was generated on the

basis of CMC profrles as well as CM challenges faced by the heads of secondary

schools in the three regions of Pfistan.
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APPENDIx.l.a

CHANGE MANAGDMENT COMPETENCIES SCALE (CMCS)

(FOR GOYERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS)

PERSONAL PROFILE:

1. Name(optional):

2. School Name:

Gen<ter: I nll l-rl
Age: 30-40 yearso 4. District:

40-s0 year Q
50-60 rarsQ

6. Academic Qualifi catior:

8. Manageme[t Experience ----- years.

10. Ma[agement Course attended during Service:

3.

4.

7. Professional Qualifi cation:

9. Contact Number (optional)

EqE

in weeks.

I 1 . Training Course(s) attended on Change Management: @] E

12. Ifyes, When (year) 13. Duration:

Note: Kindly reacl carefully rhis questioDruire ard tick E fie most appropriate level h your opinion'

SA

UD

DA

SD

Scale

Strongly Agee

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

5

4

3

2

IStrongly Disagree



Statements
In the 21" century, it is impoflallt to use an effcctive mettrod to ctrange the

Initially, school Pdncipal tends to avoid a change as they feel more
environment.comfortable within tle Dresent worki

One ofthe tactful steps taken by a school's p ncipal is to make improvement
ans within available resources in the school.

The attitude of a principal coults a lot in welcoming a plan for change within a

Lack of commudcation between top managers and school committees is
another barrier to implement a change within a school.
A school principal always welcomes new information fiom toD maflaqers.
The ma[agerial policies of ex-principals of a school may affect the

erformance ofexistins orincioal ofthe same school-
A principal sometimes feels hesitation in making rew plans as a result of

Top management provides important infomation to implement a new project
within school.
A Principal introduce a change in school, usually spends more time in

staff due to rumours in the school

One ofthe challenging tasks for the school principal is to accept a change as an

A principal need to assess a change when it occus as a threat to whole school

It is necessary for the pdncipals to create a favourable climate for a change for
their stall members.
Maximum participation of the school staff in the school development prograrn
is based on professional competency ofthe principal.
An effective school change manager needs to listen carefully to the teachen
and the stakeholders.
Physical fihess of a p ncipal counts much in creating desire for change in the
school.
Sometimes a principal faces pressures from school committees in crcating

One ofthe potertial features of a school's Principal is to set pmctical examples
to motivate others.
A principal may seek help of the senior managers to support desired change in
the school.
The social and economic background of a piircipal counts a lot in pursuing

Deciding different motives for a change according to the school environment is

Awareness for the Ne€d for Ch

Desire to support and parti ate in the cha

S.No. UT I)
1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

S.No Statements SA UD D

t1.

t2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

18.

19.

20.

21.
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one ofthe critical tasks ofthe
The personal motivatiotral level of a principal is vital in creating readiness to
change in other staff memberc.

The gap betweetr the knowledge of a school head and the details of a plan for
can be bridged through a profcssional trainilrq proqram.

As an adult. the leamin varies liom pdncipal to
To adjust change in a teaching-leaming process, there is need to develop
standardized tests in school.
A principal needs the skill of applying knowledge lcamt though trainings for
solving some immediate problems.

Peer leaming is one ofthe effective tools in managing a change in a school.
For a school improvement plan both education and training are based on the
availabiliW of resouces.
An easy access to relevant knowledge is reeded depending on the locatiol of
the school.
A school needs to have intemet connectivity to access day to day knowledge
for making advancements in school.
The ctuaent school policies need to be updated according to the recent

A school principal need to equip with sufficient knowledge and skills to handle

A secondary school system needs a well dehned hierarchy of management for
the dissemination of desired
The social and cultual barriers to access needed skills and knowledge can be
removed by the professional competency of a school principal.

A principal needs to identily the tlpe of change needed for improvement of
existing situatiol1 within school.
The basic purpose of trainings is to enable a principal to act in a new chaDged

Turning new ideas into active plans is one the significant change initjatives of

Inbom capabilities of a principal contibute towards effective change in the
institution.
Communication skills of a p [cipal can be enhanced through a professional

A pdlcipal needs to work more as a manager rathcr a ]eader to participate

Takins a rcund ofclasses is an influential step takcn by a pdncipal.

A principal need to deal with the mjstakes of the staff members with open
mind while implementing a school improvement plan.

Knowledge of how to change

Skills and Behaviours



The success of any school improvement plan dcpends ,pon-[eli-iffilabl"

One of the energizing factors lbr a school head is to get rewark ancl

OIre of the basic drivers of exercising development plan in a school is the
financial rcsources.
Reasonable availability of teachinglcaming aids and haining materjals help in
the smooth nrnning ofa plan in the changed enviroDment.
Principal is rcsponsible to seek guidance and the opinions of educational
expefts in order to pmctice change ellectivcly.

Reinforcement is ol1e of the key factors to sustain the momentum of
implemetrted plan for achieving goals and obiectives.
Effective incentive and reward system for pafiicipants of any school
improvement proiect arc crucial for maintainiflq chanee.
Control over the pacc of development plan in the beginning help the p ncipal
to proceed ahead successfullv.
Enrichment of existilg school plans by a principal is one of the significalt

Regular support of top management is important in keeping a cotrtinuous
of different school prograrns.

It is important to match thc compctencjes of cach employee with desired skills
for keeDing a smooth pace of a schooi develoDmental Dlan.
A sudden replacement of one of the key participants may slow down the

Developing plan accordillg 10 the school environme[t is one of most critical
tasks of a school head.

Celebrating the success of well-implemented plan in the school provides a
base for the next change manaqers.

The development ofany school plan can be slowed down due to the conflict to

A principal sometimes faces criticism from the staff members after the
execution ofa new Dlan.
A well developed 'Accountability System' is needed for a continued

of participants of school i

ReinforcemeDt lo Sustain a

Q.60.Mention the problems you generally face to follow the new curricular reforms in your school in order
to develop desired behavioral change in the leamers?
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47.
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48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

5',1.

58.
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Q.61. Enlist the stategies which you usually adopt to facilitate your subordinates to understand their

assigned roles to bring change in your institution.

Q.62. Express your views regarding the impact of success and failure of the change on the student's

academic a.hievemenl in an educational institulion.
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Q.63.Mention the mechanisms or procedures to evaluatc the performance of yor. ".np[eeiio*-dbringing change in your institution.

Q.64. Pdo tize differcnt areas with reference to your school that need to be improved through an effective

change managemetrt system.

APPENDIX-1-b
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No. of original items: 59 5 items discatded

22 sub -factors reduced to 17 sub-fadors

AWARENESS

S.No. 5ub-factors Items Remarks
1. Curr€nt Situational Analysis 13 4 5 5 factors merge into 3

factors
2 items were discarded
and 01 added

Total9 items retained

2_ A Person's Managerial Style ') 8
3. Credibility oflnformation Biven by Top

Management
6 9 51

DESIRE

S.No. Sub-factors Items Remarks
1. Supporting deske to change through

stakeholders
12 13 14 19 22 57 4 factors merge into 3

factors
01item discarded
and 01 added

Total 12 items
retained

2. A Person's Motivational Attitude/Level 18 16 15

3. Facing Challenges to Support Change 11 20 27

KNOWTEDGE

S.No. Sub-factoJs Items Remarks
1. A person's current knowledge base 26 34 33 25 4 factors merge into 3

factors
02 item discarded

Totall0 items
retained

2. Facl itatins chanae 21 29 28

3. Equipping change with latest strategies 31 30 32

ASItITY

S.No. Sub-fa.tors Items Remarks
7_ Combating change psychologically 42 44 41 43 5 factors merge into 4

factors
No items was
discarded

All13 itemswere
retained

2_ Practicing change intellectually 34b 46 35 36

3. Behavioral change initiatives 45 40

4. Coaching change ectively 39 38

REINFORCEMENT

S.No. Sub-factors Items Remarks
1. Maintaining momentum of a chan8e

process
55 53 56 54 4 factors merge into 3

factors
Two items shifted

All 10 items were
retained

2. Accountability of participants of a

change process
52 48 58

3. Reinfor€ement of a change process 50 49 41
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IIST OF EXPERT FOR THE CONTENT VATIDITY OF CMC SCATE

1. DR.S.A. Siddiqui, Fomer Vice Chancellor, AIOU, Islamabad.

2. Professor Dr.M.Aslam Asghar , Ghulam Mohltddin Islamic University,

Islamabad.

3. Professor Dr. M.A. Bukhari, Dean Education, Foundation University,

Islamabad.

4. Professor Dr.A.R. Saghir

5. Professor Dr.Hafiz Muhammad Iqbal , Dean, Faculty of Education,

University ol Punjab, Iahore.

6. Professor Dr. Rehana Masrur, Chairperson Department of Secondary

Education, AIOU, Islamabad.

7. Professor M. Hashim Abbasi, Consultant, Division of Continuing Education,

UAAR, Rawalpindi.

8 . Professor Dr. Arbab Khan Afridi, Institute of Education & Research Peshawar

9. Dr. Fareeha Zafar, Director, Society for Advancement of Education (SAHE),

Lahore.

1 0.Dr.Manzoor Arif, NowsheraUniversity, Nowshera.
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APPENDIX.2.b

ITEMS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE SUB-FACTORS OF SCALE OF CHANGE MANAGE COMPETENCY

{CMC)AFTER EFA

Awareness

5ub-Factors No. of
Items

Statements

Current
Situational
Analysis

7. ln the 21"' century it is important to use an effective method to
change the management of secondat, schools.

3. One of the tactful steps taken by a school's pril1cipal is to make
improvemcnt plans within available resources in the school.

4. The attitude of a principal counts a lot in welcoming a plan for
change within a school.

5. Lack of conmunication betwee[ top managers and school
committees is anothei barrier to implement a chaoge within a
school.

A Person's
Managerial
Style

7. The manage al policies of ex-principals of a school may affect the
performance ofexistins principal ofthe same school.

8. A principal sometimcs fcels hesitation in making new plans as a
result ofresista[ce from the employees.

6. A school p ncipal always welcomes new information from top
managets,

Credibility of
lnformation
given by Top
Managernent

9. Top management provides important information to implement a
I1ew proiect within school.

52. Regular support oftop management is important in keeping a
continuous dcvelopment of different school programs.

Desire

Sub-Factors No. of
Items

Staternents

Supporting
desire to
change
through
stakeholders

58. A principal soDetimes faces criticism from the staffmembers after
the execution ofa new plan.

72.

13. It is necessary for the principals to create a favourable climate for a
change for their staff membe6.

74. Maximum participation of the school staff ill the school
development program is based on professional competency of the
principal.

19. A principal may seek help of the senior managers to support desired
chanse in the school.

22. The penonal motivational level ofap ncipal is vital in creating
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readiness to change in other staffmembers.

A Person's
Motivational
level

18. One of the potential features of a school's Principal is to set

Dracrical examples to molivdte o[hers.

16. Physical fitness of a pincipal counts much in creating desire for
charr,e in lhe school.

15. An 
"ffective 

."hool change maoager needs to listen carefully to the

teachers and the stakeholders.

Facing

challenges lo
Suppo Deslre
to Charge

t7. Sometimes a principal laces pressures from school cofunittees in
crealing desi-re for change.

20. frJ6"iul -.1 ""ono-ic 
background of a principal counts a lot in

pursuing others lo change 

-

27. D""idirrg diff"."rt -otives for a change accolding to the school

environme[t is one of the critical tasks of the principal .

Knowledge

Sub Factors No. of
Items

Statements

krowledge

26. A prilcipal needs the skill of applying knowledge leamt through

traininss for solving some immediate problems.

34. The social and cultural barriels to access necded skills and

knowledge can be removed by the professional competency of a

school principal.

33. A secondary school systcm needs a well defined hierarchy of
manaqement for the dissemination of desired L'nowledge

25. To adjust change in a teachingJearning process, there is need to

develoD standardized tests in school.

Facilitating
Change

27. Peer leaming is one of the effective tools in managing a change in a
school.

29. An easy access to relevant knowledge is needed depending on the

location of the school.

2a For a school improvement plan both educatiofl al1d training are

based on the availability ofresouces.
Equipping
Change with
latest
Strategies

31. The cu(ent school policies need to be updated according to the

recent managerial trends.

30. A school needs to have illtemet connectivity to access day to day

knowledge for making advalcements ir school.

32. A school principal need to equip with sufficielt k[owledge aIrd

skills to handle unplanned change.
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Ability

Reinlorcement

Sub Factors No. of
Items

Statements

Combating
Change
Psychologically

43. The success of any school improvement plan depends upon the
time available for implementation.

45. One of the basic drivers of exercising development plall in a school

is the financial resources.

42. A principal need to deal with th(- mistakes ofthe staffmembers
with open mind while implementing a school improvement plan.

44. One ofthe energizing factors
alld aDDrcciation from the top

for a school head is to get rewards
managers.

Practicjng
Change
Iniellectually

35. A principal needs to ideltify the t]?e of change needed for
improvement of existing situation within school.

41. Principal is responsible to seek guidance and the opinions of
educational experts in order to practice change effectively

36. The basic pupose of trainings is to enable a principal to act in a

new changed working environmcnt.

37. Tuming new ideas into active plans is one the signihcant change

initiatives of a principal.
Behavioml
ChaI1ge

Initiatives

38. Inbom capabilities of a pdncipal contribute towards effective
change in the institution.

46. Reasonable availability of teaching-leaming aids and training
materials help in the smooth running of a plan in the charged
environment.

4t. Taking a round of classes is an influential step taken by a principal.

Coaching
Charge
Actively

40. A principal needs to work more as a manags Bther a leader to
panicipate aclively in fie change process.

39. Communication skills of a principal can be enhanced through a

Drofessional comDetency-building program.

Sub-Factors No. of
Items

Staternents

Maintaining
Momentum of

Change

56. Celebrating the success of well-implemented plan in the school

Drcvides a stronA base for the next change managers.

54. A suddel replacement of one of the key palticipaots may slow down

the momentum ofwhole plan.

51. The development of any school plan can be slowed down due to the

conllict to chanqe among school staff.

55. Developing plan according to the school environment is one of most
critical tasks of a school head.

Accountabiliiy 53. It is imDortant to match the compctencies of each cmployee with
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of Participanis
of a Change
Prccess

desired skills for keeping a smooth pace of a school developmeltal
pla[.

49. Effective ilcentive and reward system for particjpants of any school

improvement proiect are crucial for mailtaining change

59. A well developed 'Accountability System' is nceded for a continucd
performance of participants of school improvement plans.

Reinforcement
of a Change
Process

51. Enrichment ofexisting school plans by ap ncipal is one ofthe
sigrificant featues of innovative management.

50. Control over the pace ofdeveloplnent plan in the beginning help the
principal to proceed ahead successfully.

48. Reinforcemelt is one of tlle key factors to sustain thc momentun oi
imDlemented plan for achieving goals and objectives

Note: Discarded ltem s 2, 10,77,72,24. 22 sub-factors reduced to 16 sub-factors 54ltems

retained finally.
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APPENDIX-3

Factor Analysis Awareness , Need for Change

KMO and Bad€tt's T€st

Ka setsl,4eyerolkin Measure of Samplng Adequacy .750

312.544

45

.000

Bartlells Tesl of Sphercly Apprcx. Chi-Square

df

Sg.

Communalities

lnilial

a2

a3

a5

a6

a8

a9

a'10

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.539

_902

.611

.668

.655

.798

.689

.645

.730

.442
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Total Variance ExPlsin€d

lnitialE genvalues Enracllon Sums of Squared Loadings

ClJmubtive %

1

2

3

5

6

8

I

10

2.829

1.431

1.108

.925

_ta7

.711

.655

.576

.505

2A_291

14.308

11-O82

9.254

7.866

7 _109

6.548

5.756

5.O47

4.741

2A_291

42_599

53.681

62.934

70.800

77.909

a4.457

90_212

95.259

100.000

2.829

1.431

1.108

.925

-787

28.291

14.308

11.042

9.254

7.866

2a_291

42_599

53.681

62-934

70.800

Total Variance Explained

Rolal on Sums of Squared Loadings

1

2

3

5

6

2-084

1.447

1.417

1.066

1.066

20.836

14.472

14.T69

10.662

10.660

20.836

35.308

49-477

60.140

70.800
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7

8

10

{,
a

E
a,
.P
IIJ

567
Component Numb.r

Scree PIot

210

I 10



1 2 3

a5

a3

as

a8

a2

a6

a10

.678

.668

.644

.631

_257

.401

.239

.509

_435

-.334

-.349

-.'t31

-.170

.642

.609

.440

.406

-.129

.262

-.386

.589

-.517

.444

311

200

520

386

144

235

518

.381

-.147

-.191

.179

.499

-.531

Rotat€d Component Matrixa

1 2 3 5

a1

a5

a3

a7

a8

a6

.797

.701

.692

.591

-1A2

.124

.104

.241

-.235

.792

.748

.274

_145

.175

.363

_132

.810

.173

-.205

_222

.147

,.247

.213

.161

.224
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Compon€nt Transformallon Matrix

1 2 3 5

'|

2

_3

5

.755

-.386

.031

-.507

.152

.290

.790

-.504

-..191

.033

.496

-.151

--264

.805

-.113

283

.550

-.027

-.743

.141

.610

.240

.641

Factor Analysis Desire to Support and Participate

KMO and Bartlett's Test

lnitial I Enraction

Ka seFLleyeFOlkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

Banlell'sTestofSphericily Approx-ChFsquare

.814

574.U9

66

.000Sg.

Communalities
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all

a12

a13

a15

a16

a17

a18

a19

a20

a21

a22

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.698

.744

.683

.635

1.000 | .588

1.000

1.000

1.000

'1.000

1.000

1.000 .502
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lnitialEiSenvalues E(ract on Sums ofSquared Loadings

Cumulat ve % Cumulailve %

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

I

10

11

12

3.818

1.338

1_253

.959

.402

.690

.619

.569

-475

.380

.343

31.818

11_149

10.446

7 -994

6.682

6-274

5.750

5.T58

4.745

3.959

3.167

2.854

31.818

42.967

53.413

61.406

68.089

74.363

80.113

85.271

90.016

s3.975

97.142

100.000

3.818

1.338

1.253

31.818

11.149

'10.446

7.994

31.818

42.967

53.413

61.406

Total Variance Explained

Total Variance Explained

Rotalion Sums of Squared Loadings

Cumulative %

1

2

4

2.444

2_tos

1_664

1.1'12

20.730

17.539

13.870

9.267

20.730

38.269

52.'140

61.406
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5

6

7

8

10

11

12
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Scree Plot

o
=E

o
.s,
IU

Component Matrix'

5678
ComFonent Number

1 2 3

a15

a22

a13

.709

.696

,6M

.661

-_270

-.143

-.219

-.496

.209

--348

_240

-.254

-.113

276
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a18

a16

a21

a19

a1l

a20

a12

all

.621

.611

.547

.579

.359

.391

_293

.374

.120

.134

-.424

-.400.171

.234

.671

_612

.195 .t48

.T 00

-.305

.121

.846

Rotated Component Makix'

1 2 3

a13

a22

a19

a12

a18

a16

a15

a17

a20

a21

all

.819

.747

.593

.583

.453

_203

.119

.403

.260

.207

.231

.380

-.436

.714

.683

.682

.117

.379

.216

-.143

.312

.441

.103

.247

.744

_741

.411

't 15

.132

.377

.135

.159

.T 30

-.188

.907

Component Transformalion Malrix
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1 2 3

1

2

3

4

.696

-.438

.493

-.285

.577

-.056

-.809

.094

.370

.897

.183

,.153

.215

.025

-261

.941

Factor Analysis Knowledge

a23

a24

a25

a26

a27

a2A

a29

a30

a31

a32

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

KMO and Ba(l€tt's Test

.414

.855

.449

.573

_720

.594

.732

.727

.674

.601

Ka seFMeyerolkn lvleasure of Samplng Adequacy. .809

603.809

66

.000

Baitells Tesl ol Sphercly Approx. Chi-square

df-

sis.

Communalities
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Total Variance Explained

lnilialE genva Lres Extracion Slrms of Squared Load ngs

C!rnulalive %

1

2

3

5

6

8

s

10

11

'12

3.968

1.317

1.190

.942

.830

.774

.570

.499

.460

.433

.342

33.064

10.973

9.919

8.180

6.914

6.442

5.267

4.154

4.158

3.832

3.611

2.847

33.064

44.037

53.956

62.136

69.049

75.531

80.799

85.553

89.711

93.543

97.153

100.000

3.968

1_317

1.190

.942

33.064

10.973

8.180

33.064

44.037

53.956

62.136
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Total Variance Explained

Rolaton Sums of Sqlared Load ngs

Tolal Cumu at ve %

,1

2

3

5

6

7

I

I

10

11

12

2.O84

1.910

1.126

19.466

17.370

15.913

9.386

19.466

36.836

52.749

62.136
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Scree Plot

t
G
E
o
.sr
ul

5GiE

Component Number

Compon€nt Matrix'

1 2 3

a28

a26

a32

a34

a33

.680

.672

_672

_624

-.343

.188

.252 .120

,.415

-.259

-.111

- 269

.196

241

s10t1 t2



a30

a23

a29

a25

a31

a24

.615

.594

.475

.476

.420

.536

_342

-.21a

-.489

.375

-.569

.473

.164

207

.2'16

.243

-.219

.576

319

-.171

751

Rotated Component Matrix'

1 2 3

a26

a34

a33

a25

a27

a29

a2A

a3l

a30

a32

a23

a24

.693

.674

.636

.630

.349

-.113

.245

.471

.356

.174

.352

.253

-.'140

.770

.734

.647

_491

_117

189

146

144

305

791

687

604

489

130

.221

.105

398

.194

-.116

.204

.896
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Component Transf ormation Mairix

Factor Analysis Ability to Implement

KMo and Bartlett's Test

a34b

a35

a36

a38

a39

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1_000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.689

.729

.613

.636

.696

_777

.765

_712

1 2 3

1

2

3

.634

.492

.o2a

_540

-.831

-_ 107

.086

.522

.202

.700

-.445

188

166

378

891

Kaisetrl,4eye.O kin Measure ofSamp ing Adequacy. .848

674.921

7A

.000

Bartlett's Tesl of Sphericiiy Approx. Chi'Square

df

sis.
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242

a43

a45

a46

1.000

1.000

1.000

'1.000

1.000

.680

.459

_612

Total Variance Explained

Component lnilialEigenva ues Exlraclion Sums of Squared Loadinss

Tolal C!mulal ve % Total C!mulalive %

1

2

3

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

4-413

1.177

1.110

.936

.886

.785

_749

.676

.598

.440

_443

.402

.346

33.944

9.054

8.539

7.194

6.814

6.042

5.202

4.597

3.693

3.408

3.093

2.658

33.944

42.998

51.537

58.735

65.548

71.590

77.349

82.551

47.144

90.840

94-249

97.342

100.000

4_413

'1.177

1.110

.936

.886

33.944

9.054

8.539

7.198

6.814

33.944

42.994

51.537

58.735

65.548
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Total Variance Explainod

Rolalion Surns of Squared Loadings

Cumulaiive %

1

2

3

6

7

8

I

10

'11

12

13

2.074

1.852

1.675

1.556

1.360

15.985

14_247

12.886

11.966

10.463

15.985

30_232

43.118

55.085

65.548
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Scree Plot

5
ii
oo
irr

55769
Component Number

Component Matrix"

1 2 3 5

a38

a36

a42

a4O

_716

.697

-643

.638

.615

-.293

-.'143

.262

-.196

-.207

-.168

-.312

.175

-.515

-.245

.296

.246

-.394

.200

-.205

_221

-.198



a43

a45

a37

a34b

a46

a39

a35

.542

.565

.507

.564

.415

.438

.510

.577

.516

-.422

.338

.338

.346

.234

.441

-.186

-.204

.231

.365

.540

Rotated Component Malrix"

1 2 3

a42

a43

a34b

a46

a35

a36

a37

a45

a40

a39

a3a

.778

.680

.580

.494

.1T 8

.469

.183

_275

.201

-152

.1'1'1

.115

.139

.180

_797

.683

.534

.507

.113

.219

.277

.2AA

.415

.157

.500

.786

.634

.321

.221

.547

.110

.195

.217

_314

.800

_143

.466

_226

.103

-.121

.322

.240

.194

.179

.853

.535
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Component Translormation Matrix

Factor Analysis Reinforcement

KMO and Bartlett's Test

.595

.592

.716

.610

.673

a48

a49

a50

a51

1_000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1 2 3 5

1

2

3

5

.563

-_241

.430

-.528

.400

.460

.834

-.264

.oo2

.145

.454

.014

.497

.407

-.622

388

348

662

303

446

.337

-.354

-.254

681

.444

Ka ser[,,leyer-Olkin I\,!easure of Sampllng Adequacy. .819

616.884

66

.000

Bartlell s Test of Sphericily Approx. Chi'Square

df

sig.

Communalities
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a53

a54

a55

a56

a57

a58

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.475

.730

.606

.551

.481

Total Variance Explained

lnilial Elgenva Lres E(raclion Sums olSquared Load ngs

Curnulatve % Cumulalive %

1

2

3

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

12

4.077

1 238

087

990

462

816

641

579

529

432

399

349

1

33.976

10.320

9.059

4.249

7.186

6.801

4.425

4.409

2_907

33.976

44.296

53.355

61.603

68.789

75.590

80.932

85.758

90.166

93.765

97.093

100.000

4.O77

'1.238

1.087

.990

33.976

10.320

9.059

a_249

33.976

44.296

53.355

61.603
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Total variance Explained

Rolalion Sums of Squared Loadings

Cumulative %

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I

10

11

'12

2.326

'I _982

1-773

1_312

19.381

16.518

14_772

10.932

19.381

35.899

50.671

61.603
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Scree Plot

lu

1 2 3 4

a55

a54

a56

a58

a50

a53

.673

.644

.639

.618

.612

.601

-.424

-.236

-.296

.426

-.419

199

.T63

-.341

-.237

-.242

.261

-.204

291

Component Number



a51

a52

a49

a4a

a5l

.589

.589

.570

.530

.420

.456

.469

.473

Rotated Component Matrix'

1 2 3

a55

a53

a56

a54

a52

a48

a58

a50

a49

a57

a51

.800

.747

.732

.539

.264

.259

.263

.144

.225

..182

.151

.383

.115

.703

.605

.139

.303

.525

124

218

-.132

.241

.198

-789

.751

.564

.119

.209

.264

.174

_272

-.115

.126

.427

-.388

.692

.536
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Compone nt Transtormation Mairlx

1 2

1

2

3

4

_627

.655

.415

_o77

.559

.142

.500

_647

.450

.742

-.454

-_201

.304

'.010

.610

293



APPENDIX:4 a

CHANGE MANAGEMENT COMPETENCY SCALE (CMCS)

(FOR GOVERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS)

PERSONAL PROFILE:

1. Name(optional):

2. School Name:

3. Gender: tC tI

40-s0 year Q
50-60 vearsQ

6. Academic Qualifi cation:

8. tr4anagement Experience ----- years.

10. Management Couse attended dudng Service:

4. Age: 30-40 yearsQ +. oistrict:

7. Professional Qualifi catior:

9. Coltact Number (optional)

EE
I 1. Trai rg course(s) attended on change Management: E E

12. Ifyes, When (year) 13. Duration:

Note: Kindly read caretully this questionnaire and tickA the most appropriate level in your oprDrun.

SA

LTD

DA

SD

Scale

Strorgly Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Stongly Disagree

5

4

3

2

1

in weeks.



Statemcnts
In the 21"'century it is important to use an ef'fectivc method to change the

ement of secondary schools.
One of the tactful steps taken by a school's pil1cipal is to make improvement

ans within available resouces in the school.
The attitude of a principal counts a lot in welcoming a plan for change withil a
school.
Lack of communication between top managers and school committees is
another barrier to implement a change within a school.
The malagerial policies of ex-principals of a school may affect the

e ol e\istin{ DrinciDal ol rhe same s.hool
A principal sometimes feels hesitation in making new plans as a result of
resistance from the employccs.

welcomcs ncw infomation fiom
Regular support oftop management is important in keeping a continuous
development of different school
Top matragement provides importal1t information to implement a new project
within school.

It is necessary for the principals to create a favourable climate for a change for
their staff members.
A principal sometimes faces criticism ftom the staff membeN alter the
execution of a new
Marimum participation ofthe school statT in the school dcvclopment program

The penonal motivational level of a principal is vitd in creating readiness to
in other staff membels.

A principal may seek help ofthe senior managers to support desired change in
the school.
A pdncipal need to assoss a change whcn it occurs as a threat to whole school

One ofthe potential features ofa school's ?rincipal is to set practical exarnples
to motivate ofhers.
Physical fitness ofa principal counts much in creating desire for change in the
school.
An effective school charge manager needs to listcn carcfully to the teacherc
and the stakeholders.
Sometimes a principal faces pressures from school committees in creating

The social and cconomic backqround of a principal counts a lot in pumui

Awareless for the Need for Ch

Desire to su ort and rtici e in the cha
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s.No. UI D

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

S.No Statements SA ut) D

10.

lt

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

t'7.

18.

19.



others to
Deciding different motives for a change according to the school environment is
one ofthe critical tasks ofthe principal.

A principal needs the skill of applying knowledge leamt through tainings for
solvins somc inxnediate Droblems.
The social and cultural barriers to access nceded skills and knowledse can be
rernoved by the professional

A secondary school system needs a well defined hierarchy of managemelt for
the dissemination of desired knowledse.
To adjust change in a teachingJearning proccss, there is need to develop
standardized tests in school.
Peer leaming is one ofthe effective tools in managing a change in a school.
An easy access to relevalt knowledge is needed depending on the locatiorr of
tie rchool.
For a school improvemcnt plan both cducation and tlailirlg are based oI1 the
availabilitv of rcsources-

The curent school policies necd to be updatcd according to the recent

A school needs to have intemet connectivity to access day to day knowledge
for making advancements in school.
A school principal need to equip wilh sulficient knowledge and skills to handle

The success of any school improvement plan dcpends upon thc timc availablc

One of the basic drivers of exercising development plan in a school is the
financial resources.

A principal need to deal with the mistakes of the staff members with opeD
mind while implementing a school improvement plan.

One of the energizing factors for a school head is to get rcwaxds and
iation ftom the toD manaseN.

A principal needs to identifu the tlpe of change needed for improvement of
istine situation within school.

Principal is responsible to seek guidance and the opinions of educational
in ordcr to practicc chanse effectively.

The basic purpose of trainings is to enable a principal to act in a new changed

Tumine new ideas into active Dlans is one of the significant change initiativcs

Knowledge of how to change

uired Skills and Behaviours



ofa Drinci
Inborn capabilities of a prilcipal contribute towards eflective change in the
institution.
Reasonable availability ofteachingJeaming aids and training materials help in
the smoodr runnins of a Dlan in the chanped environment.
T a round ofclasses is an influcntial step taken
A principal needs to work more as a manager rather a leader to participatc
activelv in the chalse Drocess.

Communication skills of a principal can be enhanced through a professional

Celebrating the success ofwell-implcmcntcd plan in the school provides a
base for thc ncxt chanse manasers.

A sudden replacement of one of the key participants may slow down the
momenfum of whole plan.

The development of any school plan can be slowed down due to the conllicl to

Developing plan accordi[g to the school environment is one ofmost critical
tasks ofa school head.

It is important to match the competercies ofeach employee with desired skills
for keeping a smooth pace of a school
Effective incentve and rewzLrd system for pafticipants of any school
imDrovemelt Droiect are crucial for maintaini
A well developed 'Accountability System' is needed for a continued

ofDarticipants of school i
Enlichment ofexistjng school plans by a principal is one ofthe significant

Control ovcr the pace ofdevelopment plan in the beginning help the principal
to Drocccd ahcad successfullY.
Reinforcement is one ofthe key factors to sustain the momenfum of
implemented Dlan for achieving goals alld obiectives.

Reinforcement to Sustain a

Q.ss.Mention the problems you generally face to follow the new curricular reforms irl your school in order
to develop desired behavioml change in the leamcls?



Q.56. Enlist the strategies which you usually adopt to facilitate your subordinates to understand their

assigned roles to bring change in your institution.

Q.57. Express your views regarding the impact of success and failure of the change on the student's

academic achievement in an educational institution.
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Q.s8.Mention the mechanisms or procedures to evaluate the performance of your employees towards
bringing change in your iNtitution.

Q.59. Prioritize differellt fieas with reference to your school that need to be improved through an effective

change management system.
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APPENDIX:4-b

ITEMS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE SUB-FACTORS OF CMC SCATE AFTER EFA

Awareness

Sub Factors No. of
Iterns

Statements

Current

Situational

Analysis

7. In the 21't century, it is importart to use an effe.tive method to

change the mtulagemeDt ofsecondary schools.

3. One of the tactful steps taken by a school's principal is to make

improvement plans within available rcsouces in the school.

4. The attitude of aprincipal counts a lot in welcoming a plan for
change within a school.

5. Lack of communication between top manageN al1d school

committees is another barrier to implement a change within a
school.

A Person's

Managerial

Style

7. The managerial policies of ex-principals of a school may affect the

performance ofexisting principal ofthe same school.

8. A principal sometimes feels hesitation in making new plans as a

result ofresistance from the employees.

6. A school pdncipal always welcomes ncw intbrmation tiom top

managels.

credibility of
lnformation
given by Top

ManaBement

9. Top management prcvides impofiallt infomatio[ to implement a

new project within school.

52. Regular support of top management is impotant in keeping a

continuous development of different school programs.
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Desire

Sub Factors No. of
Items

Statements

Supporting

desire to
change

through

stakeholders

58. A p ncipal sometimes faces criticism from the staffmembers after
the execution ofa new plan.

72. A principal need to assess a change when it occtrls as a threat to
whole school system.

73. It is necessary for the principals to create a favourable climate for a
change for their staff members.

14. Ma.\imum participation of the school staff in the school

developmelt program is based on professiooal competoncy ofthe
pdncipal.

19. A p ncipal may seek help of the senior managers to support desired

change in the school.

22. The personal motivational level ofaprincipal is vital in creating

readiness to change in other staffmembers-

A Person's

Motivational

level

18. One of the potential features of a school's Principal is to set

practical examples to motivate others.

16. Physical fitness of a principal counts much in creating desire for
change in the school.

15. An effective school change manager needs to listen carefully to the

teachcrs ald the stakeholders.

Facing

challenges io

Support Desire

to Change

71. Sometimes a principal faces pressures from school committees in
creating desire for change.

20. The social and economic backgrould of a principal counts a lot in
pursuing others to chaDge.

2L. Deciding different motives for a change according to the school

enyironment is one of the critical tasks of the principal .
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Knowledge

Sub-Factors No. of
Items

Statements

knowledge

26. A principal needs thc skill ol applying knowledge learnt through
trainings for solving some inmediate problems.

34. The social and cultural baders to access needed skills and

knowledge can be removed by the professional competency of a

school principal.

33. A secondary school system needs a well defined hierarchy of
managemelt for the dissemination ofdesired knowledge.

25. To adjust chalge ir1 a teaching-leaming process, there is need to

develop staldardized tests in school.

I acilitating
Change

21. Peer leaming is one ofthc effective tools in managing a change in a

school.

29. An easy access to relevant knowledge is needed dependilg on the

location ofthe school.

28 For a school improvement plan both education and training are

based on the availability of resources.

Equipping
Change with
lalest

Strategies

31. The current school policies need to be updated according to the

rcce[t managerial hends.

30. A school [eeds to havo jntemet connectivity to access day to day

knowledge for making advancements in school.

32. A school pdncipal n(-ed to equip with sufficient knowledge and

sklls to handle uoplanned change.
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Ability

Reinlorcement

Note: Discarded ltems 2,10,11,23,24. 22 sub-factors reduced to 16 sub-factors 54ltems

retained finally.

Sub-Factors No. of
Iterns

Statements

Maintaining
Momentum of
a Change

56. Celebrating the success of well-implernented plan i11 the school
provides a slrollg base for the next change ma[agers.

A sudden replacement of one of the key pafticipants may slow down
the momentum of whole plan.

57. The development ofany school plan can be slowed down due to the

conflict to change among school staff.

55. Developing plan according to the school envirotunent is one ofmost
critical tasks of a school head.

Accountability
of Participants

of a Change

Process

53. It is important to match the competencies of each employee with
desired skills for keeping a smooth pace of a school developmental
plan.

49. Effective incendve and reward system for participants of any school

improvement project are crucial for maintaining chalge.

59. A well developed 'Accounlability System' is leeded lor a continued

performance of participants of school improvemeflt plans.

Reinforcement

of a Change
51. Effichment of existing school plans by a principal is one ofthe

significant features of iDnovative management.

50. Control over the pace ofdevelopment plan in the beginning help the

principal to proceed ahead successfully.

48. Reinforcement is one ofthe key factors to sustain the momenfum of
implementcd plan for achieving goals and objectives.
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Appendix:5

REGION.WISE NAME S OF SANIPLED SCHOOLS INCLUDFJD IN ANAI,YSIS

SCHOOLS OF NORTHERN PUNJAB

GGIIS MI]RRFF, RAWAI PIDI
GGHS DHOKI KASHMIRIAN RAWALPIND]
GGHS COMPREIIENSI\ts RAW IPINDI
GCHS KERORE KOTLI SATTIAN RA\I'AIPINDI
GGHS AFANDI COLONY RAWAIPINDI
GGHS I,LA.GISTRATE COLONY RAWALPINDI
GGHS PINDORA RAWAI.PINDT

GGHS USMANIA RA.WALPINDI
GGHS MUSLM TOWN RAWAIPINDI

], GGHS I BLOCK SATELLITE TOWN RAWAI,PINDI
I, GCHS THAT"TI CUJAR K}IAN RAWALPINDI
], GGHS J}IATTA IIATL{L RAWAIPINDI
], GCHS GABGAAL RAWALPINDI
1, GGHS BHADANA RAWALPINDI

', 
GGHS BIIALL RAWALPINDI

5, GGIIS K-{ILAR S\TDAN RA.WAIPINDI
7, GGHS BHALL GUJAR KHAN RAWALPINDI
], GGHS JABBAR PINDORI RAWAIPINDI
), GGHS CHOAKIIALS RAWAIPINDI
], GBHS,QADRIA, RAWAIPINDI
I - GBIIS.ISLAMLA., RAWAIPINDI
)- .GBHS ,MILLIA ISLAMLA, RA.WAIPINDI
], GBIIS,COMPRETIENSI\8, RAWAIPINDI
1, GBGS ISLAMIA GUJAR KHAN RAWAI.PINDI

'. 
CBHS MC GUJAR KIIAN RAWAIPINDI

i. GBHS I'AHUTA RAWAIPINDI
/. GBHS AFANDI COLONY RAWAIPINDI
]. GBHS ISLAMIA NO.4 RAWAIPINDT
). GBHS BHADANA GUJAR KI{AN RAW IPINDI
]. GBHS DARA. KIAL. RAWALPINDI
I, GBHS SAGRI RAWALPINDI
], GBIIS MOHR DAROGHA RAWAI-PINDI
], GBHS SAR SUBA SHAH RAWALPINDI
1, GBHS JERO RATIAL RA.WALPINDI

', 
GBHS QAZIAN RAWALPINDI

5- GBIIS PINDORI JABER RAWALPINDI
7- GBIIS BASAII RAWAIPINDI
3, GGHB CHOA KHALSA RAWALPINDI
), GGIIS P,A,F, COLO}JY MIANWALI
]. GGHS MOCHH MIANWAII
1, GGHS SHADIA MIANWALI
], GGHS BACHRAN MIA}IIVAII
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], GGHS ROKHRI MIANWALI
1, GGHS AIIMAD K}I{N MIANWALT

'. 
GGHS CI\'IL STATION MIANWALI

'. 
GGHS SHAHBAZ SII{RETF MIANWALI

7. GCHS DAWOOD KHEL MIANVr'AII
J. GGHS MUSA KHEL ISA KHEL MIANWALI
), GGHS CI{ARAIIALA MIAN\VALI

GGHS MAKRI MIANWALI
GGHS RIKIIE MIANWAII
GGHS MUSA KI{EL MIANWAII
GGHS MOOCH MIANWAII
GGHS K-ANDLA.N MIANWALI
GGHS DILLEWAII MIANWALI
GGHS PANI FAIL MIANWAII
GGHS CIIAK NO.l MIANWAII
GBHS NEAR RAILWAY STATION MIANWAII
GBHS PAF MIANWALI
GBHS QAItrAR MISIIANI MIANWAII
GBHS I4iC MIANWALI
GBHS HUSSAIN WALA MIANWAII
GBHS MUSA KHEL ADDA MIANWALI
GBHS Kf ]}.IDL{N MIANWALI
GBHS PIPLAN MIANIr'AII
GBHS MUSA KIIBL ADDA MIANWALI
GBHS MUSA KHEL MIANWALI
GBHS DILLEWAILI MIANWAII
GBHS MUZAITAR MIANWAII
GBHS DHIBBA KASRIAL MIAMVALI
GBHS GHI]NDI MIANWAII
GBHS GT]LMERIWAIA MIANWAII
GRHS M S S CHAKRAI,A MIANWAI,I
GBHS CIIAK MARIS MIANWALI
GBHS MIAN1VALI
GBHS ROKIIARI MIANWALI

SCHOOL OF CENTRAL PUNJAB

7, GGHS PTJNJAB T]NI\ERSIIY MODEL LA}IORE
3, GGHS ALLAMA IQBAL'IOWN LAHORE
), GGHS CHACIIA WALI LAHORE CANTT LAHORE
], GGHS COM?REHENSIVE WAHADAT ROAD LAIIORE
1, GGHS GULSHAN RAVI LAHORE
], GGHS SULTAN AHMAD ROAD ICHRA. LAIIORE
], CGHS PRAC II( I\G IOW\SHIP I AJIORE

{, GGHS FATIM 2 FANE ROAD LAHORE
5, GGHS GAU SHALLA BAND ROAD LA}IORE
5, GGI]S MUSLIM CANTI LAHORE
7, GGHS CIIARPAR LAHORE
8, GGHS HALOzu LAITORE
), GGHS LAKXOKXI LAIIORE

t.

L
L
l.

7.

l.
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). GGHS DALLO KHIJRD LAHORE
I. CGHS KEER KHUD BADIAN ROAD LAHORI
)- GGHS LA{HO DER LAIIORE
]. GGHS MINILALA KAIAN LAHORE
1. GGHS G,dlru MATA LAHORE
J, GGHS I'{CCHA LAHORE

'. 
GBHS MODERN MUGHAL PI]RA SIIALIMAR LINK LA}IORE

/. GBHS KARIM BI-OCK ALLAMA IQBAI TOWN LAI{ORE
], GBHS ISLAMLA. LAHORE CANTT LAHORE

GBHS BOwlI CAMP LA}IORE CANTI SCHOOL
],GBHS KOHRIAN NEAR BARKI LA}IORE CNTT LAIIORE
1,GBHS CENTRAI MODEL SCIIOOL LA]IORE
Z,GBHS GULBARG LAIIORE CAN'rI, LA}IORE
],CBHS PILOT WAHADAT COLONY LAITOR]]
I,CBHS JALLO MORE LAIIORE CANTI LAIIORE
5,GBIIS BIIASIN LATIORE CANTT LA}IORE
5,CBHS BARKI LAIIORE
7,6BHS BAGHBAN PURA LAHORE
8,GBHS KA]{NA NAU LAHORE
9,GBHS PANDKI LAHORE
],GBHS LIDHAR LAI{ORE
I,GBHS NARWAR IA}IORE
2,GBIIS HI]DL{R{ LAIIORE
],GBHS I'AMAII{N LAHORE
4,GBI{S MOII{NWAI LAHORE
5,CGHS MODERN EDUCATION GUJRANWALA
5,GGHS MUSLIM TOWN GUJRANWALA
7,GGI]S MUBARAK COLONY GUJRA.NWALA
S,GGHS MODERN SATELLITE TOWN GUJRAMVALA
9,CGHS MISSION GUJRANWALA
l),GGIIS AIIGARH ENGLISH GUJRANWALA
] GGIIS SARFARAZ COI-ONY GI]JRANWALA
2,CGHS TALWANDI MUSA KHAN GUJRANWALA
3,CGHS DHI]ILAY GUJRANWALA
4,GGIIS NOASIITRA IIRKAN CUJRANWAIA
5,GGHS GARIAKH GUJRANWALA RI]RAI
6.GGHS NOENIKI SINDWAN GUJRANWALA
7,GGHS AROOP GUJRANWALA
S.GGHS KOHOLO WALA GUJRANVAIA
9.GGIIS MOGHAL CIIAK KALAN GUJRAN]VAIA
().GGHS BOTAIA S}i]{RAM SIGH GUJRA]\ryALA
1 .GGHS JII{NDAIA BAGH WAI GUJRANWALA
2.GGHS GUJRANWAIA SANSARA GORAYA
3-GGHS PIPNAKHA GUJRAN1VAIA
1-GBHS G,T, ROAD GUJR-{NWALS
s-GBHS MODEL TOWN GUJLANWALS
6 GRHS KASHMIR COLONY GUJRANWAIA
7,GBI{S A,M, ISLAMIA NO,1 GUJX.ANWALA

8,GBHS J.M ISLAMIA FEROZWAIA GUJRI\NWALA
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].GBHS MUSLIM JINNAH MEMOIiI{L GUJA-ANWALA
],GBHS PUBLIC GUJRANWALA
I,GBHS F,C, ISLAMLA GUJITAN'WALA
2,GBHS NAJEEB GLIRANWAIA GUJRANWAI-A
],GBHS HAMID ALI MEMORIAL GUJRANWALA
.1,GBHS EMIN ABAD GUJRANWAIA
s,GBHS RAHWALI GUJRANWAIA
6.GBHS GODLANWAIAGUJT<ANWALA
7.GBHS GODAL WAIA GUJRANWAIA
8.GBHS TALLI,dAII GUJRANWAIA
,.GBHS BHALLAY WALA GUJRA.NIVALA
].GBHS CIIAHAL I'TAN GUJRJNWALA
l,GBTIS ABDAI KOHOLO WALA GTJJRANWALA
2,GBIIS TALWANDI KHAJOOR WALI GUJRANWAIA
],GGIIS ARIFWALA PAKPA'I"TAN
I,GGHS QABOOLA PAKPATIAN
5,CGHS CITY ARIFWALA PAKPATTAN
6,GGHS MC NO.2 OLD TOWN HAIL PAI<IATTAN
7,GGHS MC NO.l GIIA.LLA MANDI P {?AIIAN
8,GGHS CITY PAKPATTAN PAKPATTAN
g,GGHS GHIJLAM QADIR PAI<PATTAN
l),CGHS COLONY AREA PAKPATTAN
1,GGHS NtrALI'A }IANS MOIIAILAH PAKPATTAN
2,GGHS PAKPATTAN
3,GGHS 66EB PAKPATTAN
4.GGHS 34l K13 PAKPATTAN
5,GGHS 149/EB PAKPATTAN
6.GGHS HOTA PAIGATTAN
7,GGHS KAIYANA PAX?ATTAN
8.CGHS NOORAKETH ARIFWALA PAKPATTAN
g-GGHS 67l EB PAKPATTAN
I].GGHS 157lEB PAKPATTAN
I.GGHS 63 ]B PAKPATTAN
2.GBHS SHAKKAR GANJ PAKPATTAN URBAN
3.GBHS MC ARIF WALA PAKPATTAN
4.GBHS JTIMMAN SHAH PAKPATTAN
s-GBHS HOTA KAIYANA PAK?ATTAN
6.GBHS MALK,A. HANS PI]RA PAK?ATTAN
7.GBHS DHA?PAT PAKPATTAN
8-GBHS BUS STAND PAKPATTAN
9.GBHS FEROZE PI]R CHISTIAN PAKPATTAN
I].CBHS URBAN AREA ISLAM COLONY PAK?ATTAN
l.GBHS FAZILKA ISLAMIA PAKPA'I'TAN
2-GBIIS TIBBI LAI BAIG PAKPATTANRIIRAI-
3.GBHS 13 8/ 1O,R PAKPATTAN
4,GBHS 153 / EB PAKPATTAN
s-GBIIS 89 ,EB PA{?ATTAN
6-GBHS KOT K}II]DA BUX PAKPATTAN
7-GBHS 1 69/EB PAKPATTAN
S.GBHS 89/EB PAKPATTAN
S GBHS ]9 F,B ARIFWAI,A PAKPATTAN
O,GBHS 69 EB PAKPATTAN
1,GGHS CHINIOT
2,GGHS STIA.II BI]RIIAN CHINIOT
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3,GGHS CIIAK NO, 152 CH]NIOT
,1,GGHS RAJOYA SADDAT CHINIOT
5,GGHS BHOWANA CHIMOT
.6.GGHS LAT,LAN CHIMOT
'7,GGHS NUSRAT CHIMOT
Is-GGHS RAJOA SADAT CHINIOT
'9.GGHS SATELLITE TOWN CHINIOT
O,GGHS AIIItr{D NAGAR CIIINIOT
I].GGHS PIRPT]I"IJACHINIOT RRRRRR
T2,GGIIS CILI\K NO,134 I-B CHINIOT
I3,GGHS I(AIOWAL CHIMOT
14,GGHS CII{K NO, 199/JB CIIINIOT
I5,GGHS KARLI CHINIOT
I6,GGHS 13.]B CHIMOT
IT,GGHS I52 JI] CH]NIOT
IS,GGHS T}IATI BA]-A RAJA CHINIOT
,g,GBIIS JAMIA ML]IIAMMIDI SHARI CHINOT
(],GBIIS AIIMAD NAG,\R CIIINIOT
1,GBHS ISLAMI{ CHINIOT
2,GBHS TALEEM UL ISLAM CHINIOT
3,GBHS LAILLA.N CHN{IOT
4.GBHS AHMAD ABAD CHINIOT
5,GBHS CHENAB NAGAR CHIN]OT
6,GBI{S I',AM\! ATRWALA CHINIOT
7,GBHS BOHWANA CHINIOT
8,GBHS YASORAY KORAY CHINIOT
9.CBHS 2l]1(] JB CHINIOT RI]RAI

IO,GBIIS 2.11 CHINIOT
I].GBHS 247 JB CHINIOT
I2,GBHS LANGER MAKIIDOOM CHINIOT
I3-GBHS HARSA SIIEIK}I CHINIOT
]4-GBHS CH-A.K NO,128 JB CIIINIOT
)s-GBIIS CII{K NO,l38 JB CHINIOT
]6.CBHS ADLANA CIIINIOT
)7,GBHS BOHRANI CHINIOT
18. GBHS AL ISLAM CIIINIOT
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SCHOOI,S OF SOI]TIIERN PIN.]AR

9,GGIIS JAI WAIA MULTAN
3.GGHS MOONLIGHT ML]LTAN
I,GGIIS CIIAK BOIIAR WAI-A MI]ITAN
2,GGHS NUSRAT T]I, ISLAM MI]LTAN
]-GGHS IQBAI MI]LTAN
I,GGHS MUSLTM MULTAN
5.GGHS ISLAMIA DAULAT MULTAN
6,GGHS I,tr{TOTALY SHUJABAD MIILTAN
7-GGHS NO.2 SIIAMSABAD MI]LTAN
8,GGHS RAWANI MT]I-TAN
g.GGHS NO. 1 MT]LTANRT]RAL
O,GGHS JALALABAD MULTAN
I ,GGHS JAMLA ALOOM MULTAN
2,GGHS LOT}IER MI]LTAN
3,GGHS QASBA TtrAKAI MI]LTAN
l.GGHS SURAJ MIANI MULTAN
s,GGHS 5 FAIZ MI]LTAN
6,CGHS MOHALLA DOGRA MULI AN
T.GGIIS KABOOTER N'L{NDI MfraTAN
s,GBHS HARAM GATE MIJLTAN
9.CBHS MUSLIM MULTAN
O,GBTIS SHAMSABAD MI,LTAN
1,GBHS BASTI MOLOOK MULTAN
2,GBHS TAIKOT MI]LTAN
].GBHS KOHIWALA MULTAN
4,GBHS GMA JINNAH MULTAN
s,GBIIS SAMR{ PI]BLIC MI]LTAN
6,GBHS PAXISTAN MULTAN
?,GBHS JTIOK LASKIIAR PUR MULTAN
8,CBHS SAHU MULTAN
g,GBIIS MAKIIDOOM RASHEED MULTAN
O.GBHS BUDHLA SANT MULTAN
1,GBHS KOT MELA RAM MULTAN
2.CBHS BOHAR MULTAN
3,GBHS GI]I,ZAR PUR MULTAN
4,GBI]S MLIILAN IAQEER MULTAN
5,GBHS MAHITAL MULTAN
6,GBHS SHEYABAD MIJLTAN
7,GGHS SHIKAR PUR RAJ,I.NPf]R
8,GGHS NO.I JAMPLTR RAJANPUR
9.GGHS NO.2 JAMPIJR RAJANPUR
O,GGHS NO.2 CANAL COLONY RAJANPI]R
I.CGHS MODEL NO,1 RAJANPT]R CITY RAJANPUR
2,GGHS NOSHERA WEST RAJANPI]R
3 ,GGHS RO.IHAN RAJANPLIR
4,GGHS FAZILPUR RA.JANPfIR
s-GGHS MI]TAN KOT RAJANPUR
6,GGHS UMAR KOT RAJANPI]R
7-GGHS IIARRAND RAJANPTIR
8,GGHSWANG RA.JANPUR
9 GGHS RHAGSAR RAJANPI]R
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O,GGHS RAJANPI]R
1,GGHS SKHANIWALA RAJANPUR
2,GGHS MUHAMMAD PI]R RA.JANPI]R
3,GGHS MURGIIAI RA.JANPUR
4.GGHS HAJI PfIR R-AJANPIJR
s,GGHS LI]DDN R,dIANPUR
6,GBHS FAZIL Pf]R RAJANPI]R
7,CBHS MITILA.N KOT RAJANPf]R
S,GBHS NO,2 DI]BAI COLONY AQIL PUR RAJANPUR
g,GBHS MODEL NO- 1 RAJANPI]R CITY RAJANPIJR
O,GBHS SALEEM ABAD RAJANPUR
1 , GBHS MUILAMMAD PIIR RAJANPLTR

2,GBHS LAL GARH RAJANPI]R
3,CBHS FATH PIJR CII{K JINDO SHAH RA.JANPUR
,I,GBHS MUGHAL JAMPUR R-A.JANPUR
5 GBHS DA]]AI,]A\?I]R RAJANPI]R
6,CBHS TAIAII WAIA RdIANPLIR
7,GBHS RAKH BAGH WALA R-A-}ANPUR

8,CBHS NOOR PI]R N{.ANDI WAIA R,{JAMUR
g,GBHS IIAJIPI]R RAJANPUR
O,GBHS MUTIAMMAD PT]R RAJANPI]R
1 , GBHS HAZRAT WALA RAJANPI]R
2,GBHS CHAK JINDU SIIAII RAJANPUR
3,GBHS MI]RHGAI RAJAN?UR
4, GBHS KOTLA NASEER R,{JANPUR
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APPENDIX:6

IIST OF PEOP!E ASSISTED IN DATA COTTECTION PROCESS

1. Raja Asghar Zaman Khan, Agriculurist,Gujar Khan, Rawalpindi.

2. Dr. Mukhtar Ahmed, Regional Director, Regional Center, AIOU, Gujmnwala.

l. I\4ian Muhammad Aslam. Direclor. Resional Cenlcr. Lahore.

4. Mr. Ghulam Hussain Khosa, Deputy Regional Director, Regional Center, Dem Ghazi

Kllan.

5. Mr. Ishrat Hussain Bhatti, Principal, Federal Govemment Boys Higher Secondary

School, Auaogzeb Road, Multan Cantt. Multan.

6. Mr. Shakeel Awan, Muslim Colony, Mianwali.

7. Ms. Khalida Nigha! EPM Graduate, Rajoya Chowk, Rajoya Road, Chiniot.

8. Professor Ghulam Mustafa, Kiyani, Principal Govemment Postgraduate College,Attock.
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Appendix-7

LITERACY RATES OF THE DISTRICTS OF PUNJAB

Table 1 Dist cts & Litemcy Rates ofNorthem Punjab

S.No.

I Rawalpindi 79

2. 71

l. Chakwal '16

6l

5

6 57

Table .2 Districts & Literacy Rates of Central Punjab

S,NO,

7. 80

8. 73

9. 71

10. 66

1l

12. TobaTekSingh 65

I], 65

I4, 6l

IJ, 6l

6l

ll. 61

lE. 58

19. 58

20. J6

21. 5l

22. Sahisal 50

23. 50

21. 45

25. 3.1
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Table .3 Dstricts & Literacy Rates of Southem Punjab

S,NO, Dislricts

25. 56

26. 54

2',1. 52

28. 52

29. 16

10.

lt. Muzaf Cmh

32. 43

13. ,1:l

34 .11

.15. Raj.npur 27

Source: PSLM (201l)
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Appendix-8
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Enhancement in CM Competen€ies of H€ads

Chatge Man6ement Competency-Buiding Framework For The Heads of Schoots

TEVERS OF CHANGE

Bui!ding FosteiingAbility ro
niplcmcnlnew skills

Reintorcement

. communication

. Top Manacemeni Support

. Training

. ManaCinC Resistance
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